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to the President’s policy of leaving
this matter to the states to settle for. themselves, and a more conservative spirit is now
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State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at §2.00 per annum, in advance;
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six months; aud §2.50, if payI,aiJ
nTt'm in delayed beyond six months.
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Raleu of Advertielii^;.
One inch of space, In length of column, constitute

a

“square."

§1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
alter; throe insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertion* or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements," §2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” §2.00 per square first week,
$1.00 per square after; three insertions or loss, $1.50;

week

ball

a

$1.5".

square, three

insertions, §1.00;

one

ITyet

In no case has It failed to give entire satisfaction,
and it has elicited the liighest praise from all who
have witnessed its working.
It has all tha^best points of onr former favorite
do not possess.
Stoves, boakleirbthers which
Among them are the following points:
1st. The ashes, dropping into a sifter beneath the
grate, are sifted without moving.
‘/A. It sifts ashes without dust, or other incumbrance, and the cinders are ready to be used im-

thousands.
Wc had gone about two hundred yards, and
T. said to me, “I think be has stole a)vay, sir.”
The words were scarcely out of his mouth,
when, with a suppressed roar, tiro brute got up
in front and charged straight in amongst us.

G. was between T. and myself, and lie was
knocked over directly and severely mauled.
T. and myself both fired siraultaueou-ly and
wounded the brute, who retreated about ten
yards and lay down, growling savagely. T.
and I now found ourselves alone. We could
not see the animal, but expected him to
charge every minute. This state of tilings
continued for a quarter of an hour, when the
natives brought some long poles with torches
fixed on them. These they held over our
heads, but even then we could not see him; so
I sent for a chair, thinking I might catch sight
of him through the tobacco it I stood on" it.
Taking It in my left hand, I advanced a few
paces, when the leopard charged me but not
quite home, stopping about three yards in front
T., on my left, now caught sight of him by the
light of the torch, and shot him through the
head. Thus ended the fight. I can assure
you the walk in the dark through the high tobacco field was very ticklish work. F. received some severe bites, stfalso G.; they are doing well, I am glad to say. The affair caused
great excitement in the place. The leopard

feet.

The end of last March 1 went into Rohilcund,
on a fortnight’s leave, with three others.
We
had two elephants apiece—one to ride, the
other to beat and carry the game. It was the
most gentlemanly way fit' shooting imaginable.
After breakfast you light your cheroot, and
round the elephants.”
give the order,
After gravely saluting you with his trunk, the
sagacious brute kneels down and holds out his
hind foot and tail for you to scramble
up into
the howdah, By. Once there, you find
everydouble
thing arranged—two
‘barrel rifles on
one side, two ditto guns on the
other, ammunition put handy in little pockets, and your
loader perched behind you, with an enorOur ostensible object was
mous umbrella.
after tigers, but we were rather early and bail
only a shot at one, but be got away in the long
grass, though severely wounded. We
of big game, wild boar, cheetah, bog, deer,
and three wild cats. I used to go out in the
early morn on foot in the forest, with an old
shikari, after deer, and succeeded in getting

mediately.

Don’t buy

a
seen

bagged"

five—two of them splendid stags with good
heads. One morning I came across the trail
of a tiger, with a buDoeh fresh killed; he had

done breakfast, and was gone
The old shikari touched me on the
shoulder, and said quietly, "Sahib, saliib, you
are the protector of the poor, and the defender of the faithful; I am your slave, but let U3
go home.” As discretion Is proverbially the
better part of valor, we felt more at ease
when clear out of the jungle.

evidently just

Conk Stove ■■til yoo
and exam toed tke

add Seookd Stoves of all sheds
FOOTED AT OCB STOVE STORE.

New

In

Now

B.

F.

NEW YORK

Skirt and Corset Store!
26 MARKET SQUARE. 26.
Ladios! Anderson intends to give you
which must bo

Corner of

sive and

widely spreading trade in these
articles, and connection with one of the

CO’S,

Congress and Preble St.

UNION STREET

WAREHOUSE I

HOYT
New

Hanover St.

CORSETS !

And

Banner,

CORSETS,

Notice,

CORSETS.

Satisfaction Guaranteed in uli Cases*

C.

splendid assortment IVom 88c t. 87.50. From
the plain Domestic Corset to the most beautifully
Embroidered French Coutille.
A

BARKER.

attention paid to cleaning Bed and

N. B.—Special
Mattress licks.

Nov 4—dtf

JB.

P.

94

--

Ladies having any difficulty In fitting
themselves with Skirts or Corsets, can
have them made to order,

frost,

■A. T

ANDERSON’S
New York Skirt and Corset Store,

Exchange Street,

inform

gySkirts and Corsets, wholesale and retail.

that
JONES,
late at the head of Mrs. Chick’s Establishment, to
superintend the making and trimming, and is prepared to Airnish

Cutter,

and

Oct 20—d2m

NEW PERFUME
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

Ladies’ Out-side Garments!
In all the Various
SUCH

EOCHRANE OP GEORGIA SAW—

fiTBUCii HIM.
The following Is from the Atlanta
(Georgia;
Intdligencer of October 27;
We had the pleasure of a visit
yesterday
from Judge O. A. Loelirnne, who has
<u,t returned trom a northern tour. We were nioac_
ed to find the Judge hopeful of our
early restoration to peace and prosperity. He found
in the North and at Washington, great liberality of sentiment in the intml of the people

general disposition to let bygones he bygones. The radicals, of course, lie found hitand a

ter in their denunciations of the administration and the conciliatory policy it had observed towards the South. Judge Loehrane had a
long and satisfactory interview with the President, in which the present unfortunate condition of the country was freely discussed.
He foun. the Chief Executive kindly disposed towards
us, and determined to stem the
current that seeks to overwhelm tliis unhappy
section In ruin. He thinks wo have much to
hope for at the hands of Mr. Johnson, and it
becomes us, as a
people, to sustain him and
his
iul'y, manfully, and with
a zeal that knows
no abatement,
lie speaks ot tire
of the Northgroat,

administration,

growth

1i
being

rf?.®1?8. Population
little

and

injury the war
stated his
impression

prosperity,

has done to
of our soon
made to share their
confidence bv the

lation. I he IsortU
shall have equal

Insists ^“oflegUthat
freedman
the

rights, and these we must
give without question. He must have
Uon, and this the law must provide.
On the
negro suffrage question, be believed ti,«
both
North
and’
states,
West, am

Sr«y

20.

*GiSO. ANDERSON, Agent.

PlilOH1 S

Styles!

AS

CASSOCKS,
ENGLISH FROCKS,
SACKS, Ac., Ac.
Also, for sale a LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
CLOTHS adapted for Ladies wear.
53r*Particular attention paid to Cutting and Fitting, and perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
Sample Garments on Exkibillsu.
Oct 19, 1SC5.

M. &

A. P. DARLING,

opening

ARE
LECTION of

a

LARGE and CHOICE SE-

Rich Sillc "Velvets

A Dim SmahiU, Delicate a ad Fra.
(real Perfume, Distilled from the
Bara a ad Beautiful Flower from
which it tnkra its name.
Manolhctured only by PHAf.ON Sc BON.

And Velvet Ribbons !
In
of

ALL SHADES and WIDTHS.

A

great variety

Beware of Counterfeits.

TRIM MINGS !

Ask

For CLOAKS, CASSOCKS and DRESSES.
GILT

AMD

STEEL

J ulyl—eodGm

ORNAMENTS 1

STUFF

October 3d 1685
invited by the undersigned, for
the delivery of good, merchantable Timothy hay
and straw oh board of vessels, at such wharf in Portland Harbor as may be designated.
The Hay and Straw must be securely baled, ard
weigh (2000) Two Thousand pounds per ton, exclusive
of wood.
Proposals must state plainly, the quantity, price,
and time pf delivery.
The Hay and Straw will he inspectod by a Government Inspector, and weighed before being shipped.
Proposals will also be received to deliver hay and
straw at Washington, D. C., Richmond, Va., and
Hilton Head, S. €., subject to the above require-

PROPOSALS

5.«, 113 EzckaHge Street*

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.
Mrs. S. A. Allen*s World*8
Hair Restorer and Dress-

Bids will be accepted lrom time to time, to meet
requirements of the Government.

the

Payments to

a

partnership

un-

name

CUMMINGS, M. D., 6c CO.,
Anil will continue the
Apothecary business in all its
branches, at th5 old stand No. 432 and 434 Congress
east
ot
Street,
State, (the “Up town Dvug St re.”)—
Thankful for past favors to the old es ablishment,
to
they hope merit and receive a generous support

re-

tro:n the public, and they pledge their best endeavto sustain the ancient reputation of the shop lor
quality ot goo a and honesty of dealing.
H. T. CUMMINGS, M. D.,
A. C. MITCHELL.
ors

Portland, Nov. 1, 1665.

All those who arc indebted to H. T. Cummings
will shortly be called upon with their accounts; and
all having demands against him will present the
nov7U3w*
same for settlement.

elegant head-dress.

re m o v a

Sold by all

Dragglta,
198 & 200 Greenwich St. H. Y.

t/.

undersigned take thiB method to inlorm their
customers and the public generally that they have
REMOVED THEIR BAKERY from No. 5 Washington Street to their new Bakery. Nos. 6 and 8 Union
Street, where they trill be pleased to see all their old
customers and as many new ones as will be pleased to
give ub a call.
B. W. SMARDON,
R. S. SCAMMsAN,
8. E. SMARDON.
August 18—dtl

THE

Sept 27, 1660—d&wGm

Let.J

SMALL STORE 144 Congreesu. Good location
or Barber Shop.
E. P. NASON,
Apply
No, 10 Washington Street,
Nov 6—dtt

there-

H. T.

scalp,

Store
A for Shoe
to

delivery, or as soon

undersigned have formed
THE
der the
and style of

and rich,
glossy appearance imparted to the hair, and
no fear
of so iling the shin,
or

To

on

Copartnership Notice.

fragrance

Depot

be made

after as ftinds for that purpose shall be received.
Bids shall be subject to the decision of the Quartermaster General.
HENRY INMAN.
Capt. and A. Q. M., U. S. A.
4—dtf.
Oct

sult. Ladies
and Children
will appreciate
the delight-

most

are

ments.

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disappears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and

ful

Straw!

PORTLAND, MAINE,

-AT-

luxuriant growth is the

Forage and

AuiaUnt Qaartermaster's Office, U. 8. A„

TEOVSEE8I
oc1&14weod

for

Proposals

fcy Velvet, Straw, and Mourning Bonnets. Straw
Bonnets Repaired.
Oct 21—d2w t e id2w

GOOD

for Pfialon's-—Take no other•
Sold by druggist* generally.

«

V

Mrs.

French Merinos.
Black

Paris

Poplins,

Empress Cloths,

SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES!
All to be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each l
300

Musical Boxes,.
$20 to $150 each
"
with Bells and

200 to 500
Castinets,
500 Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
53
500
30 to 100
Chafing Dishes,
1000
Ice Pi cheis,
20 to
50 «
2500
Syrup Cups, with Salvers^O to 50 "
5000
Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to 50 **
*<
3000
15 to 20
Castors,
«
2000
Fruit,Card &CakeBaskets20 lo 5»
5000 Doz :n Silver Tea Spoons,
10 to
20 do*.
10000
TableSpoon8&Forks20 to 40
250 Gents* Goldllunt’g-CaseWa tchef-50 to 100 each
250 Ladies* Gold & Enameled Hunt“
35 to
ing-Case Watches,
500 Gents* Hunting Case Silver
36 to
Watches,
70
200 Diamond Kings,
50 to 100
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
4 to
30
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4 to
8
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
6 to
10
2300 Chatelaine Chains&GnardChains,5 to t20 **
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches’
4 to
10
5000 Opal and Emerald Brooches,
4 to
8
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine
8
4 to
Eardrops,
7500 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
6
4000 California DiamomiBreaat-pins2.50 to
10
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watch-key s2.50 to
8
4000 Fob and Vest Ribbon-slides,
3 to
10
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
3 to
8 "
Studs, &c.,
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &C.,
4 to
6
10000 Minature Lockets,
10
2.50 to
4000
10
to
20
magic spring,
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, &c,
2 to
8
5000 Plain Gold Rings,
4 to
10
10000 Stone Set and Signet Rings,
2.50 to
10
5300 Chased Gold Rings,
4 to
11
10000 California Diamond Ring3,
2 to
1G •*
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
5 to
15
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladies* Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
18 **
10000 Gold Tens, and Gold Mounted
6 to
10
Holders,
5000 Gold Pens and Gold Extension
15 to
25
Holders,
5000 Ladies* Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to
15
5000
Hair Bars
and Balls,
10
5 to
Certificates of the various articles aie first put into envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to ohoice, and sent
by mail, thus giving all a fair chance. On receipt of
the certificate, you will see what you are to have,
and then It is at your option to send the Dollar ana
take the article or not. Purchasers may thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond Ring, or
any set of Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.

BRYAN BROS. &
Nov

CO.,

58 Liberty St., New Fork City.
4—d3mos

Delaines,

Fall and

Alpaccas,
On

Stair.

Price,

Dr.

Last Wort

60.

Mason’s Last Work.

Aaaph ? Or the Choir Book*—A new collection of Sacred and Secular Music for Choirs, Singing
Schools and Conventions. By Lowell Mason, Dr.
of Music, and William Mason.
The Elements of
Musical Notation are illustrated by a large variety of
pleasing, social pieces; part songs, glees, &c. The
Tuno Department contains mostly new music, and
provides For every meter; and tin Anthem Department is ftill and attractive. Price $1,50.

Mr.

Roots

Last Work.

The IHupaxon.—A Collodion of Church Music,
which arc pretixed a new and comprehensive view
Music and its Notation: Exercises lor eading
Music, and Vocal Training; Son s. Part Songs,
Bounds, &c. For Choirs, Singing Schools, Conventions, Ac. By George f. Boot. Price, SI,60.
to
of

The Sew Book for this Season.
The Praise of Zion*—A Collection of Music
for Sinking Schools, Ch irs and Musical Conventions;
consisting of, I. A System oi Musical Notation. II.
A variety of Exercises and Glee9 for Singing Schools.
III. An extensive collection of Hymn Tunes. IV. A
large assortment of Sentences, Anthems, and Chants.
By Solon Wilder ana Frederic S. Davenport.
The publishers invi.e attention to this new book,
with great confidence that it will prove very attract
ive and useful to Sinning Schools,Choirs and Conventions. The authors have had at their command many
new compositions by the most popular and distinguished composers, foreign and American. A feature ot this work is the presentation of a number of
hitherto unpublished compositions ot Charles
Zeuner, as well as some by Novelli and Neukomm, now first published from their manuscripts
in addition to the rich contributions of living Aut 'ors. The Contents of the Praise of Zion are char
octerized by freshness, variety and practicability,

publishers confidently predict

and the
wide popularity

lor it

a

very

and use. Price, $1.50.
MASON BROTHERS are also pu'lishers of the
New Carmina Sacra, by Dr. Lowell Mason, $1,50.—
The
The Jubilee, by William B. Bradbury, $1,50.
Sabbath Sell, by George F. Root, $1.50. The Shawm,
Welfs
by Bradbury, Root and Hastings, $1,50.
Church Music (Jor the Episcopal Service,} by Charles
: and also of many other Music Books in
Weis,
all departments.
Copies by mail post paid at the
MASON BROTHERS,
prees.
ocl4 Th&s0w&w3w
506 Broadway, New York.

For Sale

or

Millinery Goods,

Thursday,

3nd,

Stock Ladies Cloths!

inform their friends and the Trade gen
erally that their spacious store, lately damaged

WOULD

by fire, is again in complete repair,
pared to show a

ALSO,

New and

and

are now

^pre-

Complete Stock

French, Toilet and American Quilts!
Russia

and American CRASH; Table
DAMASK;

HEAD
Beltings, Belt

ALSO,

Trimmings,

NETS,
Clasps, &c.,

large

beautiful Halls

hare

goods.

over

over

a new

ourselves.

for the
and the

public.
Boston, September 30, 1865.

Comprising a fall Stock

of

Edge

Black & Colored Velvet

to Let.

Ribbons,

A lull Stock oi Straw and Felt Goods* adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and for
sale at the lowest market price > to dealers only, by

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO.,
13 and 14 Franklin Street,

Sept 4—(13m

BOSTON.

CLOAKS, SACKS,
—AND—

CJ ASSOCKS!

BELL’S

CAN

We have this day opened the largest and best
selected assortment of

24—dtlSAMUEL

JONES,

for $9.00

St.,

YY~No. 200 Fore Street.
June 16—dtf

H.

These goods are fresh, and
than regular prices, at

are

30 per sent,

less

133

ailclclle

Street.

Oct20d4w

Made

Copartnership.
have this

At the

short notice.

old stand of J. F. SHA sV,

Where they will be CONSTANTLY
with all the LATEST ST 1LES of

RUBBERS!

jTbarbour,

—

FUR

AND

—

GOODS !

For* Exchanged, Repaired and Al-

BOYS’, MISSES’ andCHIL-

Office of

MAINE.

half storied
-'V COTTAGE, WOOD SHED AND
k-*
BARN, together with TWO ACRES
OF LAND, In good state of cuttiva
rtlfiW
LHouse contains seven finished
Rooms, besides Hall and Closets—never tailing well
of good water.
Upon the lot are 40 or 50 large hearing Fruit Tree#,
mostl grafted with choice fruits.
Located in one of the most desirable streets in the
village, within five minutes walk from the Seminary,
Churches and Railroad Station.
For sale CHEAP If
applied for soon.
Enquire at Gorham Of J. A. WATERMAN, Esq.,
or Messrs. HEDLON
&.CARD, or
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime St., Portland.
Portland, Nov 2.—d3w
a

140 000 00
129 800 00
14 903 90
6' 336 79
12 5.10 00
6 351 41

Cash on hand,
Whole amount at risk,
2,014,421.00.
Whole amount of liabilities,
6,000.00.
GEO. A. WRIGHT, Sec’y.
Nov 2—d2w

Over and Under Garments,

CLOTHS,
And

|

a

loll

variety ot

GENTS’ FURNISHING
A* CHEAP

!

removing Grease, Paint, Ink, Pitch, Ac., from
Fir
to tabrics
Clothing of &11 kinds. It it harml
when the

And

mm

directions are followed, and is unlike
many other articles recommended for the same purfcay ffensive smell.
v
fr,om
Will be sold by Crosman «&
Co., No. 75 Middle St.;
No. 81 Middle St ; A. I>. Reeves,
fjardiner,
No.98 Exchange
Ge,. W. Hayden, No. 373 ConSt.;
CTessSt.: F. Sweetsir, 17 Market Square; Mors© &
Wltherell, 95 Exchange 8t.
Nov 4—d5t*

the

Capital Stock, paid in,
Bank and other stocks,
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate
and Stocks,
Premium Notes, and Bills Receivable on hand,
Real Estate,

FOR SALE!

Cleansing Fluid

sep2Bdti

THE

—-L--

KENT'S

ST.,

Ocean Insurance Comp y, I
Portland, Nov.?, 1865. )
following is a statement of th; affairs of this
Company, rendered in pursuance of the requirements of Ch tp. 49, See. 21, ef the Revised Statutes of
the State of Maine.

public generally.

and

Closets,

STREET,

Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash
Bawl*, Brssa Jk Oliver Plate J Cache.
Water Fixtures lor Dweldescription
EVERT
ling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,
rtf

Ac., arranged and sot up In the best manner, and all
orders In town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of J OBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ot all description*.
aprMtJ

CHASE, ORAK

k

8TURTEVANT,

reasona-

as

pic-

the

one

The

I. ■

CHAS. J.

v

purchased elsewhere,

keep
Fortes,

C.

by

ns

are

P.

can

ol the
also, to

Piano

Steinway & Sons, of New York.

All instruments sold
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and

tuning done by experienced
CALVIN EDWARDS A CO.

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,
PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble Houee.)

PORTLAND, ME.
Sale Rooms, 110 and 112 Sudbury SC, Boston, Mao.

HENRY P. WORCESTER,
GENERAL

Commission and

Carriage Manufacturing

on a

-ALSO,A number of first-class TOP BUGGIES and JENNY LINDS, and Six (6) warranted CONCORD
WAGONS.
For pat ticulars enquire of
F. 11. RANDALL, on the premises.
Or of JOHN RANDALL, at Randall A Woodbury’s,
Commercial St.
Aug. 29—dtf.

SOUTHERN

Forwarding

MERCHANT.

neces-

tJr Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

on

Office.—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf.
Kobfolk, Va.
Consignments solicited.
Itefers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell A
Senior: Uerrlah A Pearson; John Dennis A Co.;
Clark, Read A Co., Portland, Me.
may23d6m
.„

t3r

Removal.
PIN El

have this day removed to

fc

RENICK,
/COMMISSION MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway. Now
\j York, execute orders tor Southern Timber of any
required dimension with despatch, and on the most
lav or able terms. Shipments made directly to all domestic ami foreign ports. They are also prepared to
tumi h Oak and Northern Pine Timber, hewn or

sawn

OF

Juaeltf

Carriage Manufactory No. 20 Preble
THE
Street, with all the tools and appurtenances
to
first-class
carry

KIMBALL,

NANCFACTCREIt

warranted to give

FOR SALE
AT A. BARGAIN!
sary

SCHUMACHER,

Juneldti

Fortes,

as LOW as can be
We have made arrangements,
same
an assortment of New York and Boston
among which are

S. Dana,

S. Dana.

a.

Portland* Maine.
Work executed in every part ot the State.

that

Piano

WooDnpsr

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.
an-

they are manufacturing and
{Lkcep constantly on hand
nounce

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
HLcthek Dana,
John
June ldtf

Fresco and Banner Painter,

FORTES.

under* Ignod begs leave to

CO.,

Fish and Salt,

MIM>LE “d UNIOK 8TS'

of

PIANO
11-

DANA&

makes.

Sept.l2dAwfm
r*c

octlSdtt

pic-

Trices.
The public are requested to call and giro me a try,
as 1 am bound to make as good work as can be ibund.
An assortment of FRAMES, Ac., wQl be Ibund
here. Patronage solicited.
Card Pictures $3,00 a Doses, os good as

any

Wldgery’a Wharf,
Portland, Ms.

any

tures: also to pictures of tick or deceased persons
out of town or in the city.
I have the old negatives of Mr. Morrison’s at my
rooms, taken when he was in business; friends who
had them there will find them here, from which
copies can be taken without recopying, at the loweet

to order.

STOBK FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY

T.

D.

CHASE,

ESQ.,

Head of Long Wharf.
BRADLEY. COOLIDGE & ROGERS.

Portland,

ocl3d3m

Oct.

dim

2,1*06.

as

GOOD

FORDS,

as

as

GOODS,

the CHEAPEST,

the BEST THE MABICET AF-

at the Store of

P. MORRELL & CO.
JVo. 113

Exchange

jg^Coat-Makers Wanted.
SNov2—dim

1

Board.

(

HOUSE, Born, and One Acre of Land, situated
in Falmouth, one-half mile from Atlantic and
St. Lawrence Depot, and one-fourtli mile from Casco Bay.
For terms apply at No. 5 Chapfcl Street.
Nov. 7-dtf

Dentist,

I

tr

r...

....

Theory.

AT PAINE’S MUSIC
163 Middle Street.
Oct 23—eod3m»

Sept 29—eodtl

A RARE CHANCE /

SLATE

STARE,

JOHN F. ANDERSON,

contemplating making change
their busin't, would dispose of their Retail
THEIn undersigned
SURVEYOR &
Trade, together with Horses, Bread Carts and Baka

ing Implements,

on

reasonable terms it applied for

inch

PEARSON A SMITH.
Oct.

CIVIL ENGINEER

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
17 dAwtf
T.mj.« Sti eet,

3,1865.—dtf

NOTICE.

Copartnership Notice. I

HAVE thi« day admitted a. Partner* W. C. Dwrnal and C. H. Tbue ; and future buslncii* will be
continued under the firm name of

undevsigned have this day formed a copartnership for the purpose of carrying on the retail
Dry Goods Business, under the firm 01

THE

EASTMAN

BROTHERS,

Middle Street, formerly occupied bv 8. B.
GO WELL.
B. M. EASTMAN,
E. D. EASTMAN.
Portland, Nov. 1st, 1865.
noSdlw

D. W. TRUE & CO.
D. W. TRUE.
October 8th, 1865.—ocll6d£w3w*

At 129

Farm and Stock tor Sale.
subscriber offers ter sr.le his form, situated
in Gray, one mile and a half from the cornc r. It
contains about 57 acres oi
land, divided into tillage,
pasture and wood laud. It has on it a story and a
half house, well finished, and in good
repair, together with barn and other usual
out-buildings. .Tkere
is a mill privilege on the form, with a good supply ol
water.
He will also sell a yoke of oxen, two cows, two
te)1 sen, and c tlier stock. Terms liberal. Enquire on
GEO. DOLLY.
the premises.
Gray, Sept. 15, 1865—eod&w3m

SINGER’S

SEWING MACHINES!
WOODMAN,

THE

Third Mortgage Bonds—Androscoggin B. B. Co.
Third Mortgage of the Androscoggin Rail-

road Company to Seth May and als. in trust, has
THE
been t reclosea. A
corporation has been organnew

ized thereon, called the Leeds and Farmington Railroad Company. Holders of Bonds and C oupons secured by said mortgage, are hereby requested to present them to the subscriber at his office in Portland,
and receive therefoi Certificates of Stock in the Leeds

JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
.Treasurer of the Leeds and Farmington Railroad Co.
1865.
US,
Sept
sep294*w«w

1

And Musical

PORTLAND, ME.

with the Statute.

c
\

0PAI3STE,

Teacher of Piano Forte

No. 11 Clapp’s Block, Congress St,

and Farmington Railroad Company, In accordance

l

A

St.

a-. Pi.

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

in DRAWING, FRENCH,

given
INSTRUCTION
GERMAN, Ac.
Please send for Circular.

Rabber Belts, Hose and Packing,
Lace Leather, Hemp Packing, fc.
To all of which they invite tho attention of their
old

o ie

Academy!

3PRI3JT CIPAL.

—Also,—

VILLAGE,

and Water

Pumps

one

prices, for

JOHN P. SHAW,
FRED E. SHAW.
nov2dtf

C. O. FILES, 28 HANOVER

HOYT'S PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,

A neat

MAINE.

tered*

Women’s. Mlseee’ and Children’s Boots snd Shoos.
Me“’9 BDBBBB COATS, LKGGINS. and
CAPS

customers and the

PORTLAND,

GENERAL

good work as Is to be had at
room in the city.
Copying done of ail kinds of
tures, and worked op by a competent artist at
rooms.
Especial attention paid to Children !
ble

BRADFORD

—

Portland

Turkish

SUPPLIED

HATS, CAPS,

Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large assortment of Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’
£“lf and Thick Beats, with a good stock ol

GORHAM

a

130 MIDDLE STREET,

RUBBER BOOTS ft SHOES.

AT

formed

copartundersigned
day
THE
nership under the firm style of
SHAW BROTHERS,

Portland, Nov. 1,18C5.

Oct 13—d2mos

LAW,

bo found at No. 122 Middle Street,
MAY
where he It ready to wait upon any
wishCommission Merchants,
ing for pictures of themselves friends, at

Business.

PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establishment, and all work ready for delivery when promised.

J^YN^WpUEN'S,

AT

Patents,

MAKER OP

Force

PHOTOGRAPHER I

Tuners.
March 8—clAwtt

A. O. OLNEY .1- CO.,

None but the best workmen employed, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has had long experience
in manufacturing custom work In this
city, has
charge of the manufacturing department.

—

of

Ifo. 10S Middle Street.

DUPEE

quality.

Wltli Fair SUteh.

J. ti c.

CLIFFORD,

PORTLAND, ME.

Has Removed from his old stand In Union Street
to No. 2<M) Fore St., where he Is prepared to fill all
orders for Carpenters* and other Tools, ol the
very best quality, at short notice and on reasonable
terms.

sell

Cassocks from $9 to $45!

For Ladies and Gentlemen, from the very best
stock to be found in the metropolitan and
foreign
markets, made to order, and warranted to give entire satUfkction.

RUBBERS,

WILLIAM H.

COUNSELLOR

Aug *8—<ltf

with oil the modern improvements, which they

SACKS FROM $9 TO $30!

MB.

at

PORTLAND.

Manulacturerol and Dealer In

A nice Black Cassock for 9.00

WORK,

REPAIRING neatly done
Sept 12—dtf

of Maine.

State

Solicitor

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers'
anti Calkers’ Tools, &c„

A

A nice Black Sack

Hoots

Agents tor EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES tor

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite Manufacturers’ sod Traders’ Bank.

EVEB RECEIVED.

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,

Class

Furnishing Goods !

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

LADIES GARMENTS

Manufacturer and Dealer in

First

Dry Goods, Woolens,

REMOVAL! PLUMB K R!

-ALSO,-

be found one of the best selected stocks
of BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can be
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
BELL.
Oct

All

OB

M odd 60 Middle At.,
Sept 7—dtf

Commission House

X.

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

Sfo. 353 Congress Street.

CUSTOM

JOBBERS

Should apply to the

SILKS, SATINS, VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

Boot, Shoe& Rubber Store,

PORTLAND,

Milliken & Co.,

Successors to G. L. Storer f Co.,

Joseph. Bradford,

Black English Crapes,

TOWN

Federal

Deeriny:,

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Eibbons,

and Shoes.

ill

October 2—d3m

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,

Advantage,

or

No.

Hardware & Window Glass,

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

merchandise

RIBBONS!

R, BABB,

H.

Dealers la all klade of

*f and

175 Middle and 119 federal Sts.

U. T. S. RICE & CO.,

NEW FALL GOODS!

Between (Jolted State* At Preble U#a*e,
Oct 6—eod tf

B.

lapcrun

And Gents’

WISHING

Best

DEXTER,

Successors to Chase, Littlefield St Co.,

PARTIES

Bought or Sold to the

Engravtags.
Portland, Mn.

KINO &

ocl8d3mo0

Mo. 08 Commercial St.

Slack and Colored Corded

SAMUEL

Photographic «-Tgi

|mnel3tf

fhil trt command the tavor of
whether in regard to Qual-

recommended* Grateliberal patronage of the last Twenty years,
continuance ol the favors of our old

hope

la

Miniftuturer of Mirror A Picture PnaN,
No. J8 MARKET SQUARE,

In

“*i“u

ity, Stylo or Price.
Every article warranted as
lul for tho
we

F Fick ett,

%

Sept 8—dtf

As heretofore our customers will End our prices *t
the lowest market rates, and as a rule less than
We aim at making it pay our
many other stores.
friendt to extend to us their patronage.

AT

J

Dealer

Deslgns,eom-

“****"

ME.

e^ar-sas.sssRi'ssaKr-

Furniture!
In every variet -, cannot
all in want of Furniture

Ang.26—dtf

STRIPED SHIRTINGS,
HEAVY TICKINGS,
WHITE CAMBRICS,
SWISS MUSLINS,
CHECK CAMBRICS,
WHITE MARSAILLES,
CASHMERE BORDERING,
LINEN HDKFS.

TTF

PORTLAND,

Station

and frosh stock of

Our Btock, mostly manufactured by
the most, faithful manner, of the Latest

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Portland.

Bleached k U a bleached Cation Flannel*.

_Boots

AND MASTIO W0RAE58,
Street, Between, Congrehl and Free Sts.,

—OF—

Haary While TwUled FlanaeU,
Shaker Flannel*.
Snperlor Gray Flanuel*,
Red Flannel*,
Yellow Flaaacl*,

C.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

8TU000

the

Passenger

r,

plahterers,

we

opened with

variety

Fiae Englisk Flannels,
While Cnliaa and Waal Flnnnel*,
5—4 White FUaaela, -v

Clemmer

Hayiuarket Square,
we

sepOOdlyr

fees

mirrors and

Boston and Maine

&c.

For
and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to
any in our largest cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

Flannels, Flannels!

Better, and

BUCKLEY & BANCROFT.
the recent Are at
old stand,
the
SINCE
Worcester Passenger Station,
have taken the
and

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’

CO.,

Sale at the OROCERY STORES.
THE BEST THIXO lor KINDLINU HABD COAL.

FANCY GOODS,

ED DAMASK; PIANO
COVERS;
WHITE LINENS; 10-4
LINEN SHEETINGS;
BOSOMS, &c.

Produce.

Wood !

For

friends

NAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; COLOR-

Stoves.

PORTLAND KINDLING WOOD

Portland, Mb.

Special attention paid to consignments of all kinds
of

TUI-

ISBK.'SK’bi""**'

MERRILL & SMALL

and Plaid

No. 3 Lime Street,

Oak

-BY

IN

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lord, Beaus.

tW" Orders from the Country respectfully solicited. Job Work dune to order.
augOdtl

Kindling1

Merchants,

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

J? oss

Sole Agents In Portland far the Celebrated

Magco Furnaces and

Commission

DRIED APPLES, Ac.

HEAVY IRON.
PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and

where

ALSO,

Parlor Stoves,

onr

November

ALL BIGHT A GAIN!

Heavy Black Clsak Cloths; Plain
Iridies Cloths for Traveling Dresses,

OP

Is Cheaper,
than Charcoal. THY IT.
Oct 2S—d2w»

To which she invites the attention of her friends and
the public In general, to call and examlne.Oct 27—<12w

No. 8 Exchange Street.

The Key X*te.—A new collection of Sacred and
Secular Music tor Choirs and Sinking Schools, by
William B. BEADncRY. Mr. Bradbury's last previous work in this department, “The Jubilee,” has
already had a sale ol over 200,000 copies, showing a
popularity almost unprecedented, for a work of this
xind. The Key Note is complete in all its departments, snd is printed on clear, large type, one part
on a

a

Winter Bonnets!

Hats and

Gray Linseys,
Mourning Dress Goods,
Polka Spotted Thibets, Ac.

New Collections of Church Musie.
Bradbury’s

BLOCK,

FASHIONABLE ASSORTMENT

Saxony Plaids,

Large

DKERING

a

-or-

Black and Colored

T H E

Mr.

Goods.

CUSHMAN,

WBi be prepared to exhibit

Cashmere Shawls,

All Wool

Pfnid Poplins,

NO.

Silks,

and

WORKERS

AT

Send 25 Cents for Certifieale*
all transactions by mail, we shall charge for forwarding the Certificates, paying the postage and doing the business, 25 cents each, whicn must be enclosed when the Certificate is sent.
Five Certificates
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15.
AGENTS—We want Agents in every Regiment,
and in every Town and Countv in the Country, ana
those acting as such will be allowed 10 cents on every
certificate ordered by them, provided their lemiltance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 23
cents lor evevy certificate, and remit 15 cents to us,
either in Cash or Postage S amps.

No* 99 Middle St** Portland*
now

BE DISPOSED OF

most exten-

bad, consisting of

ever

ALSO,

In

oc20eodlm

MORRELL’S

AND HOW IT

MARKET SQUARE.

20

the Ladies of Portland and viWOULD
cinity that he has secured the services of MR.
LITTLEFIELD
of MRS.
as

CORSE1S! I

CORSETS,
CORSETS,

QENTTS’ HI^STETsT
Short

Street,

Without Regard to Value. Not to be Paid
for until you know what you are

'150

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,

of

00
00
00
00

EACH.

Middle

have

we

ONE DOLLAR EACH, Bleached and Unbleached Cottons!

our

convinced.

all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without injury to the finest fabrics.
LINEN

to drink.

A Southerner’s Impressions of the North.

invited to call and examine

splendid stock of HOOP SKIRTS, varying in price from
88c to *3,50. Call! Judge for yourselves! Be
arc

stock

Half Million Dollars Worth

Skirt.^l
Ladies

are now offering the choicest and
V\TE
V ¥ rive

4 00
4
4
4
4

Hosiery,
of

Cooking, Offico

PUMPS, LEAD
all kind* of Tin, Copper and Sheet'
Iron, in quantities to suft.

Yarns,
SLEEVES,

stnd

PRODUCE

MAINE,

FURNACES, RANGES,

AND

o^lOU4w Ge,M?Pal

4 00

to receive,

PORTLAND CiTY LAUNDRY,

A.t

4 00

WM. GRACE & CO.

ES^Every Skirt we sell is guaranteed, every Skirt
before being placed in store is examined and tested,
and in no case shall we knowingly sell an inferior

m

Got up In the Best Possible

4 00

CENTS,

TO

-Also-Second-Hand Carpel.,
Feather Bede, dee.,
Which they are gelling at the LOWEST PRICES 1
tdPlease call and examine onr stock.
HOYT & CO., 43* 47 Union St.
The highest prices paid lor second-hand Furniture,
Carpets, &c.
Portland, Nor. 4.—d2w*w4w*

36

8,00

N. B.—If not convenient to call, send 50 cents and
your address, through the Post Office, and we will
select and forward one of the envelopes.
Nov 3—<14w

Stock of

Furniture and Glass Ware !

No.

8 00

PORTLAND, ME.

third hands.

CO.,

a

«*0

Gloves

J. EDWAiO GOVE & CO.,

NOTES & SON,
Exohange Street,

Manufacturers

And

Handkerchiefs,
stampedEmbroideries,
Edgings,
Berlin

BABB'S,

_

OUR PLAN OF OPERATIONS:
We sell you an envelope for FIFTY
conan ord-r for one of our new and beautiral Melaino Pictures, retail price 50 cents, and a very large
proportion of envelopes in addition thereto, will contain an order for one of our engravings, valued from
$l-to $15, or an order on any one of the first artists
in the
for a Portrait of yourself, framed worth
$1. It will be noticed, that no one fails to get a picture worth all they pay, and everything considered,
cheap at the price; but in addition to that many
lucky ones will get Irom $1 to $15 worth. Our customers are assured that every article in the stock
will be fai ly distributed on these terms, without
fhvoritism, and each person purchasing an envelope
will have a lair chance with his neighbor.
Call and
see for yourselves, at

No. 169

largest Skirt Manufactories in the U. S.,
gives ns such advantages in the matter of
price, that in many cases we are able to
offer these goods 20 to 30 per cent, lower than they can be bonght of other parties who get them through second or

FURNITURE

Have i ust received

Our exten-

satisfactory.

*•

taining

j

linen

Business Cards.

3s

P0RTL*ND

Brilliants,

Swiss Muslins,
Vests,
Dress Buttons,
Merino

Fall and Winter Opening.

city

this season, Skirts and Corsets at prices

opening at

Nov 4—d2w

60' CENTS

ANDERSON’S,
be

Variety!

HAMILTON c0

8 00
8 00

Jaconet Cambrics,

CONGRESS STREET.

8 00

Together with over 500 other portraits of Generals
and public men. Also, an immense stock of other
pictures, both Amorican and foreign, all to be sold at

-AT-

have

hat

Lincoln,
President Johnson,
Mrs.

ALL THE NEW STYLES!

Cloaks

Great

Portrait of President Lincoln, in oval frame,
ft

!_Cloaks!!

Winter

frame,

OPENING

NO W

Portland.

Cloaks

24x36, framed,
length Portrait of George Washington,
framed,
Full length Portalt ol President Lincoln,
Signing the Compact on board the May Flower,
from the orUinal picture by E. White,
N.A.,
Departure of Pilgrim Fathers for America, 1620,
« ft tuned,
Landing of Pilgrim Fathers in America, 1020,
framed,
Portrait of Lt. Gen. U. S. Grant, in oval frame,
10x22,
Portrait of Maj. Gen. W. T. Sherman, in oval
frame,
Portrait of Maj. Gen. P. H. Sheridan, in oval
frame,
Portrait of Maj. Gen. O. O Howard, in oval
Full

frame
of Maj. Gen. A. E. Burnside, in oval

F. & C. B. NASH,
Ne. 174 Fare Street,

oct23d4w

Prices.
Gen. Sherman at Savannah, 20x32, framed,
$15 00
Full length Portrait of Martha Washington,

SKIRTS,

Goods,
Plaid Cambrics,
tsainsook Muslins,
White Flannels,
Worsteds,
COLLARS

Engravings!

And other pictures, on terms more liberal than ever
before offered in Portland. These goods ai e all of the
most desirable kind, and such as will suit the most
fastidious taste, and will be sold at prices within the
reach of all. The stock consists in part of the follow-

SKIRTS,

A‘

23 Free Street!

GroocLs

O. K.

Porfci ait

ELDORADO!
1

‘Tiring

WHAT JUDGE

SKIRTS,

GOODS

WHITE

of

Regular

HOOP

HOOP

large assortment

a

ing:—

SKIRTS,

HOOP

j

j
j

THE

+z*

3d. It consumes as little, If not actually less, coal
than any stove now in use as a Cook Stove.
I
4th. it may be regulated v/ith greater ease and
I perfection than was ever liefore considered possible,
If lias a large Asli Box, perfectly tight, thus
5th
j
avoid scattering and dust.
6th. It has as large an Oven as any Cook Stove,
; and the castings are heavier and finer than those of
other manufacture.
7th, and last. These Stoves ace warranted In respoet to working, cracks, imperfections, &c., &c.

[

Miscellaneous.
°‘

Fall and Winter

Dry

STREET.

by U. S. Government.

Fine Steel

HOOP

NEW

subscribers propose to distribute among their

customers

Hoop Skirts,

short time,

MIDDLE
Li -ensei

Hoop Skirts,

they

home about six o’clock last
Thursday evening with ycung F., and when in
the middle of the contonments—not amongst
the barracks, but in the native part of the
station—we saw some animal cross the road,
about one hundred yards in front of us, and
disappear in sort of a rough garden on the
left hand side of the road. The natives who
were about the place seemed to be in a state
of great excitement, and some of them had
climbed into trees. On cantering up to ascertain the cause, we were toid that it was a-tiger or hyena, and that he bad not come out of
the garden we saw him enter. Thinking it
might possibly be a hyena or wolf driven in
by a terrific storm, we determined to try and
beat him out; so whilst F. went round the
road to the other side of the covert, I leaped
my horse over the bank and ditch, and proceeded to beat the bushes with a bamboo I
I had gone
had picked up from a native.
through the garden without success, and there
F. was making
were only three bushes left.
slowly towards these from the roau, whilst I
to
beat
was about
them—when, heralding his
approach with two savage roars, out sprang an
enormous leopard, his eye3 blazing and showing ail his teeth. F.’s horse, a little gray Arab,
swerved round to the right, and with one
bound the leopard vras on liim behind the saddle, seizing F.’s left arm above and below the
Olbow in bis mouth, and fixing his fore claws
on either side of the rider, and his hind ditto
on the horse’s quarters.
Overbalancing F.,
they both came to the ground together, and,
hold
his
at
the
brute made off,
once,
loosening
tail up, at full cauter, turning bound once to
look at us. I went up to F., who was holding
his arm, covered with blood, and looking very
queer, (the whole affair was over in a few seconds), and found that no bones were broken.
His horse, strange to say, stood perfectly still,
seemingly more astonished tnan frightened,
and gazed after the retreating leopard, with
bis ears pricked, and puzzled expression of
countenance that was quite ludicrous.
Toiling the natives to try and mark the brute
down, we galloped off to the hospital; there 1
left F. and sent a doctor to him. It was now
getting dusk, so I procured my rifle and galloped back as hard as I could to where the accident had occured. The natives were collected in thousands, and told me the leopard
had bowled a man over who stood in his path
and had gone into a field of tobacco close by.
On arriving there I found a Mr. T., veterinary surgeon (an old soldier and a V. C. besides)^ half-caste named G., atid'Wo other
men.
It was now quite dark, and I proposed
waiting for the moon, but T. said lie would
try to walk him up if I would accompany him.
Of course I assented, and lour of us—T., G.,
another
and myself—went slowiy
man,
through the field, keeping together, the Datives
surrounding us at a respectful distance in

seven

a

109

Hoop Skirts,

Stove/'

been sold in this market only

Fancy Goods.

and

Just Received at

-AT-

Hoop Skirts,

It has taken the lead of every thing in the
Cooking Stove line.

Nov. 10, 1865.

brute, measuring

gratified

IS THE CHAMPION OF THE DAY 1
lias

Dry

LARGE STOCK!

SALE!

NOVELTY

HOOP SKIRTS,

j£

“El Dorado Cook

SKIRTS,

HOOP SKIRTS,

the entire route.

rjy

riding

was an enormous

was

Fancy Goods.

O- R -A. 1ST ID

HOOP SKIRTS,

week,

A Curious Adventure with a Leopard.
I was

He

HOOP

kindly feelings expressed towards Hr.

Stephens along

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
PKm**’ (wnicu fia* a large circulation in every part
ef the State) for §1.00 per square for first insertion,
aud 50 eeuts per square for each subsequent insertion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
f3T" All Communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the Editor or the Press,"
and; those of a business character to the “PubXjJH.TERS.”
JOB PRINTING, of every description, exceuVcd with dispatch; and all buaiiic. s pertaining to
the Otice or Paper promptly transacted on application as above.

F.’itfay Morning,

Only 50 Ce-ts Each!
Only 50 Cents Each!

tiad never for a moment entertained such an
idea, and regretted that he had been charged
with it. On the whole, the Judge gives us a
Uopeftil view of the condition of the country,
and its future prospects, and believes that we
will soon return to civil law, and have the
Freedmen’s Bureau and military rule lifted
from us; aud in this opinion’ not only himself
but the be3t men of the North agreed that
the day was not far distant when we may be
left to govern ourselves.
“Judge Lockrane travelled from Washington in company with Alexander H. Stephens
at the

and

_____

prevailing and widening daily. He alluded to
the impression that he had favored this doctrine—an impression wholly erroneous. He

and Judge Linton Stephens.

Dry

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

i yielding

TRUE A

CO.,

Agents,
Nm. 64 Bad 60

Middle Street.

•

Needles and Trimmings always

on

band.

marlStf

Shirt
CUT

Patterns
FROM

MEASURE,
Br CHARLES CLSTIS A CO.
Mobton Block.
Mays—dtf

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF

FbjLT

COMPOSITION,
—m-

Gravel

Roofing

FOR FLAT ROOFS.
E. KERSEY, A
(cat,
No U Union

Shoot,

r*a~----

_

DAILY PRESS,
PORTLAND.
-—

--

■

Nov. 10> 1865.

Friday Morning,
The

daily

issue

«

of the P»»

Vid circulation o/all

hr*'r

the °thn dad"‘

eom'

lhan,""**'.*"»•
'*

ill adeanec.
Terms-gS,00 per year

Beading Matter
Our

on

all Four Pages.

National Financial Polioy.

the
by the courtesy of
of
President of ihe United Prase Association
Secretary
Mr.
of
Washington, a evised copy
Hc(5uixoch*S Fort Wayne speech, delive
on the
to his old neighbors and fellow-citizens,
in
that
home
place
his
occasion of his visit to
We have before us,

Mr. McCulloch is
the 11th of October.
was
he
born, educated,
for
dear to our
on

people,

so
and studied his profession in this State,
oi laudthat the people of Maine feel a degree
financial
able pride in the great succeseful
he is so closely identiwhich
with
policy
the New
It is a pjeasant thought for
fied.
rebellion first
Englander that pver since the
revealed itself, the Treasury Department, with

all Us burdens and unparalleled responsibilities, and with it! marvellous financial schemes

and policies, has been successfully administered by brains moulded and matured in the
atmosphere of our eastern hills, Mr. Chase
the
having been born and educated among
Messrs.
granite hills of New Hampshire, and
Fessenden and McCulloch both being the prohowever, is a considerduct of Maine.

This,

ation of small importance, only as it may he
allowed to minister to a laudable local pride
which we of New England may be permitted
to

indulge

in.

It will be remembered that Mr. McCulloch
of Comptroloccupied the important position
ler of Currency while Mr. Chase was Secretary,
of the Treasury, and our present successful
financial policy may properly be called the

Chase-McCulloch system,

to

which, together

with the Morrill revenue system, our county
is indebted for its ability to carry on to a suc-

cessful issue the most expensive was of modern
times, without any financial rain or perceptible

injury.

This system ot finance is a great teature ot
the Republican, policy, which if continued with
some slight needed modifications, will certainly insure a continuance of our present prosperous condition.
But enough of this.
Our object in this article was simply to introduce that portion of
Mr. McCulloch’s speech in which he gives his
views in brief of the financial policy which
alone can bring us safe deliverance from
the troubles, the high prices, the speculations
and the complications financial, which have
resulted from the forced sytern imposed by our

protracted

and

expensive

war.

Mutual Bighta-A Sensible Eeoision.
and w*uld deter Cbngress from a factious opWho that has attended a lecture, concur}; or
iKjsitlon which should delay such a consumption. The •farive course of the ICepuhli- I theatrical
entertainment—especially at jfeercan Convention prevented a distinct issue uptog Hall in this c:ty—has not been annoyed,
on tbje policy; in regard to which we have no
doubt tiieinajority of the electors of the state, and had his indignation raised almost to the
explosive point, by the ill-mannerly and indeconsisting of all the Democrats and a powerful
minority of Rerublicaus, are clearly with the cent noise kept up around him by those who
President.
take advantage of such opportunities to carcan
The Democracy, who have lost nothing,
a party
ry on flirtations, or to indulge in conversation
afford, as a party, to wait. Indeed, inof D
not appropriate to the occasion ? Who lias
point of view, it is better that the day
and
oeratic victory should be thus postponed,
thenioUva. not bitten his lips with rage when some illthat their opponents should involve
have
bred feliow, with thick, heavy hoots, would
which they
tn the Inextricable dilemmas
wifi suffer leave iiis seal and “tramp
tramp, tramp”
contrived. The country, however,
the stole ot
from prolonged disorganization,
across the naked floor of the hall in the midst
national
that
of
prosfactions, and the delay
of a strain of music that should render angels
awaits the return ot
perity which necessanJy
speil-bound ? Who at church has not had his
democracy of the State must accept the devotional feelings set to a very undevout key,
result with patience and magnanimity.
by a lot of male and female flirts, not finding
the atmosphere and conditions
favorable, rushLetter from the Federal Capital.
ing down the gallery stairs, or the whole
Nov.
8,1863.
Washington,
length of the aisles, slamming the doors after

1>e'lhe

To the

Editor of the Press:

“Dow is it,” asked an eastern tyrant of an
Arab whom he met one day, “how is it that
during my reign there has been no pestilence?” “Because,” replied the intrepid son
of the desert* “God is too good to send two
That the rebellion and
such curses at once.”
cholera did not come together, is surely a
ground of thankfulness; and though the latter
curse has followed hard upon the former, yet
now, no less than in those days when David
chose the pestilence rather than the sword
is the visitation of God more merciful than the
violence of men. Happily this terrible destroyer, though it no longer stalks on its mission
of destruction with the strides of a man, resting each night a day’s journey westward from
the spot where it broke camp in the morning,
but having already darkened half the cities of
Europe with its sable pinions, has even now
winged its way across sea to our shores, is
nevertheless an evil against which we are not
helpless. No quarantine or sanitary police, it
is true, can long arrest the progress of this
corse of God upon the wickedness and the
the uncleanness of men, yet it does not come
upon us with the resistless march of an earthquake or the inevitable swoop of the tornado.
Wherever the same conditions, which called
into exercise this awful scourge, shall demand
i’s chastisement, there it will go. Wherever
vice and filth, degradation and squalor invites
its lashes, there will tall its blows not lighter
than the crushing stroke of the flail, or more
tolerable than the coiling thong of the knout.
Remove these causes, and the lowering danger will pass by

harmless as a summer

us as

shower.

What

means

will

be used to prepare this

city for the presence of our. ghastly visitant*
1 know not. Those gentlemen of straw at the

them, making themselves ridiculous and put
ting the whole assembly cut of bumor ? Who
at Deering Hall, when Miss
Jones, or Miss
Rsignolds, or some other gifted artiste has
been upon the boards, has not had his
anger
brought up to white heat by the loud tramp of
score of boys and young men,
cominig in
after the rise of the curtain, not being able to
sit through the play without spiritualizing at
the close of every act ?
Gentlemen and ladles who go to hear singing or other music, or to witness a play,feel that
they have a right to hear and see undisturbed
by needless intrusion and annoyance. It is
their privilege to be undisturbed, and the person wbo interferes needlessly with this privilege is guilty of insulting them, and the managers who tolerate such interference, or, as
they frequently do by their rules, encourage
it, insult their audiences, and should be shun-

a

ned

by

I am not one of those who aeein disposed to
as a measure ot value, and to
make a secured paper currency the standard.
On the contrary, I belong to that class of persons, who, regarding an exclusive metallic
currency as an impracticable thing among an
enterprising and commercial people, nevertheless look upon an irredeemable currency as an
evil which circumstances may for a time render a necessity, but which is never to oe sustained as a policy. By common consent of
the nations, gold and silver are the only true
measure of value.
They are the necessary
regulators of trade. I have myself no more
doubt that these metals were prepared by the
Almighty for this very purpose, than I have
that iron and coal were prepared for the purposes in which they are being used. I favor
a well-secured convertible paper currency—no
other can to any extent be a proper substitute
for coin. Of course, it is not expected that
the feast be accorded them. That the perthere shall be a dollar in coin in reserve for
every dollar of paper in circulation. This Is jured plottera and instigators of a rebellion
not necessary. For all ordiuavy borne transthe most utterly and atrociously criminal ever
actions a paper currency is sufficient;
but
known since the existence of government on
there are constantly occurring periods when
balances "between countries, and in the Unit- earth, and the blood-stained actors in it
ed States between its different sections, must should
be allqwed every one to escape that
be settled by coin. These balances are insignificant in amount, in comparison with the punishment which is not only prescribed for
transactions out of which they arise, and whorl their crimes by the organic law of the land,
a vicious system of credits does not
tpo long but is approved as necessary by tbe experience,
postpone settlements, they are arranged with- and as
just by the judgment and conscience of
out disturbing movements of coin.
Whenevthe whole civilized world; nay, more, that
er specie is needed for such a purpose, or for
those who devised and those who executed the
any other purpose, the paper currency of the
country -should be convertible into.it, and a fiendish system of murder by slow torture,
cumulation which is not so convertible will
in
not be, and ought not to be, long tolerated by practised so generally upon our prisoners
rebel hands, should, with the exception of one
the people. The present inconvertible currency of the United States wa3 a necessity of the
miserable and, insignificant..wretch, be permitwar; but now that the war has ceased, and
ted to go unwhipped of justice—this, surely, is
the Government ought not to he longer a borsomething new under the sun. Whether we
this
should
he
to
rower,
currency
brought up
do not caffy this sublime magnanimity one
the specie standard, and I see no
doQf
way
ing this but by withdrawing a portion of it step beyond the sublime, may perhaps admit
from circulation.
of many doubts. If the claims of justice may
I have no faith in a prosperity which is the
and safely be abated in such a case
rightfully
effect ot a depreciated
nor can I see
as this, might it not be ditfcult to name one
any safe path for us to tread but that which
leads to specie payment. The extreme high
iu which its exactions should be enforced ?
prices whieli now prevail in the United States
The political atmosphere here is quiet, but
are an indication that the business of the
country is in an unhealthy condition, wc the lull is felt to be ominous. If there is not
are measuring values by a false standard.
We soon to break upon us such a storm of conhave a circulating medium altogether larger
flicting sentiments and passions, prejudices
than is needed for legitimate business; the ex
and opinions as has seldom been witnessed,
cess is used in speculations.
The United
States are to-day the best market In the world then all these omens are deceptive. If unifor foreigners to sell in, and among the poorversal amnesty is to be granted, reconstrucest to buy in. The consequenceis that Eution still remains an unsolved problem. If we
is
us
more
than
she
of
rope
selling
buys
us,
(including our securities, which ought not to despair of indemnity for the past, we cannot,
without the most criminal dereliction of duty,
go abroad,) and there is a debt rolling up
against us that must be settled in part at least fall to exact security for the future.
with coin. The longer the inflation continThe Soldiers’ Free Library and Reading
ues the more difficult will It be for us to
get Room in this
city, which during three years
hack to the solid ground of specie
payments,
to winch we must return sooner or later. If past has been to so many soldiers a source of
Congress shall early in the approaching ses- great pleasure and profit, is no longer needed
sion authorize the funding of
legal-tenders,
It contains more
and the work of reduction is commenced and for its original purpose.
carried on resolutely, bat carefully and pru- than four thousand volumes, to which has
dently, we shall reach it probably without se- been added from various hospitals now disconrious embarrassment to legitimate
business; tinued, about three times as many more, makif not, wc shall have a brief period of hollow
ing in ail a collection of at least twelve thouand seductive prosperity,
resulting In widesand volumes. This has been turned over to
spread bankruptcy and disaster.
Tliere are other objections to the
present the Freedman’s Bureau, for the use of the colinflation. It is, I fear,
corrupting the public ored people. The library building has undermorals. It is converting the business oftEe
country into gambling, and seriously dimin- gone such changes as are necessary to adapt it
ishing the labor of the-country. This is al- to this great increase of bopks, and also to fit
ways the effect of excessive circulation. The
it for purposes of education and
religious workind of gambling which it produces is not
ship. So noble and worthy a charity, placing
confined to the stock and produce boards
where the very terms which are igsed by the so large a collection of reading matter within
operators indicate the nature of the transac- reach of the colored people of the District,
tions but It Is spreading through our towns
cannot fail to promote
intelligence among
and into Hie rural districts. Men are apparthem, and to stimulate the already general dewhile
ently getting rich,
morality languishes sire for education.
and the productive industry of tlie
country is

repudiate coin

The Stanton Hospital

being diminished. Good mufafs hi business,
and sober, persevering industry, if not at a
discount, arc considered too old fbgyish foifthe

expenses of the war without boirowing
from other nations; we shall
also be
without a financial crisis to fund our
surplus

mous

aSe

currency and interest-bearing notes,
bring
back the business to a
specie standard and
place the credit of the country on the most

stable and satisfactory basis. If we do
this
we shall accomplish what tne soundest
thinkers in Europe have considered an
impossibility, and what no other people but the free

age up:

■

i

The returns, as far as heard from last night,
of a character to cheer our opponents
with the conviction that
they had escaped defeat. With all the departments, federal, state
and
legislative, already in their hands, their
struggle was to retain power. The object of
the democrats was to make such a demonstration of popular strength as wonld
fortify the
were

President in his
speedy restoration of the seceded states to their old
in the Union

place

j

was

discontinued

a

fortnight sine*, and the Douglas last Thursday.

The

HarewowJ, which was once incorrectly
reported as suspended, alone remains in operation. All the rest of that vast system of hospital in and around the city, which but late y
sheltered a number of sick and wounded meu

equal to more than half tbe population of
Portland, has melted away like the armies
which furnished them patients.
The buildings, as well as those connected with the dismantled forts around the city, are being sold
at auction.

The poor, and indeed many others, thus epjoy fexceilent fariiities for providing
themselves with the means of erecting comfortable habitations. Much other government
property is also sold upon terms very advantaT. S. P.
geous to the buyers.
Population of Large Cities.
£The Boston Journal lias taken pains, for the
information of readers
whom the census
table can not be
the

by
easily consulted,

to make up

following list of cities in the U. S. whose
population in 1800 amounted to
fifty thousand and upwards, with the
population of
each annexed, and their
percentage of lorei-n
element:

and enterprising people of the United States,
occupying the grandest country in the world,
could accomplish.
Hopes that Bloomed tj Die.
The Albany Argus is evidently a
good deal
down in the mouth at the result of the last
elections, but It thus whistles to keep its cour-

the

proprie-

ties of the occasions.
This question of mutual rights in such
places and on such occasions as we have referred to, has been before the legal tribunals
in New York, and we are glad to know
that a sensible judgment has been pronounced in the premises. It seems that a
from

young lawyer in that city, was ejected
Wallack’s theatre tor improper behavior, and
appealed to the courts, which settled this principle—an important one for young men to consider. The court decided:
“That

an

individual

on

entering an

assem-

blage surrendered a good deal of his personal
liberty: that it was a part of his contract to
keep perfectly quiet; that the right of an audience to perfect quiet was as distinct as of an
individual to personal liberty; and that any
unnecessary infringement of it could as properly be taken cognizance of in the one case as
in the other.”

country,

and in the midst of his

pleasant play the anto take him to a purer, brighter
world. Perhaps they knew that if he remained here he would be contaminated by sin, and

gels

came

unfitted for their innocent and

His bereaved parents

°

.r”KKr '•woffiSK,.
Baltimore.212,418

24 71

*<»t0D...,...177,812
NewOrleens.168,673
Cincinnati,.161,044
gt, Louis,.100,773

35.88
3S.31
45 71

.109,260

49.99
46.44
37.02
33 73

gufla'o>.,.81,129

Newark,.71,914
Louisville,.68,033

34!66

4*ba“v-:.92381
Washington,.61,122

17.61
60.09
24.80

SFrto.56,802
Providence,.50,600

Jolin Wo°dhury
lulled in
ly ^
1

Cambridgeport,

was

almostinstant-

Monday, by the
fell of an elevator
upon him, at the factory of
Hiram Tucker & Co., on
Broadway. He was
crushed and
mangled in

a

on

horrible manner.

peaceful home.

that he has passgone in all the freshness
mourn

earth,
of youth and hope, when life seemed brightest
and most promising; but they will not forget
that he was called in God’s good time. The
loving Christ has taken him in His arms and
blessed him. That they may believe, and pered away from

haps the thought will console them in their
heavy sorrow; and among those who had
seen and known him here, the little
boy that
died will not soon be

forgotten.

’Tis ever thus—’lis ever thus,
With all that's best below—
The dearest and the 'oveliest
A

little whllo are lent to us
These dear ones of our love,

Then

spread the wings wo have

And

to

soar

gy*A dispatch from Washington

says that
j
the intimations that high official* are averse to
Our genial 'eontempoi
of the Star
trying Jeff. Davis for treason hare elicited earhad a 8Cmomenta! leader yi
irdsy on “The nest remonstrances from leading loyal politioaafessed
First
he satdown%>
cian* at the North, who urge that treason is a
write with his ‘tfronghsfrom theme' crime that mu3t be punished.
to theme, debating what were best
to use.”
gy A lad in Racine county, Wis., 19 years
and he appealed to the reader's
experience by of age, named John Stillesky, a few days since
askingTumTnie never "felt at times, almost a‘ shot his Tather and mother and then shot himblank of the present, and a fuUness
of past self He was insane. His parents were sitting
memories which he oould not shake /off." Vfa at sapper when the terrible dead w»s comconfess, whatever may have been our (wn feel- mitted.
3.

Sn<#J”but

ings, we thought onr neighbor must have

been
in the blank” state of wliioh he
speaks for two
or three weeks at least, as we road
along and
came to this sentence : “This
the

morning,

first
snow is falling upon the earth—cold but
yet
pure and beautiful," for we remembered the

time, say two weeks since, when it snowed last
nearly all day, covering the earth with a mantle which remained.more than a night, and
which Imposed uprvn us about ten rods of
shoveling snow on a corner lot ! Did the Star
remain obscured through that remarkable October storjn ?
i-4 1
atathdthat-LieUt. Col. Littler, late
Acting Assistant Provost Marshal of this state,
recently suspended from duty i#t>on charges of
misappropriation of money, returned from
"Washington on Rrid*y llfet, having satisfactorily settled his accounts with the Department.
We have received

& Rich,
Journal of

the date of the surrender of their charters for
the redemption of their bills, expires with the
Bank of the State of Maine, Bangor, Dec. 31st ;
Maine Bunk, Brunswick, Deo. 17th; State
Bank, Augusta, Dec. 28th; Auburn Bank, Au-

burn, Jan. 30th; Marine Bank, Damariscotta,
Feb. 15th,
Hallowell Gazette urges the citizens Of that place to improve the facilities for
trade by clearing out and enlarging the channel in the river from steamboat wharf to the

jyTbe

town.

not seen,

C.

V-

Telegraph Charges.
The New York Times calls attention to the
enormous charges for telegraphing .which the
public have to pay, and justly remarks:
“The prices charged are perleotly outrageous.
On the continent of Europe one can
send a message across the whole breadth of
France for a single franc, (twenty cents,)
while the shortest dispatch from Albany to
New York costs fifty cents. There is no excuse for this.
It is the most profitable business in the country.
Ail the lines are making
enormous dividends, upon a capital three, five
and ten times the cost of the hues. There is

m., Wednesday, but the next morning the
Times had not found out whether it did any
damage !

p.

jy Several temporary stores have been
erected, or purchased and moved, upon the
sites of these recently destroyed by fire in this
city.—Belfast Age.
£y Mr. Joseph Kaler of this city, last week
sold his trotting horse, the “Belfast Boy,” to a
sporting gentleman of New York, for $1,500.—
*
[Belfast Age.

will be done

River the approaching
season for ten years.

winter,

on

writes

verses.

#

A

—Miss EmCline Lott, who has been governess
of the family in the Grand Pacha Ibrahim of

Esypt,

work in two volumes, enLife in Egypt and Constantino-

announces

titled “Har

m

a

ple.”
—Capt. E. A. Paul, the cavalry correspondent
of the N. Y. Times, proposes to
publish his war
experiences in book form.
An edition of Burns’ “Cotter’s
Saturday
Night,” with fifty illustrations, is to be publish-

ed in New York this season.
A biography of President Lincoln has been
published in Spanish at Bio Janeiro.
essay on" Protestantism, by Lamenais,
is soon to appear in Paris. The
manuscript
was found
among Lamennais’s papers.
The Mobile Tribune mentions the
tion there of a
pamphlet,
itants, Climate and

telnot, intended
ern men

maining

publica-

“Brazil;
Productions," by

as

a

its InhabF. H. Tin-

handbook to those south-

who wish to
slave empire.

emigrate

to the last

re-

—The Argosy is the title of a new
sixpenny
magazine soon to be started in London.
An illustrated edition of
Douglass Jerrold’s
“Mrs. Caudle’s Curtain Lectures” is to be issued

by

London house as

holiday book
Review, a
known English religious periodical, is
turned from a monthly into a weekly.
a

—The

Church

a

and State

wellto be

—The London Atherueum gives seven columns to a review of Raymond’s life of Abraham Lincoln.
—Swinburne’s new poetical tragedy of Chastelard—the name of which the newspapers are

mis-spelling in an amusing variety pf ways—is
to be soon
published by Hurd and Houghton of
New York, as well as
by Ticknor and Fields,
Boston.

Among the

$1,400.

By Monday evening, Nov. 20th, there will
an exhibition by the Senior and Junior
classes of Bowdoin College.
By The Belfast Age mentions several robberies in that county within a week or two.
Among others, it states that a son of John
Baker of Thorndike, named Asa Baker, knocked his own father down and robbed him of
$375. The father was at work in the woods,
making shingles, when the son suddenly made
his appearance, armed with a stick, and demanded his money. Upon his refusal the robber

be

dealt him several heavy blows over tl}e head,
knocking him senseless, and then tore open his
clothes, and seized the money whioh was in the
pocket of an under shirt, and made off, and got
on board the cars early next morning, before
pursuit was made. Young Baker has served
term

in the State

prison.

Age says the last vestige of war has
disappeared in Belfast. The Provost Marshal’s
We have a good
office has been wound up.
many one-legged and one one-armed “vesti
ges” of the war yet remaining in this vicinity.
£y The

Keene, in Rockland, wan foroibly entered one
night last week, and $250 worth of goods were
stolen from it. On the Bame night a second
attempt was made on T. A. Wentworth’s
store.

gif”The Dover (Me.) Observer understands
that Mr. Greeley of the “Blethen House,” and
Mr. Sanford, Hotel keepers in ‘that village,
have entirely given np the sale of liquors in
and that, hereafter no kinds
their houses
of ardent can b8 obtained at the above places.
gy The Observer says $2^200 have been
raised, toward the Trotting Park in Foxcroft,
and the grounds have been laid out, and men
are now at work on it.

eye to the erection of a mill for the manufactvre of lime casks by the new patent machine.

pOBSK.

most

ooioa tTcr

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

9
aimca M3—i|yA wholefantfly were recently butned to
death in Steele county, Wisconsin, by the
bursting of a kerosene lamp._
£y They got into the way once of naming
blocks in Washington, rows—as Minnesota
Row, &c. They have started a new row there
of late and oall it Bureau.
jyA oohipany bori ng for ol! on Highland
new

Creek, Kansas, recently struck—milk, or something that resembles it. They don't know what
to make of the fluid. We suggest they try it
If they “fetoh butter,” at fifty
in a churn.

pound, we shall.know
[Boston Transcript.

cents

a

it isn’t water

—

jy The Herald, says potatoes ore selling all
around Boston at about oue-half the price

charged by the retailers of that city.
gg'-Large numbers of New Hampshire farmers are selling their lands and going South
and West to settle.
jy Governor Hamilton and General Sheridan are repprted at loggerheads in Texas—the
•

former desiring to arraign certain alleged offenders whom he has imprisoned, before a milicommission, and the latter opposing the

tary

measure in toto.
[yDr. Win. Young is now on trial before
the Supreme Judicial Court of New Hampshire, charged with murder (in second degree)
of Miss Sarah M. Atwell, who, while in a state
of pregnancy, submitted to treatment to produce premature delivery, at Dr. Young’s hand

singlewoman, residing
in Clinton, Massachusetts, working in a carpet

—the deceased being
mill.

Later intelligence says Dr. Y. has been

acquitted.
gy The stock

of cotton at Memphis is now
heavier than it has been any time since 1862.
The new crop is coming in rapidly.
The workingmen of Charleston, S. C.,

the

by designs—both landscapes and
figures—from the pencils of the members of the
Academy of Desigu, including, of course the
very best American artists. The whom work is
dedicated to William Cullen Bryant,

recommendation given by

the

principal of
a doubtful aspirant for pedagog-

academy to
ical honor : “This young man is oapable of fill
ing any position for which he is qualified.”.—
an

[Concord

Monitor.

CHAMPION,

SEELE’S

A

LIFE I

DRESSING

THE

of Ireland.
gy Gov. Parsons of

Alabama,

was

~

in Bos-

CUSTIS

July

jyThe New York papers report two or
three failures in Wall 3*reet. one inconsequence
of operations in Milwaukee and Prairie du
Ghlea Railroad shares.
|y Four or five barges are at Hudson, Wis.,
loading with potatoes at twenty-five cents a
bushel, for St. Louis and a market. The
a

dollar a bushel

over

all

Capital Itequiretl,.$700.
Address:
novGd 18N

“MANUFACTURE!!,”
Box 2110, Portland Feat Oflico.

Goods

can

Knowing,

be repaired in

I don’t recollect ever attending

neat and

Elevators I

Dress

25 Cents per Set S

At

ANDERSON'S

NEW YORK SKIRT & CORSET STORE
26.

Market Square,
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~
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Clocks Excelsior Hair Restorer
Will
Is warranted to £0 all that i| claimed for it.
restore the Grayest Heads to their original color,
\fhether black or brown. Cures all eruptions of the
Scalp, frees it from dandruff, keep® the head cool, the
hair moist and glossy. Its perfume cannot be surpassed by any preparation in the ^aarket. Try it. $1.
per bottle; sold by all druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Portland,
ocGbnOw

Me.

COLGATE'S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial in its act upon the si in.
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Qoodls Dealer*

to he produced, entitled “Les Franc-Macons,”
in which it is said both the history, the principles and the secrets of Freemasonry will bo ful-

ly exposed.
—Milly Palmer, the actress, has been hurt at
the Glasgow theatre by some of the scenery in

“ArrahJfta-Pogue” falling on her.
—Erust, the celebrated violinist, died

at Nice,

Oct. 8th.
—William Vincent Wallace, the musical

com-

poser, died on the 12th of October, at the Chade Bageu, Haute Garonne. It is said that
lie left an important posthumous] work in an
opera entitled “Estrella.”
—A Cincinnati paper says Miss Jennie Hight,
as Lady Isabel in “East Lynne,” “is not only
great hut unequaled by any other actress who
has attempted the character.”
—A grand musical festival is being held at
Springfield, Massachusetts, the present week.
It is the Western Massachusetts Musical
Convention.
Carl Zerrabn and William O.
Perkins, of Boston, and H. S. Perkins of Springfield, will be the conductors.
—Miss Kate Reignolds closed a very successful engagement in Rochester, New York, last
week, and is now playing in Cleveland, Ohio.
—Edwin Forrest proposes to visit Daytom
Ohio, about the 1st of January, to dedicate the
teau

opera house which has
there.

just

new

been erected

—The New York Saturday Press is authorized to state that Mr. Edwin Booth will positively appear at the Winter Gardau in the
course of the season—probably early in December.

_SPECIAL

NOTICES.

Sherman and his

Campaigns

By Colonels Bowman

and

Ibwin.

Sherman in the Campaigns described.
This work now in press will be a work of rare
merit, both tor interest ofnarative and os a true and
faithlul transcript of events connected with the late

Aids to Gun.

war.

editorshaving free access to tin private papers
and journals of their Commanding Officer, have been
The

more

june31dlyr

er

—A new theatre is to be built in Loudon, over
what was once a pit used for throwing in the
dead during the plague of 1685.
—At the Ocean Theatre, Paris, a new play is

faithful record of events,

a

complete inner official history of the great Campaigns, than it would be possible for any one e'ee to
more

do.

The work is embellished with fine Steel Engraved
Portraits of the Commanding Officers, and Illustrated with Maps, Plans and Diagrams of battle-fields,
routes and marches, furnished by the Chief Engineer
of Sherman’s Army, adding much to the interest ot
the narrative, and helping to a better understanding
of the various movement* and positions of the grand

It is a vegetable compound, and contains
rious properties whatever.
,

Wine l

inju-

INAL COLOR.
It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the liair*soft, lustrous and silken.

It is

a

auglOsnd&wGm

WINSLOW.

MRS.

EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female
sician, presents to the attention of Mothers her
AN

FOR

CHILDREN

TEETHING

and

Relief

and

Health

to

your Infants.

We have pirtwnp and sold this article lor over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and truth of H

what

wo

have

never

been able to say of any othci

medicine— Never has it faded an a single instance tc
eject a cure, when timely used. Never did we know
an installed of dissatisfaction by gay one who used it
On the contrary, all are delighted with its operations
and speak in terms of comm end atiop of its magica
effects and medical virtues. We speak in this mattei
“what we do know,” after thirty years experience
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of whal
Di almost every instance where the
we here declare.
infant is suffering from pain and exhaustion, relie
will be found in fifteen uunutos alter the Syrup fe administered.
Full directions for using will accompany aach hotNone genuine unless the fac-simile ofCURTIS
tile
& PERKINS, New York, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world*Prioe only 35 Cents per Bottle.

june3snd&wGm
83r*A Physiological Viewof Marriage!
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 180 fine Platea
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the ijuman Orand Disease, with a Treagans in a state of Health
tice on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequence*
with the- Author’s Plan ol
upon the Mind and Body,
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode ol
report of cases treated. A
married, and those contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to anyaddress.
on receipt of 26 cents, in stamps or portal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Malden Lane,
Albany, N. Yf
The author may be consulted upon any of the diseases upon which his book treats either personally oi
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of the world
Oct 6—s N d&wGm
y
cure, as shown by the
ti uthfhl adviser to the

V

ITCH l

Scratch,

ITCH! ITCH I
W

Scratch,

Wheaton’s
Will Cure the
cures

Itch

*

IMS11

Scratch l
*•

Ointment

In Forty-Eight Hours.

SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,

For
and all Eruptions qf the 8km. Price 60 cents.
sale by all druggists.
cents
to
WEEKS
&
Sole
60
POTTER,
By sending
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, free of postage, to any part of the
United States.
_

Invalids and all who wish a gent'e stimulant and
invigorator, call at
CROSMAN & CO.’S,
and get a bottle of old Catawba which is PURE and
EXTRA FINE.
Nov 8.—SN(13w
A

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Card Photographs, Fancy Articles,
CAILDBEV’S BOOKS, GAMES, Ac.
STATIONERY OF ALL KINDS,
At the New Store, No. 36 Centre Street.
FIRST DOOR

Not. 3.

FROM CONGRESS STREET.

H. L. BEAL.

dti

IFhite Note Paper, 10 cts.per Quire,
BUFF ENVELOPES, 5 cts. per BUNCH,

Oct 25,1835.—6N d&wlyr
Perry’* M*lh and Freckle UllMt
Chloasma, or Mothpatcli, (alio called LIversi>ot,)
and Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very annoying,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the dincolored spots show more plain!/ on the face ot a
blonde than of a brunette; but tht y groatly mar the
beauty of either; and any preparation t.uat will cffectually remove them without injuring the texture or
color qj' the skin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
C. Perry, who has made diseases or the skin a speciality, has discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at once prompt, infallible, and harm-

Prepared only by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist.
No. 4* Bond Street, New-York, and for sale by all
Call for PERRY’S
druggists; price $2 ^er bottle.

MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hay, Wholesale
octflsn uw&r6m
Agents, Portland, Maine.

At the New Siore, No. 36 Centre Street.
First Door from Congress St.
Not, 3. dtf

Photon’s Night Blooming Cereus,
FOR SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS,
At the New Store,
Not. 3.

Centre St.

dtf.

PORT Is AND

PHOTOGRAPHIC

GALLLERT,

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
i\To. 80 Afiddle Street,
Portland, Me.
dec29tl.
Copying done in the best maner.

E. S.

WORMELL,

photographer,
No. 00 Middle Street, Portland.
Photographs at Turks Dollars
dozen,—the best in tho City.
Card

per

may25snd(Sm

TO DYE EASY
,o
very desirable. Mathews* Venetian Hair Dye Is
the best in the world. Complete In one bottle. No
wash, Co stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having th#ir
hair dyed in public, can
*'1
DYE AT HOME
better than any barber can do it, by using the Venetian Dye. It does not rub off or inako the hair appear dusty or dead, but imparts new bid and lustre,
(lives a beautiul black or brown, as preferred. Price
75 cents. Prepared by A. I. MATHEWS, N. Y.
Deuas Barnes & Co., New York, Wholesale
Is

Agents.

mayl2sNeodly

Hall’s Rubber Emporium
IS at 147 Middle Street, whore every variety of Eobber Goods can bo procured, at Manufecturcrs’ prices.
Their assortment ot Itubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods Is really magnificent.
]un< **tl

LOOK, LOOK I
Boston Stock bW<
SEND ME ONE DOLLAR, by mail, and 1 will I
Sales at the Brokers Boabd. Nov 9.
send you any one of these Gold-Plated Articles:—
American Gold..
Ladies Neck Chain, Gents Vest Chain, No. G Lock••v".
U. 3. Coupon Sixes, 1881,
97|
United States 7 3-10ths x.oan, 1st
et lor two pictures, Jet Hoops, Sot of Ladies JewelGents
Chain
Gold
Ring,
Gents
Anchor
Phi,
ry,
Pin,
102
Pearl SleeTe Buttons. Gold Plated Buttons, Silver
Unitea States Fivc-twenties.
Plated Pen-Holder, Pen and Pencil.
92
Address
Ten-MHios..
States
UnttH
I.. DRESSER, Portland, Me.,
Mlroad
i!
Oct 27—»Nd4w*
Box 132.
•••••■•

..

0®

“iMI....97*
lsU.jsue.,...

PoruS&^fcouta

run

AT
TO

DATE.

£$"•.£cw York..Liverpool.xov

8
8
8
9
10
11
11
n

11
IS
18

MAKE

COST!

ROOM FOR

GOODS.

HOLIDAY

Hoop Skirts made from Washburn and Moen'a

best

wire, at coet for

few davs

a

only.

Fancy Goods, of every description, at prices to suit
everybody.
r£tT Don’t forgot the number, leo Middle Street,
neat above Hay’s Drug Store.
“•

Nov 10—dtf

Helvetia...New York. .Livenxjol.Nov 11

Saxouia.-New York..Hamburg.Nov
New York.. Liverpool.Nov
“ava-:..
Peruvian.,

Goods !

Fancy

Wait!

“OWAHD.

WaitiTl

Wait!!

MARIfJST~R NitE¥8

investing a large sum of monoy in a
business that is laborious and pays bat a small
per cent, of profit, give the subscriber a call and examine the RARE CHANCES which he offers to all
c assea of men to enter a business which
requi res but
a very SMALL
CAPITAL, ami is not laborki os, but
on the contrary, givos one a
pUasant employment,
and which pays from

T* O R T OP PORTLAND.

100 to 300 Per Cent. Net Pro Gt.

Miniature Almnnns.November 10.
O.u (|m.i n .-rr.-.rr. A4o | Moon rws..
AM
Sun seal.4.43 | High water. 4.40 PM

Thirds,, November

Such opportunities are seldom offered to the public. Any oue wishing to be so fortunate os to ne care
a chance to make money
Oulcklv, Easily and Su roly,
by investing from ten dollars to three hundre d as

0.

ARRIVED.
Steamer

Lewiston, Knight,

BEFORE

Boston.

Steam ok New JBruftswfck, Winchester. Boston lor
Eastport and St John NB.
Barque Chalmette, (new* Waite, Freeport, in tow
of steam-tug Uncle Sam.
Brig Harriet H McGilvery, Gilkey. 8 ears part.
Brig Clara, (Br) White, Windsor NS tor Now York
Sch Balance, Low, Beverly, Mass.**
*
Sch Ida, Blake. Boston.
Soli President Washington. Howard, W&lboboro.
Sch Elizabeth, Brown. Boston for Calais.
Sch Elizabeth Ann, Wilson, Cape Ann lor ilarps-

can do so by calling
capital,
subscriber immediately.

addressing

or

upon,

the

W. N. GOURLAY,
INVENTOR*3 EXCHANGE, HO Federal st.
Nov 10—dlw*
Port land.

Cnumwm

wel).
Sch

Sabine, (Br) Holmes, St George NB for Boston.
Sch E II Nash, Small, St George NB for Philadelphia.
Sch Uowena, Agnew, Calais (or Boston.
Sell Harriet, Brown, Mill bridge tor Boston.
Sob Arabella, Friable, Bangor lor Boo ion.
Sch Benj Franklin, Wallace, Mill bridge for Boston.
Sch William, Reynolds, Steuben for Boston!
Sch Valparaiso, Wall, Trento 1 for Boston.
Schs Caroline O. Pomroy;
Mary Fram es, Arey;
Idaho, Weeeott, and California, Wentworth, Bangor

DH STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS
COUGH
BALSAM Is warautcd to cure Coughs,Co’ids.. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throa i, Consumption, and and all affections of tie thro at and

Lungs.

For wile

by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.

* CO., Mllanover
nfine
Sole Agents tor New England.
Boston, u.i‘1<?OL,yiN

Street,

DrTsTRICKIAND’S

"

for Boston.
Sch Gen Meade, Ferguson, Belfast for Boston.
Sch Lexington. Kalloch, Pock land for Boston.
Sch 1> H H.jdgkimi, Duncan, Rockland for Boston.
Sch Santa Mari*, Fuller, Bristol for Boston.

CLEARED.
t r
O York, (new, of Portland, 485 tons)
Davis, 8t John NB—J S Winslow.
Brig Annette, (Br) Newel), Haliiax NS—master.
Brig Caledonia, (Br) Edgetc, St John NB—Kerosene Oil Go.
Sch Aurora, (Br).Payson. Westport NS—master.
Sch William, (Br) Durant, Parrsboro NS—master.

I \
Barque Ada

FROM OUR

Fur sole by all Druggists. 80 cts.
GEO. C. GOODWIN &&)., 38
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.

cure.

CORRESPONDENT.

Mayor's

T

a

it
Ini

of

Office,

Nov. .9.1SC5.

a

tor

nr

the name, rank, age, Ac., of each and
every offle. T
soldier and seaman, in the military or naval aervk
*
from this city, who ha* died In the sendee or In
con*. Iof wounds or sickness incurred thereby. *in< w
dull 12, 1SC1. A* It 1* of the utmost importance tha t
this list shall be as complete and tuB as
possible t
canvass lias been taken In the various wards of
city, and the lists thus retumod can be seen at th
office.
All persons having knowledge of Ceeth* of
reHdents of this city in the United states Servlc ,
who have not made report of tho same, are
request ed
to (ommunlcate such lnlormatlon to this
office, I mi
it may be added to the list now being prepared.
novlOcdlw
JACOB McLELLAN,

2uence

tt

The now barque recently launched from the yard
of H®ess;B Bliss at Fr%porL was to^l to this port
9tli and will proceed to Boston to be coppered. SI e
is a fine vessel of about 8U0 tone, rating Al, and is
called the Chalmette. She is under charter to lea 1 at
Boston for Calcutta.

Mayor.

FOR SALE.

DISASTERS.
Brig Forester, of Bath, from Gardiner for Boston,'
with nay, was burned oil' Cape Ann, on Tuosday
mornhrir. ‘Crew saved.
Brig H G Berry, Sirout, irom Havana lor N York,
expeneneed a huericane on the 22d and 23d ult, ami
carried away topmasts, spar?, and sprung aleak. She
put. into Key West previous to the 28th ult, with car-

acbes heavy timber und
for 75 cents per acre, to close an
Located In township No. 2, Range 5, Oxford
Maine, well accommodated by two iirera
County,
and a lake for running log* into Androscoggin river.

i 1 OH A
Ll^V/UVJ

esta

e.

Also, 2000 acres in Upper Amuonuauc Valley, I a
towns of Randolph and Berlin, N. H., heavily tin 4.
bered with best of spruce, and
pines 5 feet in niani twill be sold at a
ter, and ship timber of large
bargain on easy U rm*; Immediate application mr*l*
to
F. A. HILL,

size,

lly damaged.

Brig Raven, (of MacMas) Patterson, f om Boston
for Baltimore, got ashore on Devil's Back, 8tli Inst,
but got off and returned tor repairs.
Soh Ww McCobb, irom New York for Bucksport,
with corn and flour, put into Provincctown 8th inat,
leaking badly, and would discharge for repairs.
Barque Chilton, Stafford, at New York flu Havana,
had heavy weather on the passage; sprung aleak,lost
and spht sails, stove bulwarks, Ac.
Barque Walter, of Richmond, from Mobile for Liverpool, was fipoken 2d insf, 200 miles SE of Cape fTeilopen.aud reported having took the late gale between
Florida and Mantilla Reef, and wsa hove to 20 hours

Nov 10—dlw

Quincy, Macs.

Vegetable Pulmonary
For

Coughs, Colds

and

Balsam I

Consumption 1

1832, and etiU tJu best known
JrJ remedy for all affection* qf the Lunge, Throat and
Cheat. Bo careful to get the genuine.
REED, CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietor!
Large Botties,$1.00.
Small, 8P, cents.

ESTABLISHED

poles.

Philadelphia. ■'
Cld 2<f, barque Horace

bottl
Str,
no7loc

ner

the Adiutant Genet al of the State
B 11*1reqest
h being prepared
publication, comprlsi'

GREEN’S LANDING, Nor 4—Cld. schs Marietta,
Frye, and Milos, Cole, Harrington fir Rockland.
Nov 4—Cld, schs Alligator, Lindsey, and Fanny,
Greene, Gouldsboro; Jane Br indie, Hall, Ml Desert
for Rockland.

Pure

MOBILE—At 30th nit, barque Gan Eden, Reel,
Bath: 31hU>ship Rochester, Fulton, do.
Cm 2let, barque Helen Sands, Otis. Havre.
SAVANNAH—Xr 1st, ship Mont Blanc, Doinell,

Ted

City of Portland.

KENNEBUNKPORT, Nov 9 r- Ar, sch* Marla
Cousin it, Rankin, and Martha, Creflffbnl, Bostoh.
At Capo Porpoise llaThor, sch Eliza Matilda, Cotin making theeutrell, from Bangor for Lynm
tfanoe 8th, about 4 PMf struct oh tlie South end of
Goat Island, and bilged. Hor deck load of slab wood
is mostly washed air.
In port, sch Sol Francis, Clark, Irom Bangor for
Boston; and others.

under bare

REMEDy"l”

PILE

thousands ol the wont cast* of Blind and
Blot d.tug
Pile*.
It gives Immediate relief, and
cfleets a Permanent cure. Try it diroctly.
It is warranto,/ to

Geo W

in

Cod Liver Oil

Bottled expressly for Modicinal use by HEED,
CUTLER & CO., who have facilities for obtainingoJ
of the most reliable quality. Large Bottles, $1,00

j

Nov 10—d&wOm

■

which greatly facilitate* the process of Teething, by
softening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will
allay oil pain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to your*

selves,

ANT>

DOMESTIC PORTS*

Phy-

Syrup,

Soothinf?

FltOH

Manhattan.New York. .Vera Cruz_Nov
kangaroo.New York..I.lverpoon.Nov

go ba

splendid hair dressing.

No pefrsen, old or young, should fail to use it.
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
gy Ask for Uftll’s ticilian Hair Renewer, and
take ns other.
R. P. HALL k CO..
Nashua, N. H., Proprietors.
Wholesale Agents.
W. F. Phillips if Co

Also

Catawba

no

IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

Army.

•
pg* Sold only by Subscription.
C. W. ATWELL,
Agent for Portland.
novddtfsx

Hand-Knit Breakfast Shavls,

—

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew
has proved itself to be the moat perfect preparation for the hair ever offered to tho public.

MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC.

a

a

substantial manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
14T Middle St.
ju1y21satf

demand,

cost.

enabled to present

*

For Sale:

20

of

IIOOP SKIRTS,

an*r,al

AJuebec.,.. .Llverdoot.Nov

CO.,

GEORGE ANDSRSON. Agent.

will consider it an act

shippers will make

k

HALF INTEREST in the exclusive State Right to
manuCicture and sell Olio of the best artieles in the
market.
Other business demanding the owners at
tention.

Henry

wisdom.

.NEXT TE.V DAYS,

a» Suddenly. Mrs Elizabeth L
Hon EKphalet tlrecly,
aged P2 vre
*
Mtwoi* on Saturday
atlemoou, from
ner late
residence, on Pearl street.
In Gorfaam. Nov 6, Mr Jon?.than
Rodion, ased 55
™»astbe nrst death In a iamilv of i.f eon
cblldrem ol tbe late Amos ltrillon. of Bttaton, the
oldest of whom is OS
years aud tbo youngest 33 ytars.
*Ife of
W

EAEE

Street,

-IXTOULD roipectfully announce to the Laillee of
V V l'ortlind that he will sell for the

.'kmo-HieV:'H*
tile tote

kf

HOWARD,

» w rh»,

York.. Aspinwall.Nov

22—sndtf

—

people, however,

MiS^fe-M

R.

166 Middle

V •* oi W Eiizu-

FlS:

Uamaeeus.Ouebec.Liverpool.Nov
Atlantic.New

*

-I

A Fact Worth

unprecedented.

7, by Rev Mr Iirav

Columbia..New York..Havana.Nov
Europe.Now York. .Havre.Nov

WHOLESALE AGENTS for tho STATE ot MAIN H,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.

That Rubber

The number of Irish residents in England and Scotland is a million and a half. One
fourth the population of Liverpool and one
fifth of that of Glasgow is composed of natives

of L!
Aennf^Bragdon,
In tilts city, Nov

Africa...-.Boston.Liverpool.Nov

HAIR,

FIFTY cam
For sale at

CHARLES

Bulletin says, in referto the cotton crop in that vicinity, the season has been most auspicious for gathering, and
the product from the quantity planted will be

W.

7, by R,.- A II JRInmn, EdIts Sarah steverfT both of L:
a*l Mis. >i

departure op ocean steamers.

BEAUTIFYING,

4 J il I

ence

Old

weekly without

HAIR

RESTORING,

fffThe Memphis

almost

McClelan.
or

FOB

further at present.

any

Lirnini

DI ED~

Wholesale and Retail,
r

pounds.
gy The Nowheru (N. C.) Daily Timet has
been greatly enlarged, and is.now published in
qyiarto form.
gy The Springfield Republican suggests

In

Magical Preparation

PRICE

192

pi North \
fnond Bn

Advertisements.

For

1«SJ-

and the

gy Daniel Miller of Shakcrtown, Warren
county, Ohio, has raised a pumpkin seven feet
and two inches in circumference, and weighing

gy

have issued an address that might have been
conceived and penned north of Mason’s and
Dixon’s line, so liberal and anti-slavery are its

be illustrated

elegant

capital,

was

_

M

great sensation.—[Post.

s

sentiments.
gy Gen. Couch and Colonel Bullock have
both written letters ill regard to the eight hour
movement, and both are equally chary of say
ing anything very explicit. They remind U3 of

will be

a

—

books of the seaa new
publication by BunCe &
Huntington, entitled “Evenings with the Poets
a choice selection of favorite
poems, compiled by Mr. Frederic Saunders, author of
“Salad for t le Solitary.” This collection will
son

creatod

Macbias

than in any past

By An exchange says the trotting mate
Lady Dixfleld, owned by Albert O. Hinds of
Dixfield, has been sold to parties in Skowhe-

husbaud % a manufacturer residing at Hamstead Heath, near London. She is represented

only as an accomplished linguist, but as a
painter and musician, and occasionally also

The resemblance

nets.
team

kn iw, Miss.
one.”

on

B^“The Rockland Free Press says the famiwhy the public should pav such out- ly of Hon. S. C. Fessenden left tliat city on
rageous prices for the service. The C03t of Monday evening for Stamford, Conn., where
working a telegraph is very small, compared he has purchased a place and intends to reside.
with a railroad or anything else, yet the chargWm. Wilson, Esq., has purchased the late reses in proportion are much* higher.
This matter is beginning to command a good deal of idence of Mr. Fessenden, in Rockland, and
public attention, and will command more un- will occupy it.
less a remedy be speedily applied.”
Bif" An experienced mill-wright, engaged
by Cobb, Wight & Cane, examined the water
power at South Thomaston last week, with an
LITERARY GOSSIP.

not

bachelor lately appeared in Central Park with two handsome
ponies whose tails were done up to look like a
lady’s waterfall, and cooped up in. small fish

T ST Lord,
,bbie J Hamilton, boib

by

n. Warren,
Eagle,

Cabinet,

dashing young

the Silver Mines of that rich
State. We shall try to serve up a few interesting extracts to-morrow.
EyThc Machtas Union says the prospect is

one

Bebtsry’s Best,

Washington.

£3?”‘'Doyou like codfisliballs, Mr. Wiggin?”
Mr. Wiggin, hesitatingly: “I really don’t

gau for

Fobk, Lard, Hams, Buttbb, Sreiw, etc.
The following choice brands ol Flour on hand

Flour and Produce bought, stored and insured at
liberal rates.
marlSeodly

indebted to the courtesy of
Judge Frye of Nevada, for upamplet recently
are

lumbering

1X.WA U K I E
WISCONSIN.
Buy for Eastern account Grain, Flour, Beef

|yGovernor

By The Bangor Times says a man named
Albert Greer of Belfast, was arrested in Bangoron Tuesday, for stealing a package of Nothing from the store of S. B. Fifield.
jy There was a fire in Bath at one o’clock,

that more

M

Market Reports sent dally

Andrew with the advice of
his Council, has cancelled his Thanksgiving
proclamation for the 30th inst.t and appointed
the day of the National ThanksDec. 7th
giving. According to our contemporary of the
Bath Times he has done a foolish thing; most

published,

BROTHERS,
PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
-A.
fl® ami 71 E»»t Water St.,

ton, and has given notice to the latter to move
It is iu the most aristocratic part of
out.
a

New

iaCE

cliarge.

in business there.

£y We

_SPECIAL NOTICE*.

named Lee (no relation

ton Tuesday, and left for New York with
Ward Beecher.

no reason

—The author of “The Schonberg-Cotta Family” is said to be Mrs. Andrew Charles, whose

man

ty Mr. George S. Hall, formerly of Augusta, died in Gibraltar, Oct. 3d. He was engaged

Bird & do.
gy The Free Press says the store of W. H.

Heaven above!

ggyA colored

ta Robert E„ though from Virginia) has bought
the splendid residence occupied by Sir Frederick Bruce, the British minister at Washing-

very neatly printed
Printers, of this city Hon. P. Emory Aldrich of Worcester, as a can—entitled
Proceedings of the didate for Speaker of the House. Mr. Aldrich
Grand Lodge of L 0,of G. T., for the state of
is the suocessor of Mr. Bullock, the Governor
Maine, held at Skowhegan, Oct. 17,1865.” This elect, who was Speaker of the last House.
is one of the mystic orders of the Temperance
gy The original of Gen. Wilson’s despatch
organization, of which E. A. Sdwyer is the announcing the capture of Jeff Davis was sold
head officer. The next semi-annual meeting is
for $70 at the Philadelphia Fair.
to bo held in West Buxton in April, notice of
gy Miss Anna Dickinson is quite iil at her
the day to be given hereafter.
home in Philadelphia, and has been forbidden
gjr-xnetwo years, provmeu uy taw, u-oui
by her physician to continue her lecturing tour
a

pamphlet—King

gy The Rockland Free Press says Charles
Crockett has sold his interest in the lime quarry near Blacking ton Corner for $12,000, to John

Are al ways first to go.

currency,

protracted and expensive wars. By the experiences of the past lour years, we are led to
the conclusion that our
people have a latent
power that always manifests itself when required. and is equal to any emergency, t
have faith, sir, that as we
have, to the astonishment of the world, raised immense
armies,
larger I apprehend than any single nation
evbrought into the field, and met tlie enor-

regards

city hail, yclept flie city government; will probAn Incident for the Children.
ably do as much to kelp the cholera at bay as
last summer’s scare-screws, perhaps somewhat
THE LITTLE BOY THAT DIED.
more.
Though the city reeks with filth and
pestiferous stenches, no thoroughly efficient
The loss of friends Is always a great and seor adequate measures need be expected till
vere affliction, but to parents the death of chilmembers
the
the meeting of Congress. When
dren is a grief peculiarly hard to bear. No
of that body-arrive, and find, as they possibly
tongue can tell how dearly we love them; God
to
welcome
them, who lent them to us
may, the pestilence here
only knows. Often in
they will probably take the matter in hand the loss of these dear little ones all our brightwith energy.
est hopes for this world are withered and
The political atmosphere hereabout^ is still
blasted. How we love their society. What
quiet. Seldom anything occurs more exand gladness their presence brings to the
joy
notorious
citing than the arrival of some
hearts of fond parents, especially when they
ex-rebel in quest of executive clemency, or
are good, obedient children, as was this little
his departure with his pardon well down in his
who died.
Eddie was a noble and truthboy
pocket. So benignly are these contumacious ful
of his mother, gentle to the
boy,
thoughtful
children of “wayward sisters’, received at the
little one3, and the light of his happy home.—
old national homestead, so mightily do the
Very suddenly he was called to go away to the
lank bowels of their Unde Sam move and
spirit land, almost without any warning. It
if
not
towards
these
yearn
returning
repent- was a
bright, beautiful day near the end of the
ant prodigals, that we shall hardly be surprised
pleasan t summer that is just gone. Eddie had
if the bravest attire, and the highest seat at
left his home for a little visit in the

He says:

present times. But I feel that this Is Hot the
occasion for croaking, anil perhaps I
ought to
apologize for the train of remarks Into which
have
been
I
led.
But, while I feel anxious about the present
and
its effects upon tlie business and
mflatiou,
morals of the country, I am
hopeful that, by
wise legislation, we shall escape a financial
and
I
am
collapse,
confident that a grand future is before the United States. 1
hopeful that the currency may be
brought npto
the specie standard without those
financial
troubles which have in all countries
followed

every person who

ITHM.3 Of STATE
•_T-

1!! S?

Darien.

Bca!s, Blankenship,

lor

CHARLESTON—Off the pert 4th Inst, sldp Tamerlane, Jackson, from New York.
BAL1IMORF:—Ar 7th, M? Win-Nicbok, Ames,
Bangor; sch Lucy A ©rcmt, Butler, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 7th, brig Ellen Bernard,
Collins, Boston.
Cld 6th,barque King Bird, Dexter, Antwerp; 7th,
brig Russian, Getchell, Newburyport; sch John II
French. Crosby, Port Spam.
.Ar 7th, brig Frontier, Littlefield, Providence; schs
G W Carpenter, McFarland, from St John NR; M A
Rich, Hopkins, Rostpib r,
NBW Tt>UK—ArTth, seha Cali»tarHall. Phftaddphia for Providence; Jenny Lind, Cole, Elizaoethport for Boston.
Cld 6th< barque Quickstep, <Br) Foster, St Jago;
BOh E S Potter, Potter, Apalachicola.
Ar8th, barque Chilton, Stafford, Havana; GooS
Hunt, Mitchell, Apalachicola.
Cld 8tli, ship Young America, Cummings, for San
Francisco; trig J P Ellicott, Bray, Charleston; schs
A F Aines,Ames, Savannah; Clara June,Armstrong,
Bangor.
PROVIDENCE—Be^ow 0th, schs Cal Iota, Hall, and
Franklin Bell, Brewster, irom Georgetown DC.
81a 7th, sch Parav, Clark, New York.
NEWPORT—A* 7th, weh Mary Hall, Poland, New
York for Rockland.
In burl 7th, brigs Moses Pay, and Clara P Gibbs;
schs Mary IIall, Chronometer, Bay State, Glenroy,
Tantamount, and others.
KDGAKTuWN -Ar Ctli, sells Harriet. Wiggins,
New York for Rockport; Maria LifUt, Boynton, do
lor Bangor.
%

NEVV BEDFORD—Sid 8th, btigfeStrout, Wallace,

Philadelphia.
Cth,
WAUEHAMr-yir
J

sch

Only Son, Johnson, im

ElHatetfirtdrf.
HOLMES’S HOLE—Ar 7th, brigs Minnie Miller,

Anderson;

C H

For Sale.
Stock und Fixtures of
THE
cery Store, with
good

a Provision and Groa
run ol trade.
Locati or
good as any iu the city, both for buy.ng and it Bing.
For fhrther particulars address F, O. Box No. C9.
Portland, Nov. 8th, 1866.
novlOdSw*

as

Wanted to Purchase.

A

|

BOSTON—Ar 8th, ship Fearless. Drew, Ira Manila;
brig J W Dri^lo, Coggins. Baltimore; whs Abigail,
Murch, Ellsworth; Him Otis, Ryder, Belfast; Eliza
Ellen, Noyes, Portland; Concert, Drown, Kenue-

bunk.

Returned, brig Raven, having been ashore.,
Cld 8th, barque Avpla, Webster, Havana
• Afftfc, barque Mgry
ikaheth, Croqkett, Sydney;
brigs Fannie Lincoln, Collins, Mansanula; Antilles,
Z A Paine. Jones, Campschs
Thestrup, Baltimore;
al>ello; KA Consult, Wus*, Philadelphia; C Fantauzri, Wooster, Hartford; Oraloo, Haskell.Calals; Clara
Norton, Magee, Bangor; Adaliue Hamlin, Lansil, do.
Denmark. Cress ov, Portland.
Below, barque N M Haven, IIall, ftn Philadelphia;
brig Minnie Miller, Anderson, from do.
Cld idh. h|iip Au iubon, Timelier, Rio Janciro; sch
Matthew Kinsley, Baxter, Bangof.
Sid, ship Premier.
GLOUCESTER—At 6th, schs Star,Cook, Rockland
for New York; Massachusetts. Kenniston,and Brier,
GnBflpry, do fl>r do; Sarah, Boardman.do tor Flushing; Otis, Carle, and Leader, Allen, do for NYork.
Ar 7th, brig Allaton, Sawyer, Bangor tor NYork;
sch Denmark, Cressey, Portland for Marblehead;
Vigilant, White, New r port.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 5th, sch C6met, Hutchins,
Ibr Calais.
Sid Gtlk sobs C%as Carroll, Farnsworth, Rockland;

Pembroke, Norton,

Boston.

CARPET

expense.

PLEASE

Cld 21*tt Albert Gallatin, Delano. for New York;
WimTucker. Mitchell, Wilmington NC.
Sid 21st, ('limn Wheeler. Wiluiarth, lor Now York;
Tenqyson, Graves, Calcutta.
Ar at London 2Sd, Cifv of Bangor. M. ngoe, Biui»eln: PG Blanchard, York, Callao; tdszle Moses,
Austin, St Joint NB.
Entout 23d, Undaon, Pratt, Now York.
In Klngruad 25th; ,J baker, Alien, to StdOtnNB
for Bristol, (bad lost an anobor and cable in Peiuirtli
tor PortShield# 15th, Templar, Bartlett,

PoitfiouiuUi 23J)
Stiidast fjr ^d^TYo-rlc.

CmW| (from

AirU toilmaln Aug2tTc5I Davis, Koopman, to

^'AugZS,

AND

constantly

Ainlty, Stlns n, Bombay; Sept 4, Col

Gardiner,

Walkor, duto
g££.rifttVtoPW'hi,
Riclid Busteod, K owles. for

from

Madras;
Sbl Sent J2,
tor New York.
IMh- O.iv Iauigiloii. Davis,
Sid to Madras Sept 17, Cba# Cooper, Jordan, for

jffoBmnUay

2fc K°cklight, Williams, for Liverpool; Luzon, IloMnson, for Cuba; Wurtemburg,
for
Rangoon,
Chase,
jtr at Malta 16th nit, Golden Buie, Leach Cardiff.
at Cette 16th uit, Saruson. Davis, New York.
Ski to Hamburg 19fh, Wteard King, Woodworth.
Now York.
A rat Antwerp 2tth ult, Sarah Hobart, Croston.
Philadelphia; 20th, Itoslah, Gilkey, do.
Ar at fluxhavm 2oth nit. Pocahontas, Graves, from
Callao; gist, Oastidau, Pike, do.
Sid to Cronstadt ISth nit, P. H Kniglit, Leighton,
London.
SPOKEY.
Oct 18, lat 50 21 N, Ion 11 40 W, ship Sablno, Woodward, irora Liverpool lor Boston.
Oct 31, Ion 20 16, Ion 78 #8, brig O C Clary, Bryant,
from Catdenas for New York.
Nov 4, lat 38, Ion 73, brig Marshall, from Africa for
New York, with loss of malntopmast, forctopgallant
mast, and sails split.
No date, lat 16 ao N, Ion 45 W, barque Seneca,
Lewis, 28 days from Montevideo for Baltimore.

on

THOMPSON

EXAMINE.
hand

«fc

161 Middle St, up
Oct 18—TTABlm

one

manufac-

or

CO’S,
flight of Stairs.

NATHAN GOOLD,

MERCHANT TAILOR!
131 Middle
constantly

KEEPS
MENT of

on

St.,

hand A FINE ASSORT-

Broadcloths,
Doeskins,
Cassimeres, &c.
Which ho manufacture. to order In the LATE!? 1'
and at FAIR PRICES.

STYLES,

t V" He Cuts and superintends his work hftuf ell,
and guarantees satisfaction in all cases.
N. B.

Cutting Done for Others I. Mu

The public

are

Portland,

hr.

invited to CALL.

Oct

Tibby,

26,

eod2m

1868.

co.r

lidback &

M^rioliinists,
Bluc?i,

thlou

Si

*

PORTLAND, -'jAINE.
Manufsctare and repair all kinds of machiserv^
Also, manufacture and geU Watters’ powerful,
double-acting, anti-.reezing Force-Pump. Wairantch! to

j£m

CALL

A full assortment
tured to order at

(Per steamer Peruvian, at Quebec.)
Liverpool 25th, Adelaldo, Cutting, (lorn Now

^Sld llin

HASSOCKS!

great variety cf style, at short notice. The CarpetHassock is the best Footstool in nse, being light,
durable and ornamental.
It is really an article of
beauty am! far superior to anything oi the kind evci
in
before manufactured
this vicinity.
Parties can have their remnants or Carpeting niadt
into this desirable footstool, in any style at trifling
In

No. 4 Manufacturer.

CH

Ar at
York.

New for Portland,*,

milE subscribers lravin? taken rooms at No* 16 1
1 Middle St., are now prepared to manuiactun>

7th, sch Catharine Rogers, Yeaton, Bangor.

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Cow Bay CB l'Jth ult, barque J H McLaren,
(new) Canning, Eastport.
CM at St John NB 2d tnst, ship 6.
Joseph, Alexander, Liverpool.

*

Portland Post Office.

Something

Rowley

bfij:
Shooting Star, Wm G&rrrill.

“HARRY,"

Nov. 10.—(llw

Kennedy, Clark,

and Orozimbo, Orcutt, Philadelphia for Boston; ,1 W Woo«iruIf, Eaton, do for Portsmouth; schs F A Bailov. Freeman,
Georgetown for Boston: Canary. Wall, Elizabetliport
for Salem,
APTOl, TOwJufe R A AlVrt. Atrferson, Providence
lor Bangor; brig Virginia. Nichols. Deep Creek, Va,
tor orders; s.*hs Gun Rock,Boyd. Now York for Bangor; G W
Alien, Janmols liiver, Md, lor
Ski.
Chirlapuj sc ha Seventy-Six, Angeliue,

Sid

GOOD RETAIL GROCERY STAND.
Address:

give satiHtacdon.
A'

LIDBAC,C’

I Novel and

OEO’

ABBSBBTV.

Beautiful l

MRS. J. W. EMERY
Has Just returned from New York frith
and

elegant stock

an

extensive

of

1MORTELLES,
New Designs in Deealcnmauia, Vases, &c,
To which she invites the attention of her Arends ami
the public, at her rooms,

Cor. Congress and Chestnut Sts.
HT“Cut Flowers and Boquefca constantly on hand,
and fiirniuhed to order.
Oct 14—eod4w

Paoliiiigr
IN
Shoe.
ORDERS

Boxes !

SHOOK.

solicited for Cigar, Soap,
Candle, Boot,

or

Any Kind of Packing Boxes,
lumber, at short notice, anil at

mode or J, 3 or I Inch
the lowest prices, bv

S;-T.

__„
,Q
Saco,
Sept. 12,
1865.

SHANNON, Saco

Maine.
sei'20eod2m

Hallotypes!
mort beautiful picture
maile.
THE
place in Portland to get them Is at
ever

The only

A. M. Mi KKXNKY’N,
284 Congress St., corner of Centre Street.

Oct 3—eod&cow3m

_Mrs.

November 10, 1865.

Friday Morning,

PORTLAND AND

VICINITY.

nr Advertisers will benefit themselves,

by sending
the

accommodate us,
at an early hour in

in

as

well a8

their advertisements

day.

New Advertisements To-Day*
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
For Sale—Greotrv Store.
Jh or Sale—P. A. Bill.
& Co.
C®

Balaam—Rwl,

enetable

Tulmonary
No More—Goo. C. Goodwin X bo,
Pile items lv.
Wait, Wait, Wait!—W. N. Goorla.rHooii Skirts—W. K. Howard.
City of Portland-Jacob McLelUin

Gough

A Voice from Old Virginia.
Rev. Mr. Hunnicutt, of \ i.ginia, gave a free
lecture last evening in City Hall to a very resaudience. This gentlepectable an.l attentive
man is an earnest and eloquent speaker, and
he is thoroughly posted up in the matters upHe is a southern man
on which he speaks.
with northern principles, and it does all loyal
hearts good to hear him discourse upon the affair's of the South and the country. He is evidently a hard student of the times in which
he lives, aud seeks information from all quarters—from churches, from all the learned professions, from the school houses of New Eug1 md and from family circles.
He drew a sad picture of the desolation and
ruin which now pervade the southern states
and yet he is

hopeful; but

his

hopes

are

Eliphalet Oreely.
L. Greely, widow of the
Mri. Elizabeth
died very sudlate Hon. Eliphalet Greely,
on Pearl street, yesresidence
her
at
denly
I
terday morning. She awoke, apparently in
ber usual health, and partook of breakfast; at
the close of it she was observed to place her
hand upon her heart, and on being asked If
she was suffering pain, made no reply but
sank back in her chair and expired almost instantly. It is supposed she was troubled with
affection of the heart.
The deceased was about b2 years of age.—
she has been one of our most benevolent ladies, her heart and purse always being open
She was
to calls of suffering humanity.
one of the oldest members of the 2d church,
having been a member for the period of fiftyShe connected herself with that
one years.
church in 1814, under the ministry of Rev.

based

upon the emigration of northern men aud women to the south. What the south now most
needs are the
her skill and

surplus brains oftbe loyal north,
intelligence, her yankec ingenuity an d enterprise, her loyal hearts, her mechanics, her school teachers of both sexes, her indomitable perseverance and willingness to
work. And when all these are poured upon
the south what a glorious
country she will be?
We cannot give even an outline of the various topics he so
eloquently discussed. He is
determined to establish a Free Press in Richmond, which shall speak in thuuder tones for
the freedom and liberty of all, without
regard
to race, color or caste. It is hia opinion that
much of the spirit of secession still rankles in
the bosoms of former slaveholders. They hope
to be admitted to Congress and then join the
copperheads and doughfaces of the North and
once more get hold of the reins of Government. When this is
accomplished, they believe slavery will be revived, and established

firmly than it was before the war. But
speaker did not believe sucli a consummation would ever take place, and thanked God
more

the

for that belief.
Aiie

secessionists of the south have

a

terri-

ble hatred against the union people, hut the
speaker trusted that would die out in time, especially if the Freedmen’s Bureau was contin-

ued, and

the

military

power was not removed

from the south. The
slaveholding interest
must be kept yet awhile longer on
probation,
and he believed Congress would come
square
up to the work and say to the south, you
must show us your faith by
your works, and
then we will admit you to take part in the

nation,— then and not till
And he believed the President would
not attempt to entrench on the powerj of
Congress, or control their deliberations. On
the whole Mr. Hunnicutt made a capital
speech which was enthusiastically received—
We hope the Argus iu view of the recent
councils of the

then.”

elections,

will come out boldly this
morning
and commend this eloquent speech. If it does
not,—woe he unto it.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
OCTOBER TERM—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.

Thursday.—George Knight vs. Scott Dyer,
action of trespass for obstructing a private
way leading to a cove for gathering sea weed
The question of plaintiff’s right to take sea-

Payson.

Dr.

the erection of a suitable

building In that town
for the purpose—the town to purchase and pay
for a lot; $1000 for purchase of philosophical
apparatus; $500 for a library for the institution, and $500 as compensation for a suitable
architect.

Patrick Conroy allowed bis goat to roam at
large. In consideration of this fact the Court
butted Patrick to the tune of $8,17, which he
was obliged to fork over.
At this rate, Patrick thinks it will be

cheaper

to pay

eight

cts.

per quart for cows’ milk.

City Census and New Directory.—As
the census of our population is to be taken im-

mediately, and

a new

Directory compiled, we

would urge upon all heads oi families a favorable recaption to the canvassers.
The iniormation which will be asked for is:

The number cf males in the family, counting the youngest infant and the oldest man,
and all
•

between;

and

including

all

boarders,

servants and any person or persons absent at
sea, in the army, or elsewhere, who would
make their residence with the family if they,
were at home.

The number

(separately) of females in the
family, counting and including, as in the case
of the males.
The full names, occupation and residencenumber, of all adult males, including boarders
and

absentees, correctly spelt.

The names of all widows and other female
heads of families, including all lemales engaged in business, and nurses, designating
whether Mrs. or Miss.
As it is for the interest of all our citizens
that the work should be done correctly, we
would suggest that the head of each family,
minute on paper the information required, and
have it ready for the canvassers when they
call.

;

The
taken

places of business
separately.

of residents will be

Ocean Steamers.
8teamslup Belgian,
which sailed from Liverpool on the 2d will go
—

Quebec, and will not come to this port,
having a full cargo for the former place.
Steamship North American was to sail yesterday flora Liverpool for this port, and will
to

•

be the first one to arrive at this port.
will be due here Tuesday the 21st inst.

A Neglected Cough, Cold, or Sore
Throat, which might be checked by a simple
“
remedy, like Brown’s Bronchial Troches,” if
allowed to progress, may terminate seriously.
For Bronchitis, Asthma, Catarrh, and Consumptive Coughs, “The Troches," are used
V"lth advantage, giving oftentimes immediate
relief. Singers and public speakers will find
them also excellent to clear the voice and render articulation wonderfully easy.
novOdlwcod.
Casualty.—Martin Beckwith, a seaman on
board Br. brig Clara, of Truro, N. 8., from
Windsor for New York, fell yesterday morning from the main-top, in consequence of the

peak halyard block giving way, and struck the
deck, surviving but about ten minutes. The
brig put into this port for the purpose of sending the remains home. His age was about 17
__

Masonic.—At the annual meeting of Portland Lodge, No. 1, held Wednesday evening,
the following brethren were elected officers:
Henry P. Deane, W. M.; E. Wentworth,
S. W.; Seth B. Hersey, J. W.; Wm. O. Fox,
T. ; Samuel Kyle, S.; Wm. H. Soule, S. D.;
A- Q- Leach, J. D.; J. M. Heath, K. W. Kin-

nard,

Ceo. E.

Tayior, Com.

on

TO THE DAILY PRESS.
--—.-

*

From Washington,

Washington, Nov. 9.
The Secretary of the Treasury has addressed a circular to the officers of
Customs, instructing them to receive in payment of duties on imports, gold certificates of deposit
issued by the Treasurer or Ass’t Treasurer of
the U.
States., but in no case to receive such
certificates for duties in excess of the amount
to be paid.
Louis Schade of the counsel for Wirz had
an interview with the President
to-day, by
appointment,

Finance.

The Religious

Discussion, which has
been proceeding this week between Elder
Cornell of .Michigan and Elder Preble of New
Hampshire, will he continued this afternoon
at 2 o’clock, at Advent Hall, will be concluded
this evening. The public are invited to attend
the closing debate.
International Line.—In consequence of
a storm at the eastward, the steamer New
York did not leave Eastport for this port at
her usual hour yesterday.

his

object being

to

procure a
The President listen-

commutation for Wirz.
ed attentively to Mr. Schade’s representations,
and said to him that he would do the best he

cotdd.

This afternoon the Chancellor of the Swiss
Consul General visited Wirz and informed
him that the Consul General had
prepared a
petition asking the President to commute the
sehtence. He inquired whether the Consul
could do anything for
him, when the prisoner
replied that the proffered assistance of the
Consul came at the last hour, and that the refusal oi the Consul to receive money in behalf
of his defence, had done him immense harm,
the moreu so as it came from the representative of his native country ; and while he was
thankful for the offer, he could not accept it.
The pei3oner, was asked by a lady to-day,
whether he had hope as to another world.—
He replied “Madame, I have hope: the greatest sinner has hope, and why should I not ?—
I feel in myself innocent of the charges for
which I have to sutler. ”
U. S. Marshall Ballett has telegraphed here

Cumberland and
her

husband,

residence

after funeral services at her late

Pearl street to-morrow forenoon.

on

Minstrelsy.—Cotton & Muiphy’s CaliforMinstrels, one of the be3t troupes that has
visited our city this season, will give two entertainments at Deering Hall, this and tomorrow evening.
There is real musical talent in
nia

this

troupe.
—

A

night

or

two since some

scamps smashed in one of the sashes of the
window of the shop of Bciy. Jones, Fore St.,
and stole all the articles within reach, such as
soap, &c.

Real Estate.—Henry Bailey & Co., sold
at auction on Tuesday, the story and a half
house No. 75 Bracket street, with the lot; it

brought $1,400 and
Shaw, Esq.
We

are

purchased by Alpheus

was

indebted to Messrs. Allan Brothers

Co., for European papers per ste .mship
ruvian, at Quebec from Liverpool.

&

Pe-

The attention of persons seeking an opporto make money, is called to the adver-

tunity

tisement headed: Wait! Wait 1 Wait!
Telegraph offices have been opened at
Wilton and Livermore Falls, on the line of the
Androscoggin Railroad.

BY

TELEGRAPH
-TO THE-

EVENING
TIIE

PAPERS.

ELECTIONS.
Louisiana•

New Orleans, Nov. 9.

The election yesterday passed off very quiWells for Governor and Voorhies for
Lieutenant Governor, carried the city by an
L. S. Martin, in the
overwhelming majority.

etly.

first Congressional district, Jacob Barker in
the second, and B. C. Wickliff in the third, are
elected by a large majority.
Maryland.

Baltimore, Nov. 9.
Returns from the eastern shore indicate the
defeat of Spencer, the Union candidate for
Judge in the 12th Judicial Court, and the election of Franklin.
In one district of Montgomery coimty, no election took place, the

judges appointed having disqualified the citiThe registers refused to let them have
zens.
the lists of registered votes. The Union party
have elected four out of the five judges voted
for in the State.

New York•

Buffalo. N. Y., Nov. 9.
Wells, Republican, for Mayor, has 360
majority. Eric county is claimed by tbe Republicans by about 1,000. Full returns will
not be in for several days.
Mr.

Kantas.

St. Louis, Nov. 9.
The election of county officers and members
of the Lower House of the Legislature of
Kansas, yesterday, passed off quietly. The

Republican

ticket

was

elected

in

Atchison and Leavenworth counties.

Cincinnati, Nov. 9.
Reports from Alabama concede the eloction
of Bulger for Governor by a small majority.
Items•
New Orleans, Nov. 7.
Gen. Fullerton has issued two circulars, one
reminding the freedmen that the time is approaching to make contracts for labor for another year, and the othe. directing all officers
and agents collecting a school tax to report to
him, with the collections.
Tbe planters have adopted a plan to
get
freedmen to pick cotton, which is meeting with
When a day’s work is done, the cotsuccess.
ton picked by each lrcedman is measured, and
he is paid according to the amount picked.
The cotton fields of Texas remain unpicked,
the freedmen refiising to work.
The total vote of this city is two-thirds that
before the war.
County parishes, as far as
heard from, give the Democratic ticket tbe
Louisiana

The conservatives are nowhere. The negroes had nine polls open in
this city, and two or three in Platte
district,

predominancy,
the

of the Circuit Court there during the
autumn or early winter, for the trial of cases.
About the middle of October Chief Justice
Chase replied to the President, and positively
stated his Circuit Court for the District cf Virginia, either to be presided over by himself or
one of his Associates, would not hold a term
during the autumn or early winter.
He stated that the regular term authorized
by Congress would commence this year on he
27th of November, only one week before the
annual term of the Supreme Court, when all
the Judges are required to be present, allowing one week forthe Circuit Court to sit which
in the opinion of the Chief Justice would be
too short a term for the transaction of any
very important business; but, the Chief Justice adds, that were the facts otherwise he so
much doubts the propriety of holding Circuit
Courts of the United States in states which
have been declared by the Executive and Legislative Departments of the National Government to be in rebellion, and therefore subjected to martial law, before the complete restoration of their broken relations with the nation
and the supercedure of tbe military by the civil administration, that he would be unwilling
to hold such Courts in such states within his
circuit which includes Virginia, until Congress
shall have had an opportunity to consider and
act on the whole subject. The Chief Justice
expressed to the President the opinion that a
Civil Court in the district under martial law,
can only act by the sanction and under the supervision of the military power, and ire positively asserts that he could not think it becomes the Justices of the Supreme Court to
exercise jurisdiction under such conditions.’
The sentence in the case of Gen. Briscoe,
has just been promulgated from the War Department. The order concludes as follows:
“And the Court does, therefore, sentence
him, Brevet Brigadier General Joseph A.
a term

Briscoe, Colonel of the 193th Penn ylvania
Volunteers, to be cashiered and dishonorably
dismissed from the United States service, and
be foreverr disqualified from holdin any office
of honor or trust or profit under the United
States Government; that he forfeits all pay
and allowances now due, or which may become due to him, and to be confined at hard
labor at sucli place of confinement as the
Secretary of War may direct for and during

the term of five years.
The findings and sentence are approved and
confirmed; but,in view of the high testimonials
and former good character and gallantry of

Gen. Briscoe by Generals Meade, Hancock.

Stoneman, Gibbon, Terry and Sickles, so much
of the sentence, as imposed confinement, is remitted.
By order of the President of the United

States.

(Signed)

E. D. Townsend,
Assistant Adjutant General.

Colored Convention at Poughkeepsie.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Nov. 9.
The covention of colored men adjourned at
a late hour Wednesday night.
The proceedings throughout were very harmonious and of
an instructive nature.
A State Central Committee was appointed
to urge the franchise and other questions affecting the interests of the colored Americans.
Previous to the final adjournment of the
convention, the following resolution was unan-

imously adopted:
Resolved, That this convention is of the
opinion that there should be a representation
of the colored men in the city of Washington
from the different sections, to be there diming
the session of Congress, supported by the people, whose duty it should be to urge upon the
members of Congress the importance of having the status of the colored Americans so

fixed in the land that his color should not be
a bar to his occupying any
position, to the enjoyment of all the rights that appertain to

citizenship.
Quite a number of counties were represented, the delegates from which returned to their
respective homes to-day.

city.

Mexico

—

Proclamation of Governor

Humphries.

New Orleans, Nov. 8.
Mexican dates of the ISth ult., have been

received.

News unimportant.
The general
inability of the Juarists to compete against
the emperor Maximilian is
daily becoming apparent. Vera Cruz, Mazatlan and Acapulco
have been made maritime prefectures. Landed proprietors iu ban Luis are
making movements for emigration.
The French troops
were at Mazatlan on the 20th of October.
Gen. Humphrey of Miss., calls upon the
people of that btate to organize companies to
aid the civil authorities in maintaing law and
order, and caution them against oppressing the
negroes in any way.
Progress of the Paeifle Railroad.
San Francisco, Nov. 8.
Governor Low and other commissioners appointed by the Government to examine the
recently completed portion of the Pacific Railroad, extending from New Castle to Ooliax,
twenty-three miles, have approved of the same,
and forwarded their report to Washington.—
When the report is endorsed by the Government, the company will be entitled to $1,100,The company an000 in government bonds.
nounces that the bulk of the work to Dutch
Flat, nearly eighty miles from Sacramento, will
be

completed by December.

The Gate at Xatansas.

New York, Nov. 9.

Alatanzas dates of the 23d state that a number ot houses were blown
down
the recent
gale. The English vessels Clyde,by
Morris,
Ella,
Adela W. Benson and
Antelope wen? dam-

aged.

The American

M[>d

brig Croton, from
R.
toe schooner Concordia, wereBristol,
also dam-

Heavy Bobbery.
Chicago, Nov. 9.
While the American Express wagon for de-

livering money packages was going its rounds
this morning, it was discovered that a satchel
containing $80,000 had been stolen from the
A detective force is at work, but no
wagon.

clue has been discovered to the theft.

Body Identified.
Wood’s Hole, Nov. 9.
The body washed ashore here on the 7th,
proves to be that of Elias Crewell, of Chatham,
Mass.

iety

was so

as

to

cause

Depredations.
San Fbancisco, Nov. 9.
The Overland Mail Coach was attacked by
six robbers, armed with double-barreled guns,
near Virginia City, on Monday, who took all
the valuables of the express and passengers,
amounting to $43,000 in money. Among the
passengers was J. L. llatchelder, of Boston,
No one was inwho was roobbed of $1,300.

jured.
A dispatch from Oregon says that late arrivals from Portland bring news of Indian outrages in the vicinity of Cottonwood Creek.
Some California cattle drovers were fired upAbout 40 head
on and three were wounded.
of cattle were driven off.

war.

Dr. Turner and other passengers of the Atlanta have addressed another letter to Mayor
Gunther, thanking him for the interest manifested in their behalf, and promises to do all in
his power to shorten the duration in quaran
tine.
The bark Chillon, from Havana, is reported
to have run quarantine.
The Mayor directed
the captain to take her back.
Ed. T. Allen, porter of the New York post

office, was arrested this morning, charged
with embezzling letters.
John F. Cunningham, one of the victims of
the St. John disaster, died last night.
His
wife and two daughters are very low.
Deported Conspiracy against Mexico in Nets
York—muttering ml the South.
New York, Nov. 9.
The New Orleans Crescent publishes a Mexean letter of Sept. 28th,
pretending to give a
statement of a

conspiracy, originating

in New

York City, for the purpose of precipitating the
United States into a war with ifcxico and
France at the same time.
An American gentleman in Georgia reports
that 600 children in that State are without the
privileges of a school. The poor whites are
suffering for wood. There will be a great deal
of suffering in Atlanta very soon, unless help
comes.
Many are without shelter and sleep
where the night overtakes them.
There are
without schools.
children
500
The governments North Carolina and Tennessee offer all the aid in their power for the
promotion of the Interests of education.
Great destitution prevails in the State of
North Carolina.
The Trial of Jeff. Davis.

New Yoek, Nov. 9.
A Washington dispatch says that Chief
Justice Chase objects to having Jeff. Davis
tried at
Richmond, and he urges the posponement of the trial until after Congress meets.
He wishes
Congress to provide for the case
especially. The President wishes for the trial
to take place
immediately, and urges it upon
the Chief Justice,

For the purpose of carrying on tbe CUSTOM and
READY-MADE CLOTriXNTx BUSINESS, and have
taken the store recently occupied by ABEL M.
171

Excellence as regards the Fit and Style
a Ladies’ Cloak is considered by some
people a matter of secondary importance,
bat to persons of good taste it will always
appear the very first considerationIt is
more difficult to get than cloth, and is as
much worth paying for.
Our decided
success in the Hosiery mud Gloye
Trade has induced us this season to odd
another Depart ment-that of CLOAKS*
from the celebrated Manufactory of
PAINE, BERRY A CO., New York City,
from whom wc were so fortunate as to obtain the Agency. The new styles are now
arriving and will be found to comprise the
Rarest and Best Patterns, and every Nov-

FINEST

and

LARGEST

CLOTHS! CLOTHING!
-AND-

Goods !

Fnrnisliing

In the City, we shall offer them at tbe LOWEST
CASH PRICES.
CJT" Particular attention paid to Custom Work.
GEO. W. RlCrf,
RUSSELL LEWIS,
BENJ. LEWIS.
Portland, Ni v. 1, 1868.

elty suitable for the season. Inspection
irecly invited.
Any Garment bought and taken away,
if not satisfactory, will be exchanged if
not worn or injured.

In retiring from the Custom and Ready-Made
Clot* ing Business, I^mld take this opportunity to
tender my thanks tJny numerous customers for past
favors, and cheerfully recommend them to my successors, Messrs. G. W. Rich & Co., as worthy oi
their trust and patronage.
A. M. SMITH.
Nov. 9—d2w

AT

Raleigh, N. C., Nov. 9.
At the State election to-day, 21 precincts
Holden
gave
1,6S9 and Worth 3,018. These
returns are mostly from along the lines of
railways, where the secession feeling predom-

COLD WEATHER!

will be elected who can take the oath.
With the meagre returns at hand no correct
conclusion can be formed as to the result

A fire occurred last uight in a commission
provision warehouse on Water Street. Loss
$7,000: insured for $5,000.
St. Jervis’ sofa and chair manufactory was
destroyed by fire. Loss in factory $15,000; insured for $4,000. The building was valued at

$10,000; insured for $9,000.

Lowell.

Fire In

Lowell, Ma3s., Nov. 9.
A large double dwelling house, on New
March Street, owned by Mr. James Kent, and
occupied by Mr. Kent and N. W. Brisket, was
destroyed by fire this afternoon. Both parties
were partially insured.
It was probably an
incendiary.
Wreck of

Steamer and Lots of Life.
Detboit, Mich., Nov. 9.
The Canadian propeller Brecknell, with a
cargo of flour from Milwaukee for Montreal,
was wrecked on Big Sable Lake, Michigan.
The first mate and one wheelman were
The boat and cargo were a total
drowned.
loss.
a

—

Heavy Robbery.

Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 9.
The Counting Room of Capt. Joe Runington, Quartermaster at Chattanooga, was entered and $25,000 taken from the safe. Four
persons have been arrested on suspicion.
Two attempts have been made to rob the
safe of Capt. Hopkins, at Chattanooga.
The Harris Divorce Case

Watters’ Anti-Freezing Force Pump.
House, Farm, and other

Uses.

No Excuse now for Froxen Pumps,
Unrated Pipes in Mid-W inter.

or

Markets.
New Yobk, Nov.9.
sales 1,000 bales Middling Up-

Cotton—2c lowor:
lands at 54 @ 51c.
Flour—5 @ 10c lower; sales 10,600 bbls State at
7 R5 @ 8 00.
Round Hoop Ohio 9 06 @ 12 25.
Western 7 90 @ 8 99.
Southern dull; sales 600 bbls. at
9 76 @16 25.
Canada 5 @ 10c lower; sales 300 bbls
at 8 40 @ 12 00.
Wheat—1 @ 2c higher, bnt buyers refused to pay
It; sales 81,000 bushels Chicago Spring at 1 73 @ 1 81.
Milwaukee Club 1 75 @ 1 S2. Amber State 2 36 @
2 4 •.
Com—lc lower; sales 96,000 bushels. Mixed Western 89 @ 91c
sales 5700 bbls New Mess at 32 38

NOVEMBER

NINTH,

POPULAR
GERMAN TALES,
By Ham ChrlMica Andersen and the
Brothers Grime,
Will be publlahed In four volumes, each one to
contain twelve illustrations and sold separately, the
whole to form an elegant library ot the most ** Popular German Tales,” with
FORTY-EIGHT ILLUSTRATIONS.

Seoond Board.—Stocks strong
Ameiican Gobi.1464
United States one year CertiAcates, new,. 974
United States sixes, 1891, coupons.105}
'Tfnited Stales 5-20 coupons.101}
United States 10-40 coupons. 91?

For sale
mail free on

by the principal booksellers
receipt of price.

J. E.

TILTON

*1 85
5 OO

or

sent

Our

OO

Fashvilld~Xarkets.
Nashville, Nov. 9.
Cotton—closod dull and declining; sales at 38 @
42c. Large quantities continue to arrive.
No large

No.

320

&

Co,

FTZGERALD
New
Oct 11-dtf

TO

Fitzgerald
their
Oct 11—dtf

Congress Street,

and Wholesale dealers in this city, feel confident that
1 can sell as low as the lowest; and by strict attention and fair dealing, hope in a short time to gain a

augll’65eodis&wly

Trees!

J* W» ADAMS* at his Nursery at Morrill’s Corner, otters a few extra sized Pear Trees
with fruit buds of Bartlett, Flemish Beauty,
Louise Bonne, &c. $3 to $5 each.
Equally good Dwarf and Standard Pears,of smaller
size, at 80c to Si each.
EX. LARGE GRAPE VINES, to be removed from land already sold.
Price according to

JjHTZGERALD & HODSDON
New

TSTo. 335

Removal, Removal!
have removed from No. 96 Ex-

nndorsigned
THE
change Street, to

To

WHOLESALE

be

TO THE STORE FORMERLY OCCUPIED
EBEN C. STEVENS & SON.

BY

MESSRS.

no8d3t

F.

Free

One Price !

NO VARIATION !

PORTLAND,

ME.
nOVfl*65<ltf

}

CHAPMAN.

Woolens,

LOOK

TJHIsl

A-T

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

ELDEN& WHITMAN,

The Only Perfect Piano Forte!
Patent Isolated Piano. Gall and
be convinced.
PARMELEE’S
A. M.
McKENNEY, Agent*
oor.

of Centre

WADSWORTH, JR.,

BROWS,

EMOV

R

Surgeon.

^Nov

DRY

Glass !

Also, MELAINOTYPES

A. M. McKEXXEY'S
Oct 3—eod&eow3ra
284 Congress St.

RKEV^,T,nrv.

Lowest

Nov. 4—S.TATtf

on

hand,

Mo McKENNEY,
284 Congress St.

French Fluting!
at

S. SHEPPARD’S,

Street.

one

Sept 2( —d3m*

Copying
any kind done at
OPCongress
St., by

Pictures

A. M. McKENNEY’S, 2S4
method, in a superior
oct3eod*eow3m
manner; coll and try it,
a

new

Cash

DRESS

Welch’s Food for Cattle l
and quickest fattening Food out.

Gloves l

find a splendid assortment of LADIES’
GLOVES, varying in price from 60 cts. to S3, at
Nov 3 2w*
PAINE’S. 13 Market Square.

The New Perfume Mujuviro,
AT PAINE’S,
cl2w»

X*. 13 Market Square.

Shawls, Shawls, Shawls!

GOOD assortment of hand made SHAWLS, to
be sold cheap at
PAINE’S,
Nov. 3. d2w*
No. 13 Market Square.

A

Goods,
AT

Nov 3.

dtw*

Old

Just Received!

The Far Famed Comedian,
LON MORRIS.
The Celebrated Basso,
J. C. TROWBRIDGE.
Their Inimitable Quartette,
WILMOARH, PRESCOTT,

tin. IS Market Square,

BUSINESS SUITS, of the best Canada
O Grey, made to order, at
"
A. D. REEVES,
novldtf
97 Exchange St.

©on

Ladies’ Under-Vests
Also nice English Vests lor I7AO,

PAINE’S,

No. 13 Market

a

iMrtMMr,

Street.

Country

Stock

Dealer's

at Auction.
TUESDAY, Nov. 14tli, at in a m win ka
sold the balance of a
slating of FURS, such as River Habte,
anil
berlan Squirrel Ylctorines, cape adu Mu®.
leaver
I Band, Nutra Band, and Cloth Cap., Sutia’coUaHr
together with a general assortment ot cut Dry Good*
for ladies' and gent.’ wear; Domestics, Hosiery

ON

eountrtratle^JVtftck ^n^
IfiJch^
sT

Gloves, Fancy Goods, Sowing Machines, Shoe,Boots’
&c., &c.
Nov 9—dtd

DRAPER, Aarti.aeer.

B.

United States Cotton Sale.
JOHN H. DRAPER & CO.,
WILL SELL

Oa TUESDAY, November 14,1865,
the

Exchange Salesroom,

111

BROADWAY, N. Y.,

By order of
SIMEON DRAPER, U. 8. Cotton
Agent,

1400 Bales Mobile Cotton.
The above Cotton luw been classed and
sampled
by G. W. Amory, and may he seen in the bale at
Government Stores, at the Atlantic Dock,
Brooklyn,
and by sample at the office of the Auctioneers, No.
36 Pine 8t., New York, two days before the sale.
Nov. 9—dtd

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY
DR.

W.

N.

IVtedical

DEMING,

Electrician

SST*For particulars
J. L. SAPHORE,
Nov 8—d6t

Black and Colored Silks,

see

Programmes.

LON

Agent.

MORRIS, Manager.

Minstrel*!

a success tul season

of Eight Weeks at the
AFTER
Tremont 'Theatre, Boston, Mass., will give

Friday and Saturday Evenings,
11, 1889.

-Not. lO and

Domestics,

BLANKETS,
Linen Damasks,

FENIAN ASSEMBLIES.
a course

of FOUR ASSEMBLIES

LANCASTER

BALL

ON

THANKSGIVING

committee or arrangements :

John McAleney,

Kelley,
Hugh Dolun,
P. McGlluchy,
John Clehan,
J. J. Maybury,
J. M. Hale,

,

IN ALL SEASONABLE STYLES.

D. J. Farr,
John
James O'Donnell,

O’Donnell,

Fran.is OUeiley,
P. C. Ward,
J. H. Costello,
Thomas

B.

FLOOR

Of the TiATEST and MOST FASHIONABLE PATand of the BEST materials, which we offer
at

and No Variation!
Also—

Best;

Quality

White

Goods Department f

Comprising the most desirable goods tor EVENING
WEAR; all classes off PLAIN and PLAID CAMBRICS, Muslins and Brilliants.
We are now opening a choice selection of

Handkerchiefs

I

Plain and Fancy Styles, including the finest qnalities of FRENCH LAWNS, which we oflfer at
In

our

MOTTO is the true
of our customers.

by Chandler’*

fall

J. H. Cos telle,
John Clehan,
P. C. Ward,

Qaadrille Band.

gentleman

At the OLD CITY

BELGIAN
From

GIANT!

Barnum’s Museum, N. Y., 7 ieet g Inches high,

weighs

402 lbs

Also Smith's

8TEBEOSCOPIC VIEWS ol the War.
Open from 9 to 12 A. M. and from 2 to 9 P. M.
noVAltf.

Square,

VICKER Y&BO WEN
Are receiving

a new

lot of

DRY GOODS!

SUCCESS thus flu* that our
to secure the confidence

was its superior.”
Hon. M. P. Wilder and Hon. Joseph Breck, Ex-President of the same Society, say they “can endorse all
that has been Laid in relation to its excellence.”
Price.—Trees of three years, generally having
fruit-buds, $3 each; $30 per doz. Smaller $12 to $24
J. W. ADAMS’ Nursery,
per doz.
Morrill’s Corner.
Oct 20—d*w5w

J. W. ADAMS’ Numnea.
Morrill’s Corner. Oabdenkks, well
trained in our yoneriet, will be furnished—at cost—to plant trees and
Tines in the City or Cemetery. Names

or orders may be left at the Tea Strne.
BOCK MAPLES of large sizo for streets, grown
in the Nursery, with abundance of roots. Am. and
Siberian Arbor Vita?; Hemlock and Norway Spruce,
and new Am. Weeping Willows, for Cemeteries.
Oct 26—d3w

CITY OF PORTLAND.
Board of Mayor asd AldruhrmI
Not. 6, 186*. M
That until farther order, *11 veusel. arriving at th!» Port, irom Porta infected
with Cholera, or having had cases oi Cholera daring
their passage, shall perlbrm quarantine Easterly
from a line ora'- u from the buoy on Spring Point
Is

ORDERED,

Ledge to the Block House on House Island, where
they shall be detained until discharged by a certthcate signed by the City Physician and Harbor Muter.
And the Harbor Master and Boarding Officer ere
hereby instructed to take all such vessels to sut h

place o' Quarantine.

And the Pilot, of the Port are hereby directed to
make known this order to all vessels which they may

board.

Read and passed, tent down and Concurred.
JACOB McLELLAN, Mayor.
Approved,
Attest :-J. M. HEATH, City Clerk.

STATE

Block,

Which will be

SOLD CHEAP.
VICKERY &
.Vo.
Nov

MAINE.

Few More Settees!

A

BUBBOUOHS

BOWEN,

9 Free Street Block.

7—d2w

ENTLEMEN, get your

Nov 4—dtt

A. D.

HUDSON’S,
Ns. 4 Free St.

"FEJSTJS^AlSrSKCIF
in this art
atternoon
Federal
Rooms

will be

REEVES',

1

in

given,both the
and evening, by EMM
COOK,
INSTRUCTION
Street, second
110}
A tdoor,

jy Manuscripts Copied. Visiting Oards marked
nov7d*w*

pnesa.

H. A. HALL
jut received on consignment a Bankrupt
Stock oi RUBBER OVERCOATS which be is
permitted to sell at $3.00 each. Any person in want
should call Immediately at his
NEW RUBBER EMPORIUM.
14T Middle St.
-Not. •—dtf

HAS

BEST

OF

A AMERICAN

PRENCH,

AND

ooons

PANT

At
Nov 4—dtf

ENGLISH

A.

D. REEVES’, Toller,
No. 88 Exchange St.
of VELVET, SILK,

ASSORTMENT
A FINE
CASSIMKRE.
VESTINGS,
FANCY

4f

a. D.

REEVES’, Taller,

_*8 Exchange St.

Nov 4—dtf

Horse for Sale,
old, sound and kind; weighs eleven
Will be sold low, as the owner has
X hundred lbs. him.
tvtvf veers

OVERCOATS
At

A

Nov 7—dtf

___

PRICE!

And No Variation.

OF

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.
Augusta, October 31, 1865.
An adjourned session oftho Executive Council will
be held at the Council Chamber, in Augusta, on
Monday, the thirteenth day of November Inst.
Attest:
EPHRAIM PRINT, ■**;.
Secretary of State.
Nov*—dtd

mm

O O Is El W S !

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

9et20—dtl

“it was so hardy as <o resist the cold whioh so generally affected the Bartlett; and in quality it cet-

-tainly

at reasonable

jy Remember the Number Lfl

ONE

Favorite Fear l

“Very large; similar to the Bartlett in form,
qflpbut less musky in flavor; vinous, melting, butZaC.tery, and Juicy; fine texture; ranks best.”—
Am. Promo. Society.
Tfce tree is “of healthy and thrifty habit.”—Norfolk Ay. Soc.
The fate Dr. Brinckle sakl “It was of superior
quality, as well as size.”
Mr. Barry, of Rochester, N. F., pronounced it
“quite worthy of ranking best."
Mr. Hooey, Prest. of Mass. Hart. Society, thought
0m*

HALL,

rV)B a tew days only, commencing Nor. 2d, Mans,
r Joseph, the

one

5 Free St.

from

novltf

Nev8—d*w

ONE PRICE* and No Variation*

Being convinced by

Clapp’s

M.;

for sale at

Kids Imported.

We would inrUe the special attention of the
Ladies to our

Noonan,

Tickets tor the Course, including the Ball,... .$4.00
Single Tickets for the Assemblies,.1*00
Single Tickets tor the Ball,......1.50
and two ladies).
one
Spectators to the Ball titty cents. No Checks given
from the Gallery. Clothing checked free.
oct24 to nov22

(admitting

Trimmings and Small Ware#, Hosiery
and Glares* including the

treatment at his abuse.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 In the evening.
Consultation free.

SAIASCtl:

O. C. O’Douogbuc,
Edward Landregau,
P. E. Maloney,
J. J. Maybury.

Magic

—

J. Jennings.

D.

TERNS,

EVE.

Under the auspices ol the Q’Donoghue Circle of the
Fenian Brotherhood of Portland.

John

CLOAKS,

By Electricity
The Rbeumatle, the gouty, the lame and tbs lazy
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elastic
lty of youth; the heated graid is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities rout >ved; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ot
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.

HALL,

Commencing
Tuesday evening, October 81,
Following each week In eucceeaion on the WXDHESday evenings ol November, together with a

ALL GOODS needed for HOUSEHOLD USE!

&HAWL S

complains*.

PARMELEE, Agent.

Nov G—dlw

held at
THERE

Housekeeping Goods,

of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deaftiess, stammering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indiges-

Doors open at 7—commence at S.

will be

Woolens,
Flannels,

Price,

yean we have been in this city, ws have cured tome
ot the worst forms of disease in persons wfoo have
tried other forms of treatment in vain, and curing
patient, in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do
stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we wfU
doctor tho second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and hi also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity is perfectly adopted to chronic dlaeaes in
the form of nervouB o* sick headache; neuralgia in
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption vdien
in the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrnfela. hip
diseases, white swellings- spinal diseases, curvature

jy Admission 35 Conte. Reserved Stats M cents.

From the lowest grades to the richest qualities, and
in n akes that we can recommend for SERVICE.

One

WHERE

JACKSON
TROWBRIDGE.

COTTON & MURPHEY’S

GOODS

And

174 MIDDLE STREET,
Nearly Opposite the United States Betel,
ho would respectfully announce to the
cltixens of Portland and vicinity, that he ha.
permanently located In this city. During the two

LADIES
Who have cold honas and feet: weak stomachs, lame
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache: dizziTheir Unrivalled Orchestra,
ness and swimming in tho head, with indigestion and
Messrs. LOTHIAN, ENDRES. SCHNEIDER,
of the bowels; pain in the side and back;
constipation
BOABDMAN, VANSTANE and ROBBER. leucorrhcea, (or whites);
falling of tho womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
J. QUEEN,
will
in Electricity a sure means
of
diseases
find
train
Tha Elegant Clef Dancer.
of cmre. For painful menstruation, too profuse
G. F. KETGHUM,
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
The Splendid Interlocutor and Comedian.
with young ladies, Electricity is a certain spectfic,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
Tbe Great Ethiopian Comedian
i vigor of health.
Frank Brower a> Happy Uncle Tank
TEETHl TEETH X TEETH X
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by ElecWill appear in their choicest specialities.
tricity without pain. Persona having dei ayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetTkc GREAT RAREH1QH BURLESQUE
ting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines lor sole
Doors open at 6J—Commence at 74.
for flunily use, with thorough Instructions.
Tickets 3Dc; Reserved Seats 50c. For sale Monday
Dr. D. enn accomnqKtate a lew patients with board
atternoon at the Hall; Tuesday Morning from 10
and

fll5

Nov 3—d2w*

Remainder of

is per-

AND

PAINE’S,

New Goods!
be sold CHEAP, at
rpo
A
PAINE’S,
Nov 3—dtw*
No. 13 Market Square.

|1.B0.
at
F>R

Company

Prices! DEERING HALL,

can

Nov. 3.

The

Tws tf their Pspilar Esterl.iawst.

In styles of Plain and Fancy of the best Ihbrics, and
in the Choicest Shades*

BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.

Glopes, Gloves,

PATTEN,

Exchange

complaint,

Our Stock comprises

front prime Southern Yellow Corn, tor sale

New
Mirror Plates !
LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly

GOODS!

-AT THE-

And

Superior Meal for Table Use !
CHASE

M.

l!

piles—wo cure
tion, constipation and liver
every case that cau be presented; asthma, bronchiof
the
and
all
strictures
forms
of female
tis,
chest,

MINSTRELS !

California

A L !

FINE ASSORTMENT of
Dress Cloths,
^ D.
*—dtf

YOU

WORLD-RENOWNED

TnE

Morris Brothers, Pell Si Trowbridge’s

RETURN OF THE FAVORITES

Including

would respectfttlly give notice
thathehasrewpvelhis office to No. 9.1 Middle
St., (Over CASCO BANK.) where he takes pleasure
to Invito his friends and patrons.
GEO. M. HARDING,
Architect.
M
Portland, Nov. 9th, 1865.

CHEAPEST

Block,

No. 91 Federal Street.

Clothing of an kind. Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
log bought and sold.
sept20dtt

Residence, Car. of Oxford nod Cedar Si*.
Nov 7—eodtf

see

MONDAY and TUESDAY,

HAVE

Of all descriptions, by

Messrs. KENDALL & WHITNEY’S,
Noe. 7,8, 9 and 10 City Building,
Nov 4 —dlw*
Market Square, Portland.

Office, 3531-2 Congress Street

ami

TWO NIGHTS ONLY!

now in store,and are weekly
receiving a fUll
and carefully selcted stock of FOREIGN and
DOMESTIC

■-FOB-

WM.

HALLj

CITY

till 1.

Law,

St reel,

26

H. E.

t f. “SS [

E.

lyjADE

Samples Mrs.
40 Preble Street.
CALL
Notice
door below Oxford

GOODS!
-AT—

SWEAT,

and

on

Oct3i~o{fNKY

KDWard

EVENINGS,

To be bod of the Committee and also at Short &
Loring’s, E. C. Andrews, and Bailey & Noyes' Book
Stores.
Lectures to commence at 71 o’clock.
Nov 3—dtf

And

found

nov9’65dtf

18

M.,

AT 1 O’CLOCK P. M„

GEN. S. F. CAREY, of Ohio.
IION. S. B. CHASE, ol Penn.
HON. SAM*L HASTINGS, or Wisconsin.
HON. JUDGE THOMAS BUSSELL,
Of Boston. Maas.
HON. S. L. TILLEY,
Provincial See’y of Now Brunswick.
Tbe Course will consist of six or more Lectures,
commencing Thursday Evening, Nov.30.
IV The Urst Lecture will be delivered by Judge
Russell of Boston, Maes.
MUSIC BY SHAW'S QUARTETTE CLUB.
0
Committeegf Arrangements:
Rufus D. Bean,
E. A. Sawyer.
F. G. Rich.
Tickets A>r the Course,
$1,00

RETAIL!

-AND-

PORTLAND, ME.

Goods

A.

St., we shall sell Horses, Carriages, HarneR#e3» Blankets, Robes Sleighs, &c., &c.
BAILE* « Co., Auctioneers.

At

During the coming winter. It is with no small degree ofpride the* the Committee invite attention to
tbe
following eminent orators, ooinprising as it does
some of tbe best talent in tbe aoustry, many of ■whom
tbe citizens ol Portland have never bad tbe pleasure
of bearing.

PORTLAND, ME.

on or 11T Middle Street,

McCarthy k berry.
Not 9—d2w

French Fluting !

OR

5 Free Street

and Counsellors at

Arcade
1
DAVIS,

No.

The Great Wit and Punster,
EPH HORN.

One Price!

i. 2>. STnOUT.

Dry

AT AUCTION!
pVERY SATURDAY, at 11 o’clock

CITY HALL,
THURSDAY

on

a front on SumFabyaa property.
St. of about 84 feet, by about 73 in depth. Build-

A.

Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Portland that they have made all necessary arrangements for a Course of FIRST CLASS Tempernnee
Lectures, to take place at the

Messrs.

To buy your Dry Goods.

“sweat*’ }

I

forming

AT

St.

DOWN TOWN

BitABB UBY &

Lodge,

Will appear as above while their new Troupe
at their Opera House, Boston.

Order I

DRY

Please call and examine, and yon will be convinced
that there is

Portland, Nov. 6th, 1865.

jjf

1,
Independent Order of Oood Templars,

RETAILJ

'•

DRY & .FANCY GOODS!

A

No. 97 Middle Street,

A.

AND

HOOP SKIRTS

Seasonable

NEED OF GOING

)

at

near

as
mer

they

MANUFACTURE

removed Into the above beaut fui block,
I am prepared to .how my former customers
and the public generally, a lage assortment of

ae can

«-r~»

_LECTURES

Arcana

St

3 P. M.,
tho
SATURDAY, Nov. 11,
Clark St, the lot known
ON
premises, Sommer,
the
Land has

Tbe undersigned Committee in beliall of

Cost!

FITZGERALD t HODSDON,

BLOCK,

Congress

New and

Store.

Nav. 13th and 14th.

rpHE undesigned

Oct 3—cod&eow3m

Paine's Music
Crosman A Co.’s, and Lowell & Senter’s
JACOB McLELLAN,

148 and 150 Middle Street,

BROWN’S NEW

ACanufactory!

284 CONGRESS ST., Car. of Centre.
kinds of Mirror and Portrait Frames, made
in the best manner. Gilding done In a superior
under
the charge of Mr. JAMES TODD, who
style,
has had lorty years experience.
Square Frames of
all kinds made to order, in a neat manner,by the best
ot workmen. A large assortment constantly on hand
for wholesale ana retail trade.
oc3eod&eow3in

A for sale by

at

WHOLESALE

Second-Hand Clothing,

A. M. McKENNE T’S

THE
at

Gloves

showing their

are

New Store, New Goods!

oct2]codJtw5w

the City.

showing their

are

Bibbed Hose for 40c per pair.

Oct 11—dtf

Importer! and Jobber! qf

best in

showing

Vests, for $2 to 2.50.

& HODSDON
FTZGERALD
best Manchester

Nov 9—d4w

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL A 00..

on

Bookstores,

Evening Tickets,

good share of public patronage.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Ambrotypes

are

Oct 11—dtf

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver aitfl Vulcanite base. All operations warranted to give satis-

Physician

and $1.75.

& hodsdon

Ladies > Under

oi'every description.
Having for some years past been in the employ of
Messrs. A. & S. SliurUeff & Co., Shoe Manufacturers

OSGOOD,

and

showing their

T71ITZGERALD & HODSDON are selling their
A goods SO per cent, less than any other house
in the trade.
oclldtf

AND

Clapp’s Block, Market Square,

DR. P.

to $3.00.

are

§Kid Gloves, for $1.00

wear

DENTIST,

Congress St.,

SHAW, Esq.
TICKETS admitting the bearer to the Course $1226.
Tickots admitting to ono lecurc,
Twenty-live Cents:
lor sale at ilie

LYCEUM

Exchange

Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, &c.,

Sec. ol the Interior.
Jan. 12, Maj. Gen. O. 0. HOWARD, U. S. A.
Jan. 18, GEO. WILUAM CURTIS, EfKj., of N. X.
In addition to the above, the Committee feel Justified in saying that they have good reason to expect .Maj. Gen. Kilpatrick, of N. J., and Hon.
Lyman Tremain, of N. Y.
MUSIC nnder the Snperlntendance of JOHN L.

ON
showing
s their

are

Hoods, from 75c
& HODSDON

showing their

148 and 1BO Middle St.

OPPOSITE MECHANICS* HALL,
select from a new and fashionable stock oi
Ladies, Misses, Gents, Boys and and Childrens

Attorneys

284

8, FREDERICK DOUGLASS,
(to be announced.!
16,
13, Rev. J. M. MANNING, of Ms,,
35, Rev. A. L. STONE, of Mass.
Jon. 6, I860, Hon. JAMES HARLAN,

SK'iiSHSSl,

13

ings consist of wooden one and a half storied u welling. barn and shod.
This
property is in the immediate vicinity of the
Glass Works an l Shovel Factory.
Sale port ive.
Nov 7—dtd

u

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

$30.00.

to

Oct U—dtt

Boot. Shoe & Rubber Store,

been made.

oc3eod&eow3m

& HODSDON

FTZGERALD
New Stele

NEW

Michigan Southern .77}

Frame

Cloaks, from $7.00

AT

MO

Central. 98

quality.

are

Oct 11—dtf

stamp to pre-pay return post.
Nov 9—d3t

Erie.94}
Beading.114}

Large

lOc to $2.00.

& HODSDON
FTZGERALD
New Stele

by

PUBLISHERS, BOSTON.
illustrated catalogue sent free on receipt of

Which I will sell at prices as LOW
elsewhere for the same quality.

Pear

Buttons, from

Oct U—dtf

Knit

t

S" f Mm,‘
Haw’er“

Portland, Nov. 6, 1866.

PATTEN, AUCTIONEER,

E. M.

at Auction.

.v

Nov. IT, Hon. GEO. 8.
BotJTWPT
Nov. 24, Hon. RICHARD H.
Dec. I, Mrs. FRANCES W.

showing their

are

Oct 11-d‘f

974
Treasury 7 3-10
Chicago and Bock 1 slaud.108}
Clevo'and and Pittsburg.. -.945
Canton Company.
45}

action.

distinguished

ween.

boxes PURE SPICES, Ss'eratns, Chocolate, ( effoe,
Corn Starch, Pickle., Ceeam Tartar, Cigar Ca.ee,
Muatard, Crockery and Glms Ware, Shoe, ami Boots,
Lot of Dry Goods, <Sc.
At 3} P. M
four Counting Room Desks, two
Writing Tables, two Stoves, <Sc.
Nov 7—dtd

Buildings and Land on Summer St.,

ON

17th, 1865,
Lecturer, ^hCToaftcr> by the following

And be continued

9t.

....

Price per volume in IfisJra Cloth,
For the Library Complete,

New Yobk, Not. 9.

No. 8

T1ITZGERALD & HODSDON
J? New Styles of

HAVING

Stock Markets.

C. H.

Breakfast Shawls, from 1.75 to $9.

enterprising

READY

& HODSDON are showing their

*

Nov.

SSS&KSK&S’l

@

Lard—quiet; sales 730 bbls at 24 @ 28.
Sugars—Arm: sales 750 lihds. Muscovado at 13} @
15c. Havana. 230 boxes, at 13Jc.
Coffee—quiet; sales 112 bags of St. Domingo at 18c
Ingold.
Petroleum—quiet; crude 36} @37.
Freights to Liverpool—Arm.

New York

to $5.00.

Oct it—att

Oct 11—dtf

subscriber offers fbr sale the right to manufacand sell this unequalled pump in the unsold
Counties in this State at a low figure.
This pomp cannot freeze as no water remains in
the pipe when the pump is not in motion,
With it water can be thrown all about tbe premises f >r the purpose of
extinguishing fires, washtog
windows, carriages, pavements, &c.
A capital chance is here offered to any
man to make money.
Messrs. Libby, Lidback & Co,
3d story, No. 4 Manufacturer's Block, Union street,
proprietors of Cumberland County, will put up single pumps in said County, and will furnish them at
short notice to owners of other Counties.
Call on them, or on the subscriber at tbe United
States Hotel and see for yourselves.
THOMAS WH1TTEMORE.
Nov 9—d2t

Few York

32 50.

showing their

COMMENCING

J. M. JOHNSON'S

New Yobk, Nov. 9.
The Albany Journal makes the Republican
majority in the State 27,000. The Argus considers that this is about the figure.

Beei—steady.
Pork—heavy;

are

Hoop Skirts, from $1.00

JjllTZGERALD

The

York Flection.

Few

JjllTZGERALD & HODSDON

°ITY H-A-LIi,
Evening,

Auctioneer, 13 Exchange

Groceries, Furniture, Stoves, &cn at
Auction.
Nor. 11, at 10 A.

and

Friday

EDW’D M. PATTEN,

M. a* Ofllco
SATURDAY,
ONfills.
Beel. Molasaefe and Beans: Boxes Tobacco,

Portland Frccdmen's Association!

—FOB—

Decided

New London, Conn., Nov. 9.
The Harris divorce case has been decided in
his favor. He gets a complete divorce and the.
custody of all the children, and shtf gets no
alimony. Both can again marry if they choose.

Middle St.

Octll-dtf

ture

York•
New Yobk, Nov. 9.

Fires in New

148 &150

^

COLD WEATHER!!!

inates.

From present indications all the ultra Union
men are beaten for Congress, and that noue

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Filiierald 6s. Hodsdon,

Carolina State Election.

north

COUNTRY,

m AID OF THE

of

STREET.

FORE

of the

STATE OF THE

LADIES' DRESS!

W. BICH & CO.t

one

Auction Sales.

-OJT THE-

COLD WEATHER! !

ALL

New Yoek, Nov. 9.
Alexander H. Stephens declines to run for
Congress in his district in Georgia.
The Post’s Washington dispatch says Gen.
Briscoe has been sentenced to five years imprisonment, but was released by order of the
Secretary of War for gallant services during the

GEO.

*

Independent Lectures !,

milE subscribers have this day farmed a copartJL nershr. under the name of

Overland Mail Coach Robbed—Indian

The

Entertainments

Notice!

Copartnership

the

We may look to persons at Havre as carriers
of the malady on board of the vessel. We
may now reasonably hope for an early disappearance of the malady.

^Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

shipboard
great
enquiries on the part of the officers of SMITH,
ship. Since the passengers have been re- ]
NO.
moved from the ship, but few cases have ocHaving
curred, and these were of the mildest form. Stocks
of
to come on

The

Various Items.
From

New Yoke, Nov. 9.
The surgeon of the Atlanta states that the
majoiity or her passengers arc emigrants from
Switzerland and the southern part of tiermany. They came by the way of Paris when
the cholera was raging, and while they were
there several died in boarding houses.
They
were attended by consultation government
Unusual
afforded
facilities
were
physicians.
by officials for their shipment, and their anx-

shipments have

Douglas,

Alabama,

opposite

trict of Virginia, Chief Justice Chase’s cirand inquiring whether the Circuit Court
of the United States for the district is so far
organized and in condition to exercise its functions that the Chief Justice, or either of his
Associates of the Supreme Court, would hold

cuit,

Larceny.

fruit,

er treason is a crime, and whether it can as
such be punished.
The following from today’s National Republican i3 believed to be
>
substantially correct:
1 he President has not only consulted Ins
constitutional advisers, his cabinet, and proper
law officers of the Government on the subject,
but he has also cited to this council some of
the most eminent constitutional and criminal
lawyers in the land. Among them may be
named Chief Justice Chase, who came here
from Ohio some tune in August, at the special
invitation of the President, to consult on the
general subject of trials for treason. Subsequently, about the first of October last, President Johnson addressed a letter to Chief Justice Chase,-informing him it might become
necessary for the Government to prosecute
some high crimes and misdemeanors committed against the United States within the Dis-

She

The Moravian, which sailed on the 2d for
New York, will touch here on her return trip
for the Canadian nu^ls.

years.

Greely will be taken to
placed alongside of those of

The remains of Mrs.

oase.

MUNICIPAL COURT, NOV. 0.

TELEGRAPH,

As a token of her attachment to the church,
and in commemoration of her late husband,
who for so long a period took a deep interest
in the welfare of the 2d Parish, Mrs. Greely,
ten days ago, donated to the Parish the sum
of $2000 towards the purchase of an organ
in meinorlam of her husband. The donation
was accepted with thanks by the Parish and it
was voted that a suitable inscription should be
placed upon the organ when procured.
By the decease of M rs. Greely, the town of
Cnmberland will come Into possession of a
handsome legacy left to his native town by Mr.
Greely in his will dated January 28th, 1858,
as follows:—
in which, after the death of Iris wife, he beNew Orleans, Not. 7.—We owe to the perqueathed $28,000 to that town for educational fect administration of the Government, the
purposes. Of this sum, $20,000 is to be in- most orderly election ever known in New Orvested in a fund, the interest and income of leans. The Johnson policy as represented by
Wells is triumphant by an overwhelming mawhich, is to be appropriated to the instruction
jority of over 6000 in the city. The remainder
of youths, of both sexes, residing within the
of the State will follow in the same track.”
It is known that the President has expresslimits of that town, as they stand at the date
of the will. Six thousand dollars is given for ed the greatest anxiety on the question wheth-

weed from the cove is also involved in the

Not finished. Drummond for plaintiff;
Butler for defendant.
The afternoon was taken up with the case
of Abbie F. Weston libellant vs. Daniel C.
Weston,—a libel for divorce. S. L. Carleton
for libellant; H. J. Swa3ey for libellee.

BY

How the Cholera tame on boatd fne Atlanta.

no

Taller,

96 Exchange St.

further

use

for

Applv^tTaylorii Livery Stable, Temple

St.

Sale and to Let,

For

Poetry.

_

"^Insurance.

Wants, Lost and Found.'

Iflstuqnce.

Wanted.

JOHN E. DOW & SONS,

Valuable Beal Estate

Over the Way.
Gone in her childlike purity
Out from the gulden day;
Fading awav in the light so sweet
meet,
Where the silver star? and the sunbeams
Over the silent way.
Over Urn bow™
Uahes lie

on

her

THAT

tender smile

her silent lips
kiss of her dewy breath,
on

Valuable Real Estate lor Sale.
1* the pleasant Villaoe

your downy bed
Robin—hushed
Over the swinging hough—
from
voice
her
your glad duet,
Do you miss
When the dew in the heart of the rose Is
Till its velvet lips with the essence wet,
In onont crimson glow ?

a-aarttsarsaa

set,

•™tSrssss!c®S«»» ®

Rosebud—under your shady leaf
Hid from the sunny day—
Do you miss the glance of the eye bo bright,
blue
was heaven to your timid sight f
Whose
It Is beaming now in a world of light,
Over the starry way.

recommended.
Enquire on the

given

A

JOHN

For Sale.
two-ntory bonne and lot corner ot Lincoln and Mayo Streets, containing twelve
rooms.
It is finished for two families, with

MThe

pleasantly situated
Apply to

easy.

Oct 24—dtf

speedily brought

Portland,

oet7dtf

storied

Spring Street,

on
same

octUdtf

and

a

No. 12 Middle
ocGdtf

Railroad Stable

To be Let.
FOUR STORY BRICK STORE, centrally located
on Exchange Street, suitable for a Wholesale Dry
Goods business, or for the manu&etnre of Clothing, or

60

July25 dtf if.

137

FOR

j

Organized A,
J.

Syrup,

Losses

BY

OCJ SUGAR,

Meal !

Meal ! !

promptly bv Car load, or delivered
to order at all places of business in the city.
CITY 3VTXX.X.S,
No. 120 Commercial St.

FURNISHED

Aug.

A

CHAMBERS
LARGE
Apply to

aplOdtf

over

HO

House Lots.
House Lots, comprising 45,000 feet oi
L*nd, on Emery, Cuslpnan and Lewis st. for
““ hy
W. H. STEPHENSON.

ELEVEN

For Sale.

a

Sugar
term of Years.
occupied by Charles

Store and Wharf now
A H. Merrill, situated betw een Union Wharf and
Merrill’s. The Wharf contains about 1500 square it.,
with a two story building
thereon, 20 by 75. For further particulars inquire of
i
JOSEPH H. WHITE,
!
may25dtfNo. 6} Union Wharf,
1T1HE

20

finely located House Lots in Cape ElizSEVERAL
abeth, three minutes’ walk from ‘he Cape Bridge.
of E. N.

Inquire
land, whore

l»yoJ3,^loa',1Jhat

modi3Sea^rP&,urtlI
!!?8

a

seen.

PERRY, at the SheniPs Otfice, Portplan of Cape EHzabcth lots mav be
mayl3tf

Sails and Rigging tor Sale.
Standing Rigging, Sails and Blocks oi lire
new Brig Atlanta, 400 tons old measurement,
saved In perfect order. The draft ol the
spars can be

pleasant*'!!

seen

at

our

store.

IunelG—dtf

I

McGILVERY, RYAN & DAVIS,

No. 161 Cowtnc rcial Street.

To Rent.
i.
a TwdWr?e![urn*8ke(l ttooms, centrally located, in
Two

"^udtt

1*

Apples

litigated

at

Exchange St.

Oct 2i—dtf

Dru«*rf“tfi>and dealers in medicine gen-

BUSHELS PRIME YELLOW MEALING COEN,
200 Bbls. “Oswego Family Flour,”
SO Bbls. “Chesapeake Extra Flour,"
Cargo Sch. Aid, from Baltimore, now landing and

Ol whioh here has been redeemed by
Cash,
Tho Company has Assets,

Dollars,

Boat-House

..

John D Jones,
Charles Dem is,
W H U Moore,
Henry Odl,

is

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Hackmetack. Plunk
Flat Timber for Sale Iiy
A,Jent S‘- Francis Mills.

For Sale.

Tyro-story Brick House and Lot, N»
THE
Street, at OBEAT BARGAIN.

o
*■ 2
Docr
a
For particulars, enquire of
BENJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wharf.

Sale.

HE
House and Lot of Land No. 3 Montgomery Street, Portland. Lot 32 x 5rt C cL
stories, hi good repair. Inq u ire of
**• CARLETON, Attorney at Law,
wo, o ur
80 Middle Street.
•House two
S‘

no'2Jtf_ko.

Farm lor Sale,
W 70

POK

acres, or more, on
on Oak

nov6dlw

toad.

.Smith's Wharf.

FLOUR!’

very iavor-

Copartnership Notice.
undersignod have this day formed a copartnership under the wtyle ot
S. K. JACKSON & SON.
lor the purpose of doing a general COAL BUSINESS
at Sawyer’s Wharf, foot of High Street.
S. R. JACKSON,

THE

assortment nt all grados of FLOIT B
A LARGE
arriving and for sale by the CAE LO ID
*0 her
now

wise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.
B. UAMBI.ty,

tv

I,

c .r

No. 3 Union Wharf.

WAKTED

40

SHOOKS
Augusts -d3m

Portland,

paroh*“> HOOPS anil

OSCEOLA JACKSON.

12, I860—tf

*

me.

300 do Navy
Fine,
Delivered in Portland or Boston

a

cottartnership

un-

!

DEXTER.
the

Ami having purchased
Chase, MttlcDi.h!
& Co., will continue the general HARDW ARE BUSINE ;s at the old stand, 175 Middle and 11* Federal
Streets.
_

JOSEPH
J.

j

8

upJ2dU •I

Portland, Sept 22, 1806.

A.

7TINC1,

D. DEK.TER.

Mr. D. D. CHABF..BO long and
to the Hardware trade of
the now firm.

m.

nov2d3fc

APPLY TO TIIE

from 94 to 97 lovter via. the Grand
Trunk Railway, than any othor routo to the West.
I WM. FLOWERS.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt.
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.
27* Broadway, New York. |

PlilNDIiE, Agent,
90 Exchange Street,
E.

hvoral.lv known

Portland,

PORTLAND,

Important to Travelers

Gordon W

will remain with
aol*2‘J 'OS tf

LINK.

SEMI-WEEKLY

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age ol‘ thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the svstem in a mannei
On examining the
the patient cannot account lor.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often bo found,
of
small
semen
or albumen
and sometimes
particles
will appear, or the color will be of a thin miiktsh hue,
turbid
again changing to a dark and
apptarauce.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignor-

The splendid and fast eteamships
Capt JK. IV. Sker-

jq

Cllb.3ArJiAKE,
^3p?2£lS
%2S*Jfi-.3rv’ovd
ai.d

FKAKCON1A, Capt.

U.

•^^"^■SiuotwooD,

will autil further notioe,
follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAT and SAIUfiDAY, ai if.U., and leave Pier
9 North Eiver, New York, every WEDNESDAY
audSATUIlDAY, at 4 o'e'oek P. M.
These vessels are lifted up w th hue aecommoda*
tions for paeeenifcrs, taakiug this the mo-1 speedy,
safe and comfoi table route tor travellers between
Hew York and Maine
Pa-saav, m State Boom,
8S.OO, Cabin parea^e «o.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by tins ilne to ana from Montreal, Qwobeo, Bangor. Bath, Augusta, Bostportand
St.John.
Shippers are requested *0 send their trc.lpht to the
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the day tuat they
leave Portland.
For freight or postage apply to
EMKBY A FOX, Drown% Wlmrf PorUand.
H. B. CEOMWELL A CO., No. S>tS West Street,
Hew York.
May 89, 1866.
dtf

run as

International

ant of the cause, which Is the

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.

Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr,,
do so »iy writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
bo forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
Address:
Db. J. B. HUGHES.
No. 5 Temple Street [comer of Middle

can

BF* Send

Steamship

Calais anti

Eastport,

TO

LITTLE

D.

IS

Qnlncy, 9t, Lcni», Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
fto. and is prepared to lurniah Through Tiokets
from Portland to ah the principal Cltiee and loan.
In the l.yal States and the Canadas, at the

LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And all need Ail information ohoer fully fnrniahed.
Travellers will And it greatly to their advantage
to proonfe Through Ticket, at the

Railway Ticket OIBce. 31 Ex-

Por'lan.l

change Street, (up stairs.)

For the OIL ItBOIONI ot lf*w
Pkss.vlvahia, Ohio, and »fl
West, via the EM* Kailw.at, for sale
pans
at the lowest ratot, at the linos Tioaar Omen,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
D. LITTLE, Agt it.
marl3d*wi«tf
of the

HUNGER, 166

JOHNSONS

Whit

Fore St.

N. B.—
own sex.
ance.

1*1

It Weakness arising from Indiscretion. The exhausted powers of Nature, which are hccouiuiujicd by so many alarming symptoms amon which
will tie found Indisposition to Exertion, Loss of Memory, Wakefulness, Horror of Dheose, or Forebodings
of Evil; in fact Universal Lassitude Prostration,
and inability to enter into the enjo\ meuts of society.!
The Constitution ouco affected with Organic WeakVMM, requires the aid ol medicine to strengthen and
invigorate the System, which Uembold'n Extract Buchu invariably does. If» o treatment is submitted to,

FO

ARRAXGEMEXT!

FALL

On and alter Monday, Oct 30th,
now and fh9t*sbing Steamer

the

W II
Mowbk, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot ofState Street, Portland, every
ToiWAY and Friday Evening,at lOo’elook, connecting with thedp m train from lk>*ton.
Returningwill leave Bangor every Monday and
Thursday Morning a 6o’clock, touching nt Rock-

land, Camden, Belfast. Sear*port, Buck?port,Winterport and Hamden, both way*.
Passenger* ticketed through on t* e Boston, Maine,
and Eastern Raj road at the Depots in Boston, Salem,
Lynn and Lawrence.
For Freight or Passage a**p!y to
A. SOMEHHY. Agent,
At OQlce on the

'Consumption or insanity ensues.

Hcmbold’a Fluid ExtractBuchu
in affee*ions peculiar to “Females” is
by
any other preparation, as in Chlorosis or Retention,
Painful ness or Suppression of Customary Evacuaions Ulcerated or fc>ch rrous State of the Uterus: and
all com
incident to the sex, whether arising
from haViisofdissilmtion, imprudence in, or the deI c iue or change of life.

Fare Reduced to the Penobscot River
On and after June 1, fche fare bePortland and Bangor will I*
$3.00; Rockland $J.OO: ether landings on the River reduces In piopurtion, per s‘oanier Regulator.

no

SOMERBY, Agent.

such Word

T A. Tl

as

Fail.”

1ST T

9

JREPRODUCTOB.

and Linseed Oil Co.,

Please Read the following Notices.

of New Y

Reproductor

for sevyears past and
have been perfectly
satisfied with
it.—
While it is entirely
eral

>

auuiivauuiio

Mr. Johnson:—Sir—My wife for a long time was
sorely troubled by Ikjt hair falling out, and we ieared
she would become entirely bald, notwithstanding she

had used almost nil the auve Used rcmodlcs. She has
used your Reproductor, and to our astonishment the
falling of! has entirely ceased, and she now has a fine
head of hair, and I am ready in this manner to testi-

willing

to

give fUrthej

j»er-

sonal information of the good results which follow the
use of your honestly termed Haiv Reproductor.
WILLIAM CHASE,
Cor. St. Lawrence and Sherbrooke Streets.

Portland, May 16,1865.

have used and shall continue to use Johnson’s
Reproductor, which I have found to be a splendid
lasting Hair Dressing, which also keeps the scalp
perfectly clean and Dee from dandruff.
S. H. DOTEN.
No. 12 Spring Street.
Manufactured and sold by HORACE H. JOHNSON, No. 80 Middlo Street,' Portland, Maine. Price
Single Bottles 50, 75 cents and $1. Bent to any address on receipt of letter. Liberal discount by the
I

quantity.

Red

Glass-m; ers’

etc.

iv

For sale

generally,

Portland, May 17th, 18C5.
Mb. JobnBOn:—Sir—I commenced using your Reproductor last February, my head being almost bald.
I have used but one bottle and now have a healthful,
thick head of hair which does not fUll off. and is in as
good order as I oould wish. Being convinced that in
its producing a good head oi hair for me where I had
almost none, 1 am glad to add my testimony to ita excellence as a remedy.
WM. J. GARDINER,
No. IS Middle Street.

we are

ED LEAD,

and Refined.

GARDINER LUDWIG, M. D.,

value, or

LEAD, Dry and in Oil,

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Eoilcd

Congress Square.

to its

E WHITE

Lead,

capable of doing all
lor the scalp and hair
that can reasonably
o expected from any

parts.

Manufacturers of FU

LITHARGE,

free from the objec
tionablc qualities of
preparations of that
kind, I believe it to be

k,

septl8eod8w«

by Druggists

and

&

Dealers

General

Agents,

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

J.

OF

FLOUR, GRAIN, 8RED3, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.

qulej*8*

Particular attention given to ahlpplng
tio. 1B2 South Water at.,
and cheapest routes.

Chicago, IHiBOi*
ard ft Sons; II *

f

ft

S^p^Bewdlearfc C

’“'•.‘jfjSSSl

KL8lpre«’’dent

„0..on<
Newt n National Bank.
N.Y.City, febttid.y

JNewtoBn.Ma:.^:BrcofDn.lNq.

For Sale.
on tho main Av
itt in Evergreen Cemetery,
la comnoaeil of two lot* In one,
lot
nuc. Sold
laid out. For particular!,
■md is very handsomely
F. O.
Itddross Box 606
Nov 4—dU

At

Use Helmbold’s

Copaiba,
Speedy

and
Cure for all diseastuo Plodder Kidneys and Urinary ihyans,
either in the male or tamale, frequently performing
our
a portent cure hi tbe short space of three or
days, and alwavs in less time than any other preparation. In tbe asoot

Sure, Certain,

a
es of

IS

Copaibs

there Is no need ol oenfinomeut or change of diet
In Its approved form of a paste, I* i* entire!' tasteless. and censes nonuple.. rt -ansa-ion <o Ihe patient. and no opesore It b rownehnnwiedgcd by
the most learned in tbe

profession

EXTRACT

FL U1D

Cubebs and

(hat in the above

existing

HELMBOLDS EXTRACT
Is the

Tarranfs Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba METER FAILS.

Helmbold’s

Itanafaetmed only by
At, CO..
97S Greenwich Sf, New York
Sold by1 Druggists all over the World.
mevdOSdlv

COMPOUND

TAR RA NT

Great

Highly

Diuretic.

Concentrated

*

For purifying the blood removing all chronic const!
tutional diseases arising from an impure state of the
blood,aud the only reliable and effectual known remedy lor the cure of Scrofula, Scald Head,Salt Rheum.
Tains and Swelling of the Bones. Ulceration of the
Throat and Legs, Blotches, Pimples on the Faoe. Totter, Erysipelas, and all Scaly Eruptions of the skin,

the palate, came no pain, act
require increase oi close, do not
exhaust,
elderly persona, females and childTwo taken at night raovren, are Just the thing.
tho bowels orce the next morning.
Warranted
hi all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure tor ail symptoms of the Dyhpephi a,
such as Oppression alter eating,Sour Stomach, Spitting ol looci, Palpitations; also. Headache, Dizziness,
Pam in the Baca and Lotns, Yellowness ot the Skin
and Eyes, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Compliant. Loss ot Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenyts .,ust
Faintness, &c.
(that they need, as they are so compact and inodorous
hat they nay be earned in the vest pocket. Price GO
cents per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to auy address on
to

PLEASANT
promptly,
and for

july4dly

cents.

BUCHU

FLUID EXTRACT SARSAPARILLA.

AND BEAUTIFYING

enclosing 80

B UCHV,

in
In all diseases of these organs, whether
Male or Female, 1'iom whatever cause originating,
It Is p easunt in
and no matter how longstanding
taste and odor,immediate in actum and mf re strengthening ti an any ot the preparations of bark or ron.
Thos Buffering from Bioken Down or Delicate Constitutions, procure the remedy at oi.oe.
The reader must be aware that however slight may
be the attack of the above diseases it is certain to affect his bodily heal h, mental powers and happiness.
All the above diseases require the aid of a diuretic.

o!a*a ofdisease*, Cubebs and Copaiba are tbe only
two temedles known that can be relied ui on with
any certainty oreneeoss.

THE

COMPLEXION.

Not a few of the worst disorders that affect mankind
arise from the corruption that accumulates in the
blood
Of all the dhooveriee that have been raa »e to
S
purge it out. none can eqaal in effect HELMBOLD
It
COMPOUND EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
cleanses and reuov- ten the blood, instils the vigor ot
health Into the system, snd purges ou» the humors
stimulate! the he* thy funcwh ell make disease
that grow
tion, of the body,and expella the disorders
and rankle In tho Mood. Sue- arom dy that eould
t
and
now, lor
for,
be railed on, has long been soug*
can
tiiij fir.t time, the pub ic have ouo on which tnev
of
certificates
admit
not
does
depend Our space here
a single bottle will
trial
of
the
but
Us
rflbitr
«how
to
show he sick that It has virtues surpassing anything
thev have ever taken.
illa
Two ablespooufulla of the Extract af Sarsapar
added to a plot ol wat r is eqnal to the Lisbon Diet
the
ot
Drink, and ore bottle is fill y equal to a gallon
or the decoction as usually
of

it

Syrup
made.

Sarsaparilla,

#x,

in ter
These Extracts have been admitted, to use
.u‘*
United States Army, aud are aU> in vei*y
Ins
Sanitary
Public
als
and
iu all the SUte Hospl
Pr»°
tions throughout the land, as w* 11 as in p*
and are considered a* invaluab e remedies.

f|r

[vote

tices,

ij*

See Medical Properties of Buchu,
STATE*
FROM DISrEXSATORY of (*« VIHTRO
on the I rsetice.
works
See Prof Dewke’s valuable
*
made by the late cel.br.*>
of PhiladelphiaM’Dowell, a
Euhralm
I)r
Kpnra o
See remarks made bv
()
Roy|ll ( ol.
celebrated Phy sician and ***“
ht.j j„ the Transand puh sneu
ient- ofSurgeons,Ireland,
a thins of The Km
hy BenSee Medio
rBwrgeona.
of Ryw
wks of Medicine,
Jam in Tiavera.PeUow
see moat of the

0fK.rk,

b«convinced ot iheir Fwpcriorito
tyav#revcrv hing e»se ©1 the kird ever cthred
Colds. Hoarsethepablio t~r Bronchitis, Ovughs
Numerness Sore 'Throat. Ca arrh and nttuenzs.
acous testitnooia 8 irom tne Clergv, and ethers,
companying'ach box. For sale by ihe prino-pai
th«
may2veodtf
city.
Druggists throughout
iRY Thkm!

rn<i

‘{“.L^.'^X.hed

‘-^"^“Jlroiiege.

^teSUnd-^j,

™™iJPAR"LA*

ALVAH LIBBEY, who has had ll-.e’ solo
for GOLD'S IMPROVED STEAM and
APPARATUS, and the lustlv
celebrated McUrrtror Hot Air Fumaf ’, bnlh ofwhich
linve a world-wide reputation, can l*e found bereatler
at tho store of Meaais. 0, H. STUAltT & CO., 1*1
and 173 Middle St., where lie wfll bo happy to meet
those In want of ftitnucos, and receive tbclr orders,
lie attcml* personally to
IBBFY
aug22d3m
Portland, Ang 21, 18*5.

MR.Agencv
PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT* WATER
KEATING

R-Zerences-Meaere.

Will radically exterminate from the system Disease*
arising 1 roui habits of dissipation, at litt e expense,
little or no change in diet.no incouveni uce or exposure; complete y superseding those unpleasant and
dange ous remedies, t'opaiva and Mercury in all
those diseases.

Special Notice.

\V. SYKES,

EXT. BUCHU

FLUID

AND IMPROVED ROSE WASH,

S

by

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

HEMBOLD’S

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

neror

This certifies that 1
have used Johnson’s

unequalled

plaints

Wharf.

Portland, Oct27Qfc 1865.—dtf

“There i»

Buchu!

Extract

Fluid

PORTLANDS PENOBSCOT RIVER

Atlantic V life Lead

..

Jan1.l865d&wly

HELMBOLD’S

PORTLAND.
■■

Ladies desiring may consult one of theh
A lady of experience in constant attend

procured

Lead.

i

Infirmary,

LADIES.

purely

Tarrant’s Componnd Extract qf Cubebs and

oSSfl-iegW York.

THE

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, wbc
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 6
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for theii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Electdc Renovating Medicines are unrivallod in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES Fill find it invaluable In all coses of oh
structious after all other remedies have been tried iu
It is
vain.
vegetable', containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and maybe taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with ftiH directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

Fassporta required.
Freight roctived on days of sailing un’i! 4 o’c’ock
c. c. Eaton, Agent.
p. m.
mchSltt
Portland, March 3D. 1865.

A.

W.

Street], Portland, Me
Stamp for Circular.

Electic Medical

St. John.

Boa* on.
At Ea-tport the Steamer "Queen” wiil conn*ct
for St< Andrews. Robins;on and Calais, with iheAJt-w
Bmawick and Canada Railway ftr Woods cek and
8 age Coaches a’«o ccnnoct at
Uoultou stations.
Eastpori ior Machiee and literincdiate placf*.
AtSt. John tbo steamer Emperor will connect, for
Wind- or, Digby and Rali’ax, and with ataunera for
Froderio and the St John Elver.
Through tickets
oitbo agents or the clerk on heard. Ko

Portland. May 31, 1885—dti

A^ent for all the great Leading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, OshkoUi, St. Paul, LaCroase, Green Bay,

a

Go.

holm, win icuyc Railroad Wharf, loot of 8 tat* St,
every M«^day el 5 o'clock p. u; o; d tbo Steamer
Aikw Brunswick, Capt E H, Winchester, will leave
eveiv Thursday at 6 o’clock v.x, for Eastport and
St. John.
Returning will leave Ft. John every Mord^r ard
Thursday* at 8 a. m, for Eietport, Foxiiand and

North-West and the Canadas,

West, South,

i'»g' u«i

Burnham,

to

tween

Through Tickets.

RenJ Babcock,
Fletch-r Wesiray,
Rob B Miotarn, Jr,

baggage

^KBQ(JLATOR,»» Capt.

Hail Steamers and Panama Railroad may b» secared
by early application at this offioe.
marSOdAwtf
March JO, 1866.

Dodgo,

Cornelius Grinnell,
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,

"

&

stock of

20<ua»teasisK
Bath, April 20,1863.

KINO

by——

PATTE1V £ CO.,

bath,

William K

Dennis Perkins,
Joseph Gailard, Jr,
J Henry Burgy,

for

J. H. Chapman. Anting Secretary.

fy

Vwpa rtnernhip.

—""Fob balb

T.

J une

rrtHE undersigned have formed
X der the name and firm of

hootch Canvas,
JAMES

able terms,
Hill, in Scarboro,
now occupied
by the subscriber.—
““ *<"“ I’orthmd
fltlocn min11
hy Rail,and thirty by the couuty
J’ B* T«ORXTO.\.

Out at, 1065,—eodbws

Central Office 30 Exchange Street.
v
Portland, July 18,1805—dit

c

FLOURl

145P,

W. D. LITTIG, Agent.
Patsags Tickets for California, bv the Old Line

Sturgis, Jr,
Henry K Bngert,

6 Pickersgill,

J. W.

Hackmetack.

for

Pleven Million

resitonrible

England Screw Steamship Co

For Tiokets to all points West & South West,

Applications rcoeived by

WARREN SPARROW, State Agt.

Customs.

Dwelling
TFor

BENEFIT

12,660,730

Frederick Chsaucey,
James Lsw,
Chas H Marshall.
Acs Bryce,
John D Jokes. President.
Charles Dennis, Vioe-Presldent.
W. U. H. Moore, 2d Yioe-Pros’t.

>

»

■■IN TH®*—

over

*19,091,020

New

G-rand Trunk Railway.

40

were

TRUSTEES:
Win

APPlilot,
Dtriel S Miller,
Joshna J Henry,
teorgeG Hobson,
jiavid Lane,

Wisely”

CHASE BROTHERS,
Head Long WharL
N. t»
B.—In store 500 bushels White Corn
per sch.
Convoy from Nc rfolk. Va.
ocIOtta»

and

810 a Jf.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personpaid for at the rate of
al) unless notice is given and
one passeng*. r lor every $50 1 additional value.
C. J BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, Local Superintendent.

*11,158,500

JOT" Comparisons will Confirm these Facts.

5VI

Auburn,

60 Exchange Street.

and State of New-York
United
Stock, City, Dank and other Stocks,
*4,974.700
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
2,187,950
Premium Notes end Bills Bceeirable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other securities,
3,149,530
541.890
Uni«*d States Gold Coin,
288.438
Cosh In Bank,

Caleb Barstow.

Those who really wish to know all the theta, vitally
important to their own interetf* before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility Is cheerfully offered to understand the
whole subject.

Oct. 9,"
17,186.,.—dlmia

for Sale

me

"*

not

HOW MANY TIIOUSAND8 CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad haul in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with tlie above disease, some ot
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by thoir friends supposed to
have it.
AO such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

yfP1** fc. On and after Monday, Marh 27 the
JaisSwffCIll.Steamer New York,Capt H W Chis-

On and after Monday, Nov. 6tAfl&65,
trains will run os follows
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn at 7 35 a m.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham Island
end, Montre 1 and Queb e at 110 P M
This train connects with Exp os* train forToronto,
etroitand Chicago. Seeping Cars attached from
laud Pond to Quebeo and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked ^ftertho

JAS.

usual

TRAINS.

General Western Ticket Office,

viz:—
States

The necessary result Is, it cobts LESS to insure
in it than in any other.

_

_

of

•urn

Because it is paying hack to its
members larger Dividends, and
moire of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.

---*--

by

as

Company

The Dividends In the Years 1S63 4 aud 5
per cent each.
The Profits for 22 Years amount to the

2nd,-ITIS THE CHEAPEST;

0,XAn
O'M/l)
_

low

a3

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

u-.uirgmsan

Portland, May 3d, 18C5.

Yellow Corn and Flour.

nf) OHO
•''VlJjUUV I

FTIHE Customs Boat-House at Main
"lam W
aarf,
X sale. Inquire ol
chas. j. Talbot
Oct 13—dtf
Surveyor of

and Butter.

as

Company are

Canada.

receipts Is

eor. William, NEW YOKE.
January, 1965.

Lewis Curtis.
Charles U Russell,
Lowell Holbrook,
R Warren Weston,
Royal Phelps.

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

A

lor sale

io of disbursements to

The whole profits of the Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; and hir which
Certificates are Issued, bearing intense until re-

Wm

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;

H. I. ROBINSON,
No. 1 Portland Pier.

—---—-

ra

Feb21edlm IlmcodA wSw

Muscovado

RAILWAY^

deemed.

Muscovado

0/"k/r\ BBLS. Fall and Winter Apples.
100 Tubs Choice Butter.
Just received and tor sale by
G. W. SMITH,
^
Oct. 20.—dtt
Nos. 6 and 8 Silver Street.
~ —

divided among the

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
gallon Bisks.

Settled.

Life Insurance Co.

OUU

for sa,e ln a light finer
^'‘B*
-of **e

nStte,
Inquire RoornSRoM w»?iulrei.

In the

Molasses;

Oct. 20.—dim

For Sale.

T manu&c turineh,,1

**

hogsheads “Cienfuugo*

Molasses;
For sale by

THE

n«!»

f--

and Molasses.

QAA BOXES Yellow Sugar;
mi V/V/ 75 hogsheads
Itemedios

House Lots for Sale.

tC/.X.ofeS

■

north and east of this line.
C. M. MORSE, Supt.
Waterville. June 22,1865.
jbnc23tf
towns

August ID—dGm

THOSE WHO

MUTUAL

Oct 24—dtf

-----:

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and returning is due in Portland at l r. M.
Stag< s connect with trait s at principal Stations,

Portland, Nov. 1, 1865

51 Wall St,

REASONS

■

are

Referenced.—Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, Rev.
Robinson & Ogden,

McALFlNF,

<3 t

Trams leave Portland. Grand
Trunk Station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
M.. and 1.25 P.M.
For bangor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor nt 7 30
Both of
A M and arrive in Portland at2 15 P. M
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Bos-

above stated.
Trains will arrivoas follows
From So. Paris, Lewiston and
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

Impure

exceeding $50 in value and that personal. unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $5U0 additional value.
L. BILLINGS Agent.
feb 13,1863 —dtf
Aug 5, 1865.

ToCO MM ENCE MON DA Y, Juiue 2Uk

OF

taken

any amount

865

Henry Ward Beecher, Messrs.

SHOULD IHSURE THEIR LIVES

KAA TONS square Hackmetack Timber.
Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, for safe by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.

-j

Portland, April 26,1865.—dtf

To Let op Lease for

“A

at fixed dates.

Mutual Insurance

CLAIM!

WHY

Nov 8—d&wlm

and 112 Federal st.

JEFFERSON COOLIGE

& CO.,
Cor. Commercial and Franklin streets.

TWO

Six Years.)

less than that ot any other company.
Seventh.—The rateB of premiums are
those of any other first class company.

Slate Agent for Maine.

26—<ljy

in

traordinary prosperity.
Fifth.—All of its profits

Office Ho. 64 Middle Street, Boom Ho. 1.
S. H.

Freight
jjJT
The

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Ot

SEEK FOll AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Kervom
Prostration that may follow
Coition, oro
the Barometer to the whole system.
is sure to folthat
for
the
consummation
wait
Do not
low : do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
lMsablod Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

day, at 7 o’clock P. M ; and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday. Tuesday. Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a; 5 o’clock P. M,
Fare in Cabiu
...
$2.00.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

daily for most of the

Montreal,

Will, until further notice, run a#
follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, 1’oKland,
every Monday Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Satur-

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

ATLAMIC

Dividends of this Company arc exactly what
they appear to be, being payable at the close of
each year, in cash when the Premium is paid in cash,
and in cancellation of notes when notes are given.—
On the payment of each renewal, commencing with
the FIRST, a Dividend is paid, thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by an immediate
return. The advantages ot this system, over that
of scrip Dividends without interest payable in four
or five years, or “on vote of the Directorsare obvious.
Xo other Company has ever paid a Dividend in this
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Life
Company.
Those intending to effect new insurance, or increase existing policies, will do well to examine the
merits of this Company. Information from official
sources for the past or precedir g year* cheerfully
->■ |'|
given.

MUSCOVADO

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who havo committed an excess ol any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or tho stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years,

Arrangement!

Forest City, Lewiston and

Lpave Saco River for Portland a 16 30 and 9 40 A. ii.
and 3 40 p. M
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 a. m, and 2 03
and 5 30 p m
The 9 40 a m and 200 p h. train* will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
H^“Stagesconnect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sel>ago,
Bridgtou, Lovell, lliraui, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, BarUett. Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter Freedom, Man son and Baton. N. rt
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Engle,
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newtteld,
Parson afield and Otsipee
At Saccarappa for South Windham, WIndliam Hill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26 D65—dif

■

CAUTION TO THE PUTLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for
general use should have
in
their efficacy established
by well tested experience
whose
tho hands of a
educated
regularly
ho
must
preparatory studies til* him for all the duties
fulfill; yet tlie country is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purjiorting to l»e the best In tho world,
are not only useless, but
always injurious. The un
fortunate should be pabticulab In selecting his
physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertable fact, that many syphilitic patients ore made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
lor it is a point
conceded by the best synliilographersf that tho study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time oi the**
who would be competent and successful In their treatment and cure.
Tlie inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
blmseli acquainted with tneir pathology, commonly
one system of treatment, in moot cases makig an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Sursues

tfiiEi

THE STEAMERS

53?” Pares

has' Be tee

AND BOSTON

Summer

r

Oct 30. 1865,
follows, uutil further

ALTERATION

Oct 31—dtf

rpHE
1

344 Hhds. Choice MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
42 Tcs. Choice MUSCOVADO MOLASSES,
Cargo brig Eudorus, now landing and for sale by
II. EATON,
No. 1 Central Whirl
Oct 30—d3w*

Slates.

Second.—Ali Endowment Policies declared non
forfeitable after three years, for a pro rata amount.
TfflaD.—Its cash income is greater than that oi
any company organized within the lost fifteen years.
Fourth.—No other company ever organized cither in Europe or America, has experienced such ex-

*n

A

& Molasses.

CHOICE

(Accumulated

and

company

United

Assets,—$1,500,000.00.

D. 1S50.

Promptly

and 220

On and after Monday.
BSHpKaa raius
will leave an

notice

WILLIAM C. ALEXANDER, President.

Life. Ten Year Ksk>
Ten Yean Jfun-Furfeitnre Endowment Flans.

Forfeiture,

Ike

CHARLES B. HALL, Agent*
Office No. 22 Exchange St., Portland.

C. WAL.KL.1SY, President.

Policies Issued

n

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Society GRAND TRUNK

New York.

CONN.

OF HARTFORD,

stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, <fcc., all in
Yellow
Com !
complete order. Alao well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beauof
location
is
ty
unsurpassed in this Ticinty.
PRIME quality lor mealing; cargo of Schooner
Term easy. For particulars enquire at,
Concord, now landing, for sale by car load.
298 Congress tit.,
—Also—
july25dtf
Portland, Me.
j Prime High Mixed in store, delivered free on track
i at lowest market prices by
To Let.
EDW’D H. BURGIN.

Editor otthe Manchester
Dally and Weekly

WP“ Ii you are in want of any kind oi PRINTING
cal! at the Dally Press Office.

OAK

Life Insurance Company,

LARD, &C„

Sugar

HHDS.

Q/V

cor-

*'Vv»

follows6

YORK & CUMBERLAND R. R.

(Located in Now York City, Organized July 23, 1659,)

one

The White Pine Compound, advertised at
length in
rui columns, is not
only as to its name inviting, but
is a highly approved medicine.
Dr. J. W. Poland,
confidence of many who know
ir®aas
*mn» 8- confidence which he enjoyed while
usefully mahy years as a Bapt i t minister. laboring
His experlence as a sufferer led to nim to make experiments

TOWN AND COCNTT RIGHTS
sale In a light Fancy Manufacturing husin.fi.
One of the host tilings In the market. Small
capital required.
Inquire at Hoorn 3, No. 20 Exchange Street.

CHARTER

&c

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

Trinidad

residence in Cape Elizabeth,
AVERYmiledesirable
from Portland Brldgo. The house is
two

Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections
generally. It is a remarkable remedy
for Kldnev Complaints, Diabetes,difficulty oi Voiding Urine, Bleadfrom the
Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaints.
For Piles and Scurvy, it will bo found very valuable.
Give It a trial it you would learn the value of a
good
and tried medicine. Ii is
pleasant, safe and sure.

For Sale.

-WITH THE-

139 Commercial St.

31—d2w

Of

insurod.
Sixth.—Its

INSURE

THOMAS LYNCH,
Oct

29 Ezehaage St*
nov9TT*Btf

1866.

fttoOwowSK.

<

Havana White Sugars,
Havana Brawn Sugars,
Muscovado Sugars,

as

SALE.

The finely located Real Estate, on the

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
>
CURES

Oct 5—d&whm

Portland, Nov. I,

Refined Sugars,

FOR BALE

Real Estate fox* Sale,
In Cape Elizabeth.

Maine.

all Information

Cienfuegos Molasses,
Muscovado Molasses.
Clayed Molasses,
New York Amber

Equitable

cease

invited to inspect our Rooms where
in regard to insurance will be given

ar

—■-

' '

MolaSs^s,'

Porto Rico

Accidents!

Against

the most reliable Companies.

freely.

Life Assurance

-Considerations for Iusaring in the Equitable Life Assurance Society*
First.—Premiums on all regular Life Policies

INSURANCE,

JOHN E. DOW & SONS,

Molasses, Syrup, Sugars,

BEEF, PORK,

Valuable Beal Estate!

public

The

Apples!

-;—\

LIFE INSURANCE.

»

Insurance
In

100 Barrels Greenings;
200
Selected Baldwins;
lOO
Pure Cider;
50
Cai>e Cranberries:
sale, at the Lowest Market Prices, by
A. T. HALL, No. 1 Milk Street.

—i-*-—t—r

corner of Waterville and Sherbrook
Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
Apply to W, flj Middle St.
Julylldtt

i

of

And

nov2dlm.

Sts.

Is nr.v ottered to the afflicted throughout the country,
aftor hiving been proved by the tost of eleven
year's,
m the >.3w
England States, where its merits have
become as well known as the tree from
which, in part,
it derives Its virtues.

State

ONIONS !

BARRELS Choice Eating Apples;

Real Instate for Sale.

OOIVI3?0'CJJNrX3J

far

For

Commercial St.

and LOT No. S7 Middle Street, known
the Payson House.
HOUSE
House and Lot

IF. POLAND'S**

»

LIFE

No. 2 Central Wharf.

Nov 4—dlw

SITUATED
Sts,

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of ids Attorneys, Messrs.
Deblois A Jackson, 58 Exchange Street.
July 6.—dtf

HAY,

cargo

sale CHEAP, by
F. O. TIJPHE8,

House Xot for Sale.
on the comer of Deering and Henrv
x 100 feet.
Enquire of
R. W. GAGE,

State and Danforth Sts.,
Now owned and occupied by the snbncrlbCT.

PHILLIPS,^

a

And for

orBoots and Shoes. Will be vacated tills month or
tile next. For further information inquire of Dlt.
NEWTON, Office 115 Exchange Street, up stairs, or
of J. E. DOW, corner ofMflk and Exchange Streets.
dtf
Portland, Sept, lath, 1S66.

England Remedy. ^

Aficuls

LANDING from Sch. Sea Flower,

SUPERIOR

A

THE GREAT

H- H.

■J^OW

Bnlltlings, Stocks, Tools, &c.
.,

...

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston dally.
FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.

f-xrfiBggSn

cuss.

generally

Broadway, N. Y.
Or,
THOMAS ASENCIO k CO.,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Nov 4—<ltf
Portland, Me.
17

ton.

SST’Ocean, Coastwise and Inland Marine Risks
solicited, and Goods in Transportation by R. R. and
Steamboat.

as

Portland for Boston at 8 40 A.

GEORGE W. PHILLIPS, Actuary.

And all Special Risks taken at the lowest rates.
Particular attention given to insuring all kinds of

;

John W, Manger <0 Co
Agents.

o'ltfidly

Factories, Mills, Tanneries,

LYNCH,

letters must pass
through the Post OGIce.
For freight or passage
apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,

All

Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dtl

THE

/IOTJ

V>

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE; 1GG Fore Street* Portland* Me*

Branch,

WOPEN. FLOATING, TERM and PERPETUAL EIRE POLICIES, and open Marine Policiea
Isrued.
Binding Certiflcntea Given nt this Office.

Sept 13—d3m

*

W.F.

Nov 8—d2w

sfiCHJ

j^nerof

d»

,oO

139 Commercial St.

Applest

Horses for Sale.
on Spring street, several
good Hor.ee, suitable lor work or family use.

eighty children.

*

THOMAS

THE

AT

Assets of the New York

Sugar.

an

$4,000,000

over

Liverpool, London, and Globe Ins. Co’s,
of London, £ng., Assets over
Twenty Million Dollars in Gold!

of

Store to Let.

the

Assets

HHDS PRIME EARLY MUSCOVADO
MOLASSES.
75 Tierces Prime early Muscovado Molrsses.
40 Bbls. Prime early Muscovado Molasses.
50 BOXES WHITE HAVANA SUGAR.

Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jefferson Coolidge & Go. Posresfion
given Oct. 1st.
A. A S. E. SPRING.
Sept 27—dtf

wives. It thinks the idea is
as if he could not property love his

PERKINS,

Molasses and

CHARLES PERRY,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

Sept 26—dtl’

New York Life Insurance Co.,

Merchandise.

For Sale.
Enquire

Assets $500,000

Also,

St.,

desirable dwelling house No. 40 Brackett St.,
THE
adjoining the residence of J. G. Tolford, Esq.
Lot
by 120.

Travellers In». Co. of Hartford, Conn.,

To load lumber at ssme place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN * CHASE,
No. 1 Central Wharf.
Aug. 29—dtl

oisrioisrs I

For Sale and to Let.

forty

J- W.

Wanted.

A

Company,
Assets $360,000

Farm

Stock or Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
THE
Payson Block, No. 37i MhhPe St. Apply to P.
S.

45

augoeodtl

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B.. for English and Irish Forts, at highest rates of freight.

JOHN J. W. REEVES.

W., on the premised, or at house
Portland, Me.

Charter Oak Insurance
of Hartford Conn.,

near

running

thereon.
For particular, apply to
A. B. STEPHENSON,
Oot3-Udtf
121 Commercial St.

The Deseret (Salt Lake) News is indignant
with Mr. Bowles of the Springfield Republican, for intimating that a man couldn’t prop-

«s

a

lot ol

For Sale.
desirable LOT, situated on the northerly side
Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable

THEof

The citizens of Dayton, Nevada, have been
troubled with a loafer called “Poker Jeerns.”
He liked to stay in jail, and as otten as released would commit some petty offence to get
hack. The other day they gave him a good
raw-hiding, whereat he dusted out of town.

Gcuerul

property consists of

Marine Ins. Co.,

Hampden Fire Ins. Co., of Springfield,
Assets $200,000

<

family without children, a small genteel tenI>J ement,
the centra* part ol the city.

Cosgres.4 fiireet,

at 496

l,m spared
health, I’ll gang nowhere eise!”—[Edinburgh Courant.

-

The

dwelling
and

in life an’

aU

FERL&Y.

■

indication of how thi3 Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named In the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fell
for behind the International in point of patrona e in
this City.— New York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a most gratifying and remarkable ftvt, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
and s illful management cl this sterling corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead ol scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a quarter to a half century.
As

Assets $576,000

Wanted.
Address X. Y. Z., Press Office,

New York Estimate of tke International*

Springfield, Mass.,

address Tenement, Box 3503.
Oct 10—dtf

is attached to ouch Steam-

I

CL'BB

A

physician,

Para.

ship1 expwlenced Surge

to

icels warranted
proicssion.IKheALL

afler Nov. o 1866, Prssenger

leavo

*'rams

I

Assets $1,035,000

of

AMERICA,

TINKLEPAtfOlf- Commander,
Will leave on
WEDNESDAY, the 29th Nov., and
will

SACO t PORTSMOUTH R. R.
PORTLAND

INSURANCE.

Marino Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find it for their interest
to give us a call.

Piscataqua Fire and Marine Ins, Co.,
of So. Burwick, Maine,
Capital and Surplus $400,000

Springfield Fire and

the

on

h month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North

u.

MARINE

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins.
Company of N. Y.,

two

dispatch regularly,

that

particular branch of
In UcarCASES, Whether of b),,',.
contracted,
entirely removtn*
standing or recently
the dregs of iiisease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERM ANENT C U HE.
He would call the attention ol tlie afflicted to the
h*t of his long standing and well-earned repuUUon
furnishing sufficient assurance ol his shill and suethe medical
KAN1EEIXG

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

SOUTH

Nov. 0 1865.—dtf

Leave

leveling his enure lime

TR|,».

t n e

PORTLAND

We are prepared to issue policies on Dwelling
Houses fora term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR

OTHER

ROOMS,

Temple Street,

he can bo consulted
\\T IIEEE
privately, and with
W the utmost confidence by the afflicted at “
»u
hornsiaily, and IroinSA.M.Ui»P.M.
Dr. II. addresses those who are suffering under tlm
affliction ot private diseases, whether arising from
the terrible vice of
self-abu**
impure connection or

ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS
STEAMSHIPS.

Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norridgewock, Athens mid Moose Head Lake at Skowliegan,
and for Ghiua, South China, £&st. and North Vassalborn’ at V assalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s
Mi.I s.
W• HATCH, Train Mann*rr«
*

^

{

JVo. 5

u

Enterprise Insurance Co., of Fhila.,
Assets $360,000

Tenement Wanted.

,■-■■■--

ij

eai

River,

Route as any other.

this

by

EVERT

B^^WIIl
29th of

Leave Bostcn for Portland at7 30 A. v. and 2 30 p

Hanover Insurance Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $495,000

more or less, of Wood Land;
a heavy growth of wood,
situated that vessels drawing
from eight to ten teet oi water can approar h it. Proposals for the same addrea ed to JOB A. TURNER,,
Treasurer of the Bay State Brick Company, 50
Washington Street. Boston, stating location, price
per acre, &c., will receive prompt attention.
ocl2dlra
Boston, Oct. 10.1865.

—

'Alf

RATES.

Assets $560,000

so

or

'iri

Columbia Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

thousand

Y

distance, with a convenient twohouse thereon: litted up for two
in-a
Umame&i
being
good state of repair.
For terms, &c., application may be made to JOHN
63
KINSMAN, Union Street; or to the undersigned
back about the

facts, his companion, who held an exactly opposite opinion ot the cemetery, retorted, “weel,

ally°W by
‘jSl

Cumberland Center,

JONAS H.

and Clark Street.
Land C3 f- et front

of a new graveyaid in
them expressed his aversion to it in the remark, “I’ll rather dee than be buried in sic a
place!” With equal disregard of the logic of

expectations. It the very beBt
an 1 Colds wc know of, and no family that hn.
used it will be without it. We sneak tram
knowledge, it is sure to kill a cud aad
sure.
The grentest inventions come by accident
it is singular that the White Tine Compound made
for Colds and Coughs should prove to b o the
greatest
remedy for kidney difficulties known. But so it ls.—
We cannot doubt it, so manv testimonials come to us
from well-known men. Besides the character of Dr.
Polanl is such, that we know that Uo will not conntenance what is wrong
For years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies for his
ailnunta, with a delicate consumptive look, standing
with one foot upon the
grave, he made he di covery
which has saved himseli, auu called out from hunore Is of others, the
strongest testimonials possible.
vVehave known Dr. Poland for years, and never
knew a moro
conscientious, honest, upright nan,
anrt are glad toBtato that we
bellere whatever he
sayi about his White Pine
Compound.”

Assets $097,000

acres,
it must be covered with
ONE

one

"■'*1

;i"

FIRE DEPARTMENT.

North American Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

Wanted to Purchase.

tenement suitable for

*****

PARA

call at

Low

Fare as

Dollars !

Million

One

PRIVATE MEDICAL

JANEIRO,

Bahia, Every Trip,

v

trains.

OF

’"\!f

Assets $1,000,000

‘IXTANTED by a merchant and his wife (no chilf V dren) two or three unfurnished Rooms, suitable for housekeeping, or would take a good ftirnished
room with board In a quiet ftunily or small boarding
house. Address Rooms. Bex 1590, Portland Post
Office.
Oct 28—dim

»■

ROAD,

House and Land for Sale.
undersigned, as Guardian of the Estate ot
rpHE
X Charles H. Place, Charles rT Kinsman, and
others, would offer for sale the desirable Real Estate
situated at No. 89 Spring Street, between Brackett

discussing the subject
Scotland, when one of

demand for it is Inoraasing

Co., of N. Y.,
Assets $1,300,000

Manhattan Insurance Co., of N. Y.,

Three Rooms Wanted.

a

organ-

ever

Original Capital

Assets $1,312,000

Apply

mostly hard, and

Thl» Co. 1* the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an

Y.,

Lorillard Insurance Qo., of N. Y.,

HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
Oct 19—dtf
147 Middle St.

All in Good Repair.
For further information inquire of
Mr. F. A. PEHLEY,
On the Premise.I nr tn the Subscriber at

were

r’^-

Insurance

Niagara

Green-liouse proprietor in the vicinity, to
an India Rubber Tree during the

SALEf

O.r Mile from

America.”
“Where is that?”
“Skeouhegan, Maine!” he replied; “kin I
sell you a razor strop?”—fArtemus Ward.

the

Terms

Ten Aoxa on which are covered with WOOD.
The Buildings are a Twc-story Dwelling House,
with good Carriage House, Barn and Wood House,

of statesmen; the State of chivalric deeds and
noble hospitality!”
“And 1,” said a yellow-haired and sallowfaced man, who was not of this party at all,
and who had been smoking a short black pipe
by the fire during their magnificent conversation,—“and I was bom in the garden spot of

&n“aieader0me

It

by 70.

JOHN E. PALMER,
144 Middlo SI.

good Land, situated
ON THE BLANCHARD

on

WHITE FINE

Raymond,

Wanted.

FARM containing about Seventy-Five Aches

A

dressed men, in a state ol strong drink, were
boasting of their respective places of nativity.
“I,” said one, “was horn in Mississippi,
where the sun ever slimes, and the magnolias
bloom all the happy year round.”
“And I,” said another, “was bora in Kentucky, the home of impassioned oratory; the
home of Clay; the State of splendid women,
of gallant men 1”
“And I,” said another, “was bom in Virginia, the home of Washington: the birthplace

Dr. J.

Phoenix Insurance Co., N.

the premises of S. T.
Cumberland
Mills, Oct. 13lh, one Chestnut Mare, 6 voars old,
3 white feet, striped face, light mane and tall.
Any one giving information to the subscribers, or
S. T. Raymond,where she mayjbe found,will be suitably rewarded.
H. L. TAYLOR & CO., Temple St.
Portland, Me., Oct. 25, 1865—dtf

or

AimII Jau'r 1» 1805.

Astjg» $1,518,000

small families, with good water privileges.
A FARM IN CUMBERLAND! WANT
Please

The Gabden Spot of Amebic a,—I heard
the love of home oddly illustrated in Oregon,
one night, in a country bar-room. Some well-

New

Assets $1,430,000

CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL
MAIL

Portland for Bath, Lewiston and Augusta on Sat.
at 8.00 P. M.
Portion:i for Brunswick dally (Sundays exeentedl
at 5.30 P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowliegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.30 and Bath at 11.30.
AuguBta (on Mondays only) lor Portland and Boston at 5.3(1 A. M., Bath 6.30 A. M.
This is the only route cast without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets ftr all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central B. R., can be purchased In Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going cast
will change cars at the first depot
they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dtae
(15 minutes) at a first class eating house.
Superior
and won ventilated cars are run with the through

Metropolitan Insurance Co., NT. Y.,

held subject to the order of the owner whenever the
claimant of said piece of goods shall substantiate his
claim thereto.
nov2 d4w

D

and at liberty to
hunt up the sale if he wanted to. Mack didn’t
want to.”

!**
**

Lot *5

good repair.

and in

FOR

thoroughly-cleansed wall,

»

of hard and soit water.

abundance
is

the subject,
he concluded he had not time to prosecute the search further, and withdrew his
forces, leaving Mack in possession of a

absurd

C. PROCTER.

Portland, Oct. 2d—d3w

be In the end.
“A strong possee of freedmen was sent down
Into the well to work. Bucketful sifter bucketfill of rubbish and mud was drawn out. But
Ocno treasure as yet made its appearance.
casionally the officer of the guard went down
In punching about
on a prospecting tour.
with his bayonet he hit upon something that
had the true metallic sound. They had the
treasure now sure. Again the negroes went
to work, and after laboring some hours succeeding in bringing out the top of an old ten
plate stove. At last the firm bottom of the
well was reached, but no iron safe. Mack
said he thought the safe was about ton feet
fur ther down. Whatever may have been the

love his

APIECE

AT

urtktys only

$1,204,188,40

The following First Class Insurance Offices are represented by this Agency, viz

And

1.15 P. M.

Surplus, 204,188,40

Life and Accident

Inaorance in all It branches.

t

An Owner Wanted.
of goods was left at this office more than
six months ago, which hail been previously advertised as lost. Uuless called for within four weeks,
it will be sold, and the amount, alter paying charges,

Two

For Sale.
TWO-STORY BRICK HOUSE, containing SO
Also a two-story
rooms; centrally located.
WOODEN HOUSE, on the same lot. Lot contains
4600 foet. Inquire of

Mack protested against any such proceeding,
and persisted that everything on that lot, in
the well and out of it, was his individual property. The assistant provost-marshal gave him
an official wink, and intimated that ‘all was
right.’ Mack thought il it was not it would

if

Fire, Marine,

CO.,

take charge of
SOME
winter.
at

Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street.

?

i

DR. J. b. hughes

Thotniui, Pernambuco, \

St.

1SOG.

Trains leave Portland daily (Sundays
v**!**—ufi^wexccbtedl for Bath, Lewiston via Androseoggnitt. R.), Augusta, Watervflle, Kendall’s
Mills, Skowhegaii, and intermediate Stations at

$1,000,000all paid in*

Thirty Million Dollars,

mediately.

to the ears of the Provost Marshal (not the
present one, however, for the thing of which
we write occurred sometime ago), and Mack
ou going to see about his well one morning
found it guarded by a strong provost guard,
who forbid any one coming on the premises.—

Two operatives

and Books b, subscription.

For

Oct 2C—(13w

provost-marshal’s opinion

•ugs

i

Engrav-

Address at once, with stamp, \YM. GRACE &
Ifil Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3m

on

“A gentleman in this city, whom we will
call Mack for short, had a well pretty much
filled up with rubbish and different kinds of
trash which he wanted cleaned out. Be spoke
to a freedman about the job, and in a very confidential way, intimated that there was a treasure hid in that welfhe was anxious to exhume.
He imposed profound secrecy upon his sable
help, and sent him off in search of another one
of his hue who could be trusted. The upshot
of the matter was that about one hundred negroes soon knew that an iron safe belonging to
the express company, and which contained almost an invaluable amount of gold, bad been
precipitated into this well when the city was
was

Eithee

three-story Brick Dwelling Houses, situa ed
TWO,Pearl
St., lor sale cheap for Cash, If sold im-

there:

The

on

For Sale.

How to Clean a Well.

Ladies or Gentlemen. Remember tliat
WM. CX1ACE <6 CO., oiler better inducements
to retarned Soldiers, and others, than any other
house m the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel

FROM

y

a pleasant
Cumberland St. Posparticulars inquire of
JOHN C. -PROCTER,
Lime Street.
Portland, Oct 26.—d3w

and desirable location
TWO
first of Nov.
ion

The Daily New Era, Atlanta, Georgia, tells
thb story at the expense of a provost-marshal

as

premises^

For Sale.
Dwelling Houses in good order;

ses*

Wanted,

Agents

RIO DE

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-06.

CASH CAPITAL,

over

United States Mail Line
CALLTXO AT

CammeaoinK November, O,

Fire Insurance Agoncy in the State,

LARGEST
Capital represented

Strayed

^ MITCHELL;
Or JOHN C. PROCTER, Lime Street, Portland.
oct30d2w

Hearts—whero the darling's head hath lain,
Held by love's shining ray—
Do you know that the touch of her gtntle hand
Doth brighten the harp In the unknown land ?
Oh' she waits for us witl, tlic angel hand
Over the starry way.

erly

Fbeepobt.

op

Five minutes walk from
Acres
Avery desi ruble Farm ot 25

in

The affair

_Medical.

-FOR—-

MAINE.

_

R~

Portland to Skoirhepm ria WaterTille
and Kendall** Mill*.

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

MUKPHEy> Ag't.

H

j

THE

20

Wanted.

rMFTY first class Coat Makers, at 62 Middle St.,
-T comer of Lime St.
Nov 7—dlw

tbree-storv Brick House *No. 70, corner of
Danforth and Tate Streets. It has all the modern
Improvements and is In excellent condition.
Tl*e house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., apply to
&TJFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Nov.
lSC5.-iatf
8,
^Portland,

By the (arewell
Cold in the clasp of the angel Death,
Like the last fair bud of a faded wreath,
Whose bloom the white frost nips.

evacuated.

Steamboats.

PORTLAND & KENNEBEG B.

INSURANCE COMP’Y

Agents,
Exohange St.r Portland,

^ojr 9 h—dlw*

House for Bale.

Over the sweet brow lovingly
Twlneth hor sunny hair:
so fragile, that love sent down,
was
She
iTom his heavenly gems, that soft, bright crown,
To shale her brow with its waves so brown,
Light as the dimpling air.
e

D. H. INGRAHAM,
101 Middle Street.

Nov 4—dtf

internationaT

Insurance

Add res* W, at the Press OfHee.

No. 14

_

inquire of

her eyes within
Shatn^
bhuwtnj taetlaaof
ciose^ to rest.
tu»^ ^ure

ij’roze

made.

Brown Street—a very desirable residence—in
complete repair.
Also—The two-story Brick House No. 23 Fore St.

‘^ath been-

Gone to sleep with t1

three-story BRICK TENEMENT,

TENEMENT in the castern part of tho city, at
about $'t>J a year, for which prompt payment
will be

A

SALE !

FOR

pregsed

^

f

Railroads.

~

^

to engage in a protitatde besiby calling for Agent at the Anicrkan
House, or addressing P. O. Box 6G2, Portland,Maict,
►©me oi
yon can obtain a most profitable agency, for

rpo those wishing

1

ness;

tbe m -8t ponular works out.
Oct 26,1£G*— (12w*

"mechanics*

___

ham-

■\YTELL arranged for Concerts, Lectures,
v V lions. Levees, &0., mav be obtained on

t,^nte°1tWt|U0HAf,D

C°L1'-

»l»P

We.

SoUl by .11 Druggist*-

Principal Dcpot-

HELMBOLD’S
drug AND CHEMICAL WAREHOUSE
994

Sept ?•', 1865—eod

Rroadteay.

l yr

HAY PRESS!!-Tho .SWe-t'owThis machine la
act up In . common barn floor;
80
cubic
Ifcet In 3o minwill press one tonofhay Into
utes; no beating, rolling ov treading: no Injury to
-0
In.
bv
by «4 In. ho
the hay; slie nl hale *0 In.
The Invention Is
other machine can press aa cheap.
one of thoao “liappy Mib” acknowledged to be Ju«t
the thing. Model and Bale ot Hay may be seen at
Send (hr Cfro ular.
Blake & Jonea’, CommwrlalSt.
Address STEPHEN J. AUSTIN, Fortland, Me,
Oct 21-Pbdlm
PRtSSt

HAYHAY snd COTTON PRESS.
portable and easily
er

